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Abstract 

Mineralization is frequently studied as a biomimetic process, owing to the sophisticated 

architectures and superior mechanical properties of the resultant materials. Bone is a classical 

example – a nanostructured material with a complex hierarchical architecture that is capable 

of resisting heavy loads and supporting the biological function necessary for its maintenance. 

Arguably, gene delivery could also be approached biomimetically, as viruses are the most 

efficient cell transfecting agents, selected by nature to deliver its genetic material inside cells. 

The study of synthetic gene carriers as virus inspired materials might therefore bring new 

ideas for nanoparticle fabrication in gene related applications.  

Recently, an unexpected property from viruses have been identified as an evolutionary 

advantage: the ability to become mineralized. A mineralized virus is more robust, with 

superior chance of survival when not infecting a host. When infecting a host, better adhesion 

and protection against the immune system are believed to confer superior infectivity. The 

new properties from mineralized viruses were proven to be translatable to therapeutic 

applications with success, generating viral vaccines and gene vectors with superior 

thermostability, immunization capability and transfection efficiency. However, the use of 

viral vectors is still unsafe, with many human deaths reported during clinical trials. For this 

reason, many believe that non-viral vectors could replace viral vectors as a safer option.  

In this thesis, a route for the fabrication of a novel non-viral mineralized delivery 

system was proposed. The non-viral vector used was a polyplex system produced by the self-

assembly of a low molecular weight, lipid-modified version of poly(ethylenimine) (PEI), 

considered by many as the gold standard in non-viral gene delivery. However, polyplexes of 

this type are highly positively charged and, as a consequence, non-mineralizable. Due to this 
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fact, poly(aspartic acid) (PAsp), a polyanion commonly used in the study of biomimetic bone 

mineralization was used to mediate the mineralization of the polyplexes. The mineralization 

strategy used was tailored for short incubation times necessary for effective gene delivery 

with polyplexes. Detailed physicochemical studies of every step of the fabrication method 

proposed were carried with the goal of providing a deep understanding of the phenomena 

responsible for particle properties. As a result of the approach taken, it was found that not 

only mineralized polyplexes are promising as new vectors, but also ‘calcium incubated 

polyplexes’, a particle that arose as an intermediated step of the fabrication route proposed.  

It was found that mineralization with calcium carbonate and calcium phosphate are 

efficient in promoting transfection efficiency in vitro and increased robustness as long as a 

certain Ca2+ excess is given. Calcium incubation can be used to achieve similar effects in 

transfection efficiency at higher Ca2+ concentrations with lower achievement of robustness, 

depending on polyplex composition. It is proposed that the improved robustness and 

transfection efficiency provided by means of mineralization and calcium incubation in the 

presence of PAsp can be used to expand the possible applications of polyplexes in gene 

therapy.  
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Scope 
 
In this thesis, the effect of mineralization on polyplexes as non-viral gene delivery 

vectors is investigated. Polyplexes tend to be the most effective when they are positively 

charged. However, mineralization demands a highly negative surface charge to occur at the 

surface of particles. Mineralization at low supersaturations with the help of nucleators is 

necessary for a controlled mineralization process. 

A comprehensive review of the literature regarding the application of mineralization in 

gene delivery is presented in Chapter 1. The very basic fundamentals that are necessary to 

understand the extensive body of work was reviewed. Classical nucleation theory, with a 

focus on phase transition from ionic solutions, and the most accepted modern mineralization 

theories, were reviewed. Cell uptake mechanisms and the influence of nanoparticle properties 

on uptake were also discussed. Although the number of applications employing 

mineralization in gene delivery is extensive, a clear look over the whole field was possible 

by categorizing the literature in terms of the resultant nanoarchitecture of the mineralized 

vectors, which were recognized to be just a few. Vector properties were related to the many 

medical applications, and when possible, qualitative and quantitate data were discussed. 

Finally, a future perspective of the field was given, presenting the current challenges for 

reaching the clinical application using mineralized vectors and proposing solutions based on 

the potential of the state-of-the-art technologies reviewed. 

Chapters 2 and 3 contain the experimental investigation of the effects of mineralization 

of polyplexes for gene delivery. In Chapter 2, calcium phosphate mineralized polyplexes 

were studied. The aim of this study is to test the hypothesis that polyplexes can be mineralized 

by polyplex charge manipulation and to study the effect of mineralization on polyplex 
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properties. Calcium incubated polyplexes were used as controls to isolate the effect of 

mineralization. After proving that the mineralization was achieved, it was observed that while 

mineralization could protect the polyplexes against dissociation, mineralization was not 

capable of inducing superior transfection efficiency compared to calcium incubation.  

In chapter 3, a mineralization strategy was developed based on polyplex mineralization 

by calcium carbonate. In this study, a buffer was not used due to the high ionic content, which 

resulted in increased agglomeration and growth of the nanoparticles in the previous study. 

Also, avoiding the use of a buffer during mineralization allows for studying the effect of 

calcium incubation and mineralization without the confounding effect of the components of 

the buffer. In this chapter, the effect of poly(aspartic acid) over the polyplex properties and 

calcium incubation was studied in-depth, and ideal poly(aspartic acid) coated polyplex 

formulations for reduced size after mineralization were proposed. An in-depth study of the 

morphology of the polyplexes was performed, and a basic polyplex mineralization 

mechanism was proposed.  

Chapter 4 is the conclusions of the thesis, considering what was found in Chapters 2 

and 3. Future perspectives for the application of the technology developed are given, and 

future studies are proposed based on the knowledge generated in this thesis. 
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1.  Mineralized Vectors for Gene Therapy 

1.1 Introduction 

The history of medicine is marked by changes in the approach to illness and disease in 

response to discoveries and developments of new materials and technologies. Some of these 

technologies have such broad applicability that they impact multiple fields of study. Gene 

therapy represents such a significant breakthrough for treating several human diseases. In 

gene therapy, concepts of cell biology and materials chemistry are condensed to develop 

strategies for the delivery of gene medicines in the treatment of a wide range of medical 

conditions, including cancer treatment[1], tissue engineering[2], genetic disorders, and 

infectious diseases[3]. 

Almost 50 years ago, gene therapy piqued the interest of researchers due to the 

promising and straightforward principle upon which it was founded[4]: a disease could be 

treated by delivering functional genes to a cell and inducing the expression of the desired 

protein, correcting a defective gene. Later, the inhibition of gene expression also became a 

possibility by the discovery of RNA interference[5–7]. The application of these principles 

in clinical practice, however, is complicated: the delivery of polynucleotides to specific cells 

necessitates the development of vectors (or carriers) with specific tissue targetability, the 

ability to protect polynucleotides from degradation by nucleases, and low 

immunogenicity[8]. Viral vectors became a predominant option since viruses naturally 

present many features necessary for the highly efficient delivery of their genetic cargo. The 

gene therapy field was propelled in the following decade with a successful first clinical trial 

in 1990 using a viral vector. However, many patients were observed to develop adverse 
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effects with the more widespread use of viruses. In 1999, a patient died after suffering 

multiple organ failure as a consequence of a robust systemic inflammatory response to the 

virus capsid[9]. This, in addition to other casualties, raised severe concerns for the safety of 

gene therapy, especially with the use of viral vectors, illustrated by an abrupt decline in 

investments that lasted almost a decade[10]. Such unexpected tragedies propelled the 

research for the development of safe and effective vectors from non-viral means. 

Non-viral vectors offer many advantages over viral vectors. Made up of well-

characterized, usually synthetic materials, they display low immunogenicity, low production 

cost, and properties that can be precisely controlled by tuning the material composition and 

structure. However, non-viral vectors are still less efficient than their viral counterparts. 

Various synthetic vectors have been tried in gene therapy: gold nanoparticles (NPs)[11], 

carbon nanotubes[12], magnetic particles[13], cationic lipids[14] and calcium phosphate 

(CaP) are a few example[15]. Among these, CaP and other mineralized vectors are probably 

the safest options. With the negligible toxicity of its constituents, CaP is well tolerated in the 

body, being the main component of bones and teeth, and frequently used in bone tissue 

regeneration therapy due to its bioactivity and safety[16]. Furthermore, CaP NPs 

encapsulating polynucleotides can be easily synthesized by wet chemical synthesis using 

calcium and phosphate salts in a co-precipitation method[17]. The same is true for other 

mineralized vectors, such as calcium carbonate[18,19] and magnesium phosphate[20,21]. 

However, without a rigorous optimization, the traditional co-precipitation method to create 

CP materials presents serious disadvantages compared to other non-viral vectors, such as 

lack of control over particle size under storage, low reproducibility, and high dependence of 
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efficiency on the details of the synthesis reaction, which frequently results in low efficiency 

compared to other non-viral vectors cationic lipids and polycations[22]. 

Fortunately, over the last two decades, innovations in inorganic materials synthesis 

allowed researchers to experiment with new methods for the production of mineralized 

vectors. Once adapted to the production of mineralized gene vectors, these could be used to 

overcome the main drawbacks of the co-precipitation method, starting a new era of in vitro 

studies that eventually led to numerous successful attempts in vivo [23–26]. Part of this 

success comes from the modification of NP synthesis processes in a way that organic 

molecules could be added to the surface of materials, generating hybrid vectors capable of 

synergic actions with other transfection reagents and targetability to specific cell types. 

Distinct from the times when traditional co-precipitation was the sole option available 

for CaP particle fabrication, the scientific scene now is marked by various mineralized 

delivery systems for gene therapy, each presenting a characteristic nanoarchitecture as a 

fingerprint of its fabrication method. Here, confident that the renaissance of mineralized 

vectors emerged as a consequence of new fabrication methods, we propose a different 

perspective for categorizing recently emerging literature based on the mineralization strategy 

and, therefore, resultant nanoarchitecture. The focus of this review is maintained on CaP 

since this is the most utilized material among the mineralized vectors; however, when 

possible, other mineralized vectors of importance are discussed. Therapeutic applications of 

gene therapy using Ca/P surfaces and NPs are presented below with an eye on structure-

function relationships.  

 

1.2 Background on Theories of Mineralization 
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All transfection systems discussed in this review concern the synthesis of solid 

precipitates in aqueous solutions that contain the ions and form a solid. Precipitation involves 

the process of nucleation (start of the new phase), followed by the growth of the nucleated 

phase. In this work, when discussing the literature, we used the term mineralization for the 

heterogeneous or molecular templated nucleation of a mineral followed growth. The term 

‘biomimetic’ was used to describe mineralization performed with the idea of mimicking a 

biological process, when this term was used by the authors of the work cited. In this section, 

we review the main concepts of the classical nucleation theory, modern theories of 

nucleation, and their applications.  

 

1.2.1 Classical nucleation theory (CNT) 

The classical nucleation theory is founded on the works of Becker and Doring[27], 

Frenkel[28], and Volmer and Weber[29]. According to the CNT, the energy barrier for 

nucleation results from opposing energetic contributions that arise when clusters form in 

solution. In solution before nucleation, the constituent atoms or molecules that form the solid 

have a higher degree of freedom, which results in density fluctuations. Upon collision, these 

components are joined in close-packed, short-lived clusters with an atomic organization that 

coincides with that of the crystal phase. Upon the formation of the new cluster, there is a 

formation of a new solid-liquid interface, which is accompanied by an increase in the 

interfacial energy of the new phase proportional to the square of the radius (𝑟) of the cluster 

(Fig. 1.1). Accordingly, a decrease in the free energy related to the bulk of the new phase is 

observed, which is proportional to r3. In Eq. 1, the total free energy ∆𝐺 is given as the sum 

of these two contributions, where 𝛾 is the surface free energy and ∆𝐺! is the bulk free energy. 
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The bulk free energy is dependent on the Boltzmann constant	𝑘", temperature 𝑇, 

supersaturation 𝑆 and the crystal volume 𝑣 (Eq. 2) 

∆𝐺 = 4𝜋𝑟#𝛾 +
4
3𝜋𝑟

$∆𝐺!		(1) 

∆𝐺! =
−𝑘"𝑇 ln(𝑆)

𝑣 	(2) 

 

Figure 1.1 Nucleation according to the CNT. An energy barrier is a result of a negative bulk free energy and a 
positive interface free energy. Due to density fluctuations, cluster forms and dissolve until a metastable nucleus 
is achieved, with critical radius r*. The barriers for heterogeneous and homogeneous nucleation are 
represented as ∆𝐺!"#∗  and ∆𝐺!%&∗ . 
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These opposing contributions create what is known as the nucleation barrier for 

nucleation, related to a critical radius 𝑟∗. At 𝑟∗, a metastable state is achieved (𝑑∆𝐺/𝑑𝑟 = 0, 

𝑑#∆𝐺/𝑑𝑟# < 0), and this is known as the critical nucleus. The free energy of the system is 

lowered by the dissolution of subcritical clusters. At the same time, for any infinitesimal 

increase in size beyond the critical cluster size, the decrease in free energy is achieved by 

the growth of nuclei and the formation of the solid phase. The free energy related to the 

critical nucleus ∆𝐺∗ is the energy barrier for nucleation, given in Eq. 3, while the critical 

radius 𝑟∗, is given in Eq. 4.   

∆𝐺∗ =
4
3𝜋𝛾𝑟

∗#		(3 

𝑟∗ =
−2𝛾
∆𝐺!

=
2𝛾𝑣

𝑘"𝑇	𝑙𝑛𝑆
		(4) 

With the system reaching supersaturation and, therefore, sufficient thermodynamic 

driving force, nucleation occurs. The nucleation rate 𝐽 represents the number of new nuclei 

per unit time per unit volume and is expressed in an Arrhenius type equation (Eqs 5 and 6): 

𝐽 = 𝐴	𝑒𝑥𝑝 A−
∆𝐺∗

𝑘"𝑇
B	(5) 

𝐽 = 𝐴	𝑒𝑥𝑝 D−
16𝜋𝛾$𝑣#

3𝑘"$𝑇$(ln 𝑆)#
F	(6) 

where A is the pre-exponential factor specific to the material investigated. From Eq. 

(6), the only experimental parameters that can be varied are temperature, supersaturation, 

and surface energy. This means that at a fixed temperature for a given material, which is the 

most common experimental setup, supersaturation is the main parameter influencing 

nucleation. 
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The ability to accelerate or slow nucleation by controlling supersaturation is especially 

useful when the energy barrier for nucleation can be lowered by introducing heterogeneous 

nucleation. When the probability of formation of the nuclei is evenly distributed in the 

system, ‘homogeneous’ nucleation results. Otherwise, ‘heterogeneous’ nucleation occurs, 

which indicates specific conditions in the system capable of lowering the nucleation barrier 

for the same critical radius among the nucleating species. The energy barrier for 

homogeneous nucleation can be seen as an upper energetic limit for nucleation, while the 

heterogeneous nucleation barrier represents a lowering of the energy barrier by agents that 

are capable of facilitating nucleation. Heterogeneous nucleation can be caused by diverse 

agents from the environment, including unwanted species, such as bubbles, dust, or the walls 

of the reaction vessels. However, agents with high affinity towards the constituents in the 

solution can be added to significantly facilitate nucleation compared to unavoidable factors.  

We can correlate the homogeneous and heterogeneous nucleations by: 

∆𝐺&'(∗ = ∆𝐺&)*∗ 	𝑓(𝑚)	

where f(m) is the correlation factor that describes the lowering of the nucleation barrier 

caused by the nucleating agent, and m is a function of the interfacial free energy. f(m) 

assumes values between 0 and 1; the closer to 0, the better match and the larger the lowering 

of the nucleation barrier. 

 

1.2.2 Modern nucleation theories 

From the material synthesis perspective, the concept of an energy barrier that can be 

lowered by the use of specific agents is crucial for the design of hybrid materials with control 

at the nanoscale. However, the CNT in its pure form fails to explain many of the 
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experimental observations at the early stages of nucleation, such as the formation of 

amorphous solid intermediates instead of the most thermodynamically stable crystal [30]. 

Additionally, the assumption made within the CNT that the nucleating clusters are pseudo 

phases with similar interfacial energetics to the stable crystal leads to miscalculations of the 

energy barrier for nucleation and, as a consequence, the inability to correctly predict 

nucleation rates [31]. The CaP and carbonate systems are good examples in which 

amorphous intermediates can nucleate prior to the most thermodynamically stable crystal, 

depending on the synthesis parameters [32]. The nucleation in these two systems has been a 

source of great debate in recent publications, in which two approaches seem to be pursued. 

The first approach is dedicated to correcting discrepancies or over-simplifications of the 

CNT, preserving the main theoretical framework and concepts [30,33]. The second approach 

proposes a non-classical nucleation pathway, in which the idea of a metastable cluster as 

nucleation species is abolished [34].  

In mid-1970s, the idea of nucleation by cluster aggregation had been already proposed 

by Posner and Betts for CaP formation [35]. Posner postulated that small close-packed 

clusters with a Ca9(PO4)6 configuration would aggregate to form the amorphous calcium 

phosphate (ACP) precursor, which would later transform into hydroxyapatite (HAp). 

Precursors coinciding with Posner’s model would later be reported by others [36,37]. In 

2008, Gebauer and co-workers [34] proposed a nucleation path for CaCO3 based on the 

aggregation of stable pre-nucleation clusters (PNC) (Fig. 1.2). With titration under stable pH 

with ion-selective electrodes and analytical ultracentrifugation, it was observed that ~75% 

of calcium was bound before nucleation in what was described as stable nanometric species. 

According to this definition, PNCs do not present interfacial energy with the liquid, being 
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considered stable solutes [32]. PNC would also be present in undersaturated solutions. Under 

super-saturation, the PNCs would aggregate to form an amorphous precursor, which later 

would transform into the stable crystal phase.  

 

Figure 1.2 Nucleation models for CaCO3 as proposed by [33] (top) and [32] (bottom). 

 
Other authors proposed mechanisms that are framed around classical concepts. Smeets 

and co-workers[33] performed a comprehensive study in CaCO3 nucleation, revisiting the 
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techniques employed by Gebauer, in addition to cryo-TEM and computer simulations [33]. 

Indeed, most calcium ions were found to be bound before nucleation, in agreement with 

Gebauer results [34]. However, based on dynamic light scattering results and computer 

simulations, it was proposed that the pre-nucleation species are free ions and ion pairs, with 

more complex ionic structures being the consequence of density fluctuations.[33]. TEM 

analysis showed the presence of a submicrometric dense liquid-like phase prior to solid 

formation. The authors proposed a nucleation mechanism explained by classical concepts, 

in which liquid-liquid separation by nucleation and growth within the binodal regimen would 

originate a dense amorphous liquid phase (DLP) and a lean ionic solution both containing 

ion pairs alongside free ions (Fig. 1.2). A growth mechanism involving intermediate phases 

would lead to dehydration of the dense liquid phase and vaterite formation. Single calcium 

ion associates were also proposed for CaP as pre-nucleation species in the form of 

[Ca(PO4)3]4-[30]. TEM analysis showed inorganic polymeric structures, which were 

proposed to form by the association of clusters. A correction of the CNT, in which interfacial 

free energy dependence with particle size is taken into account, was used to explain the 

polymeric structures and to re-calculate the energy barrier for nucleation, placing the energy 

barrier for ACP at lower values than the energy barrier for apatite, indicating the formation 

of ACP as the first solid phase. The degree of validity of the CNT and the exact mechanism 

of nucleation seem to be an open debate.  

 

1.2.3  Application of nucleation theory for particle preparation   

The fabrication of mineralized particulate systems for gene therapy greatly depends on 

the correct understanding of the effect of macromolecules on nucleation and growth control. 
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The nucleation process can be seen as a “yes or no” process; ‘yes’ if super-saturation is high 

enough for driving nucleation and ‘no’ if it is not. However, the possibility of lowering the 

energy barrier for nucleation transforms the nucleation process into a “yes or no, and where” 

process, opening the possibility to fabricate materials with complex nanoarchitecture. This 

comes from the fact that when species concentration is kept low enough to inhibit 

homogeneous nucleation, the lowering of the energy barrier at specific locations by adding 

nucleation sites can locally generate a supersaturated status, limiting nucleation to specific 

sites through heterogeneous nucleation. Negatively charged chemical groups in 

macromolecules and surfaces can work as sites for heterogeneous nucleation for calcium 

minerals. For instance, in polynucleotide mineralization, the negatively charged phosphate 

groups in polynucleotides strongly interact with calcium in solution. With the addition of a 

phosphate or carbonate salt to a polynucleotide/calcium salt solution, CaP or CaCO3 can be 

co-precipitated with the polynucleotide, forming NPs capable of transfecting cells[38][39] 

(DNA mineralization is represented in Fig. 1.3).  

With nucleation, supersaturation is abruptly reduced, and with the use of strategies to 

limit the access of free ions to the particle surface, growth and aggregation can be controlled. 

Removing the particles from solution by centrifugation[40] or removing free ions by 

dialysis[41] are commonly used methods to control growth; however, most applications 

demand a tight control over size, which can be done by methods that confine the synthesized 

particles. Particles can be confined by the use of block copolymers (displaying a combination 

of distinct features), which can be present during or immediately after nucleation, adsorbing 

to the particle surface, and occupying the available sites for growth[25]. Methods using 

reverse microemulsion confine the particle inside a droplet in a hydrophobic solvent, limiting 
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growth by the size of the droplet and by surfactant adsorption[42,43]. Confinement can also 

be exerted by a gas phase, as in spray pyrolysis[44].  

 

Figure 1.3 DNA mineralization. (a) The negatively charged phosphate groups in DNA attract the free calcium 
ions in solution; (b) With the addition of a phosphate or carbonate salt, nucleation of a mineral phase takes 
place in association with DNA; (c) With the growth of the mineral phase, co-precipitation occurs, and DNA 
can be encapsulated inside a mineralized NP. 

 

1.3 Gene Therapy and Involvement of Mineralized Vectors in Gene Delivery 

 

1.3.1 Controlling Gene Expression  

Gene therapy is a versatile option to treat many conditions using cells’ own machinery 

to control protein production by promotion or inhibition of gene expression. In both cases, 

for appreciable efficiency of treatment, the polynucleotide cargo must be protected and 
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delivered intracellularly. Protein production takes place in two steps: transcription, which 

takes place in the nucleus, and translation, which takes place in the cytoplasm. Accordingly, 

depending on the polynucleotide cargo and in which step it acts, the intracellular target might 

vary[45,46]. Promotion of expression is done by delivering DNA (or, more recently, mRNA) 

intracellularly in its different forms, such as plasmids, minicircles, or minivectors, and 

others[8,47,48]. We encourage the reader to consult the effect of DNA vector properties on 

transfection efficiency in references [8,49,50]. The transcription of the exogenous DNA 

sequence depends on the cell's own machinery inside the nucleus. This demands protection 

of the cargo against the cell's natural defenses upon endosomal uptake, effective endosomal 

escape, and unpacking that allows for transcription inside the nucleus. Molecular entry inside 

the nucleus happens through the nuclear pore complex. It is not very well understood how 

to target specific parts of the cell or what is the nature of the species after endosomal scape; 

however, it seems like entry is affected by the original size of the NPs and the presence of 

nuclear localization sequences[51]. The diameter of the central nuclear pore complex core 

is thought to be ~30 nm. However, particles significantly larger than that – or the reminiscent 

species after endosomal scape – are found to be taken up inside the nucleus once tagged with 

nuclear delivery sequences [52]. It is also reported that NPs can reach the nucleus during cell 

mitosis, which would explain the nuclear delivery of larger particles[53].  

Inhibition of expression, or gene silencing, on the other hand, could happen at the post-

transcriptional step of the protein production process. It is most frequently executed by 

means of ribonucleic acid interference (RNAi) using small interfering RNA (siRNA) or 

micro RNA (miRNA)[54]. These are short RNA molecules that possess binding sequences 

on target messenger RNA (mRNA) by base paring, and with the help of the RNA-induced 
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silencing complex (RISC), inhibit translation of the mRNA into a protein. siRNA and 

miRNA differ in the degree of specificity towards the mRNA target: while siRNA targets a 

specific sequence by full complementarity, the miRNA is partially complementary to the 

target mRNA and can target multiple mRNAs[54]. Since translation happens on the 

cytoplasm of the cells, the technologies used to deliver the RNA do not need to reach the 

nucleus of the cell, which might demand different properties from the carrier[46].  

 

1.3.2 Endocytosis of NPs  

When a NP reaches a cell and interacts with its membrane, there is the opportunity of 

internalization by endocytosis. In endocytosis, the NP is surrounded by the cell membrane 

and engulfed, joining the vesicle trafficking machinery inside the cell. The membrane 

bending necessary for endocytosis can happen by many different energy-driven 

mechanisms[55]. The most relevant endocytic pathways for NP uptake include 

phagocytosis, micropinocytosis, clathrin- and caveolae-mediated endocytosis. 

Phagocytosis occurs mainly in professional phagocytes as an integral part of their host 

defense functions and during the clearance of dead cells and debris[56]. Depending on the 

NP physicochemical properties, the particles can be coated by opsonins, a family of proteins 

responsible for enhancing phagocytosis[57]. Phagocytosis is then triggered by receptor-

ligand interactions, which results in cell surface extensions that engulf and internalize 

particles, forming a phagosome[56]. Phagocytic cell lines have been shown to better take up 

large particles, which explains the faster clearance from blood[58,59]. Another important 

pathway for larger particles is macropinocytosis, which shares with phagocytosis its 

dependence on the actin polymerization machinery for creating large membrane extensions 
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for engulfment[60–62]. Macropinocytosis, however, is a non-specific, growth factor-

induced endocytic pathway that is present in most cells[60,63]. At the smaller scale (<200 

nm), bending the membrane for uptake demands specific membrane machinery. Clathrin- 

and caveolae-mediated endocytosis are important NP uptake pathways that fall in this 

category[64–66]. Both these pathways depend on the assembly of proteins as coatings for 

vesicle formation. In clathrin-mediated endocytosis, the recruitment and assembly of clathrin 

form a coat on the cell membrane inner leaflet that bends the plasma membrane around the 

NP, forming a clathrin-coated vesicle[64,66] Caveolin is another membrane coat at the cell 

surface, being directly bound to membrane cholesterol. Upon assembly, caveolin forms the 

caveolae, 50-100 nm flask-shaped structures at the cell membrane. There are three caveolin 

isoforms, and they have varied functions and abundancy dependent on cell type. However, 

the expression of caveolin-1 is recognized as the main marker for caveolae formation in 

cells[65,66]. Notably, endothelial cells express high levels of caveolin-1 and contain a large 

number of caveolae. In both clathrin- and caveolae-mediated endocytosis, the scission of the 

coated vesicle is promoted by dynamin[66]. 

 

1.3.3 Intracellular trafficking and calcium phosphate NP endosomal escape 

After scission and de-coating (in the case of clathrin- or caveolin-coated) of the 

endocytic vesicles, they fuse with the early endosomes[67,68]. The intracellular trafficking 

of NPs is then guided by the early endosomes to different locations inside the cell, which 

upon maturation to late endosomes can result in exocytosis by fusion with the cell 

membrane, or fusion with the lysosomes, which exposes the NP to a variety of degradation 

enzymes. At any given point, NPs that carry specific mechanisms for endosomal 
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interactions, often triggered by acidification of the endosomal compartment, can escape to 

the cytoplasm and reach other locations inside the cell[67,68]. Inside the endosomes and 

lysosomes, endocytosed NPs are subjected to acidic pH[69]. This property ensures that when 

CaP particles carrying polynucleotides enter cells by clathrin- and caveolae-dependent 

pathways, they are completely dissolved into non-toxic products inside the endosomes[70]. 

It is believed that the buffering effect of Pi ions is responsible for the pumping of additional 

H+ inside the endosome, which is accompanied by the influx of Cl- counter ions, leading to 

osmotic swelling of endosomes[71]. This “proton sponge effect”[72], in addition to the 

increase in internal calcium ion concentration[71], will result in rupture of the endosomes 

and release of the delivered polynucleotide (Fig. 1.4). However, the exact dissolution 

mechanism of CaP carrying nucleic acid cargo is not completely understood. It was proposed 

that the initial hydration of phosphates followed by hydrogenation triggers Ca+2 detachment 

in multiple independent centers at the surface[38]. Dissolution initiated by localized pits is 

also a reported mechanism[73].  
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Figure 1.4 Mineralized NP uptake by endocytosis. Acidification of the endosome triggers NP dissolution as a 
result of increased mineral solubility, releasing the polynucleotide and increasing osmotic pressure in the 
endosome. Endosome rupture results in polynucleotide escape into the cytoplasm. 

 

1.3.4 Effect of NPs Physicochemical Properties in Biological Interactions 

Biological Identity  

The NP biological interactions in biological fluids start influencing particle fate long 

before any cell/particle interaction occurs. Once administered, NPs immediately start 

interacting with many components of biological fluids, such as proteins, electrolytes, and 

other biomolecules[74]. Such interactions result in the decoration of NPs by a so-called 

“protein corona”. The properties of the protein corona have a substantial effect on how NPs 

interact with cells, which can determine their fate[75–77]. For instance, silica NPs were 
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reported to lose their specific targeting capabilities due to corona formation[78]. It is also 

observed that pharmacokinetics and cytotoxicity can be significantly affected by corona 

formation[79], as well as biodistribution[80]. While the environment will determine the 

availability of proteins regarding their type and abundancy, the physicochemical properties 

of the particles (size, shape, surface charge, hydrophobicity) regulate which proteins will be 

adsorbed and the conformation upon adsorption[74,81,82]. Accordingly, the route of NP 

entry (intravenous injection, oral ingestion, inhalation) will likely affect the protein corona 

composition and final NP properties and, as a consequence, biodistribution and uptake 

efficiency[74,80,83]. It was found that when NPs switch from one biological medium to 

another, the protein corona evolves, building a footprint of the different biological 

environments it navigated[84]. In short, the nano-bio interactions happen in a way that when 

the NP finally reaches a cell, it possesses a unique biological identity, influenced by its 

original properties and carrying information of its journey to that point inside the cellular 

universe [68]. 

Effect of physicochemical properties in NP uptake 

The NP uptake by a cell is greatly influenced by the initial NP physicochemical properties. 

Morphological properties, such as size and shape, as well as NP surface chemistry, 

responsible for controlling surface charge and hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity, will be briefly 

discussed in this section. A summary of the properties discussed in this section can be found 

in Fig. 1.5.  
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Figure 1.5 Summary of physicochemical properties affecting NP uptake. 

 

Effect of size and shape 

 In order for endocytosis to occur, the energy necessary to drive the NP across a cell 

membrane must be balanced by favorable cell/NP interactions[85,86]. Particles that are too 

small would not bind enough receptors to balance the energy necessary for wrapping the NP. 

On the other hand, particles that are too large would compete for a finite number of surface 

receptors, which upon depletion would limit the binding energy gained to overcome the large 

membrane bending. The optimal value of ~50 nm seems to be recurrent in theoretical and 

experimental studies [85,87–90]. It was observed experimentally that particles that are 

bigger than the optimal value for uptake get stuck to the cell surface due to incomplete 

membrane folding while smaller NPs undergo aggregation for endocytosis [85,91]. The size 

is also known to influence the type of endocytic pathway[92]. For Ag NPs, clathrin-mediated 
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endocytosis seems to be a shared pathway for NPs with sizes ranging from 5 nm to 100 nm. 

However, caveolin-mediated endocytosis is predominant on uptake of NP smaller than 50 

nm and macropinocytosis for NPs with 50 nm and 100 nm. Also, it is observed that larger 

particles are more easily taken up by phagocytes in vitro, and in vivo, they are more rapidly 

cleared from the bloodstream due to being more susceptible to the binding of opsonins, and 

hence, phagocytosis[58,59]. Biodistribution is highly influenced by particle size, and the 

increased circulation time of small particles frequently results in superior tumor 

accumulation [59,81,93,94].   

However, achieving efficient treatment involving intracellular delivery is not as simple 

as achieving a specific optimal size for uptake.  For instance, the superior accumulation of 

NP with small or optimal sizes at tumor sites does not necessarily translate into superior 

treatment compared to bigger particles and can increase toxicity[94]. Additionally, reports 

of superior transfection efficiency of polyplexes in vitro and in vivo with sizes close to the 

micrometer range raise attention to the importance of probing the uptake mechanisms of 

large particles [61,95]. It seems like large polyplexes might show increased transfection 

efficiency due to superior DNA release inside the cells [61]. There is also evidence of the 

interplay between different sizes of NPs in which larger NPs promote the uptake of small 

NPs, while small NPs inhibit the uptake of larger NPs[96]. This gives insight into what could 

be a complex mechanism in play on the uptake of particles with certain particle distribution. 

The shape can additionally influence uptake efficiency and pathway[97–99] toxicity 

and biodistribution[87,100]. However, it is difficult to draw definitive conclusions regarding 

optimal shape for uptake across different materials and even across different groups' studies 

on the same material. Gold NPs perhaps serve as a good example, in which many authors 
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report spheres as being superior in terms of uptake[87,90,101]. Reports of higher uptake of 

nanorods are also present in the literature[82]. Nanorods might also present benefits 

regarding tumor accumulation in vivo due to decreased uptake by macrophages[102]. A few 

studies also looked into the effect of shape on the endocytic pathway. PEGylated 

mesoporous silica NPs in the form of long rods were taken up mainly by caveolae-mediated 

endocytosis and spheres by clathrin-mediated endocytosis[97]. Cylindrical hydrogel NP 

prepared by a top-down lithographic method showed a shared uptake mechanism between 

clathrin- and caveolae-mediated endocytosis, and interestingly, an increase in aspect ratio 

from 1 to 3 resulted in a 4 times faster uptake rate[99].  

 

Effect of surface chemistry.  

Surface chemistry is another highly influential factor in NP uptake efficiency, being able to 

influence particle surface charge, hydrophobicity, and addition of targeting ligands to NPs 

surface and hence directly affecting the interactions of NPs with cell membranes. In general, 

surface charge and hydrophobicity will govern non-specific binding forces with the cell 

membrane, while the presence of functionalities capable of receptor-ligand interactions will 

lead to receptor-mediated endocytosis[74]. For most cases, cationic surface charge correlates 

with considerably higher cellular uptake and toxicity in non-phagocytic cell lines compared 

to anionic particles[14,103–105]. Both cationic and anionic particles interact with lipid 

membranes and induce local structural changes[106]. However, the strong attraction 

between cationic particles and the anionic cell membrane allows utilization of non-endocytic 

pathways that are not experienced by negatively charged particles, such as entry by 

disruption and hole creation in the cell membranes[107]. The membrane disruption, along 
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with alteration of cell membrane potential and intracellular calcium content, is responsible 

for high cell toxicity [103,108,109]. In vivo, both highly anionic or cationic particles seem 

to be more prone to phagocytosis and clearance by the reticuloendothelial system (RES). 

However, many authors find that a slight negative zeta potential leads to increased 

circulation time and superior tumor accumulation by limiting non-specific cell-particle 

interactions[59,102,110,111]. 

The balance of hydrophilicity-hydrophobicity of NPs influences particle stability and 

cell-membrane interactions. Good NP colloidal stability and increased circulation time in 

biological applications are important features that demand the use of hydrophilic 

coatings[57]. Furthermore, a high degree of hydrophobicity might elicit 

cytotoxicity[112,113], high immune system activation, and poor biodistribution[114]. 

However, hydrophobicity might be important for encouraging uptake by NP-membrane 

interactions. For instance, poly(lactic acid) NP showed a 60% increase in uptake by HeLa 

cells when hydrophobicity was increased by co-polymerization with membrane lipids[115]. 

Due to the variable demands in terms of hydrophobicity during particle application in vivo, 

many authors develop systems that are based on the combination of hydrophilic and 

hydrophobic components. For example, the coating with hydrophilic and hydrophobic 

functionalities can potentially benefit uptake by rearrangements of the components during 

membrane crossing due to maximization of hydrophilic and hydrophobic interactions at a 

separate portion of the particle surface as it crosses a lipid bilayer[116]. Maximization of 

hydrophilic and hydrophobic interactions can also trigger a change in conformation of co-

polymer coatings that expose hydrophilic or hydrophobic portions of the chain[112].  
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Targeting ligands  

Even with optimization of NPs features for uptake in a given application, a high degree of 

targetability of NP towards a specific site of disease or cell type is a considerable challenge. 

Modifying the NPs surface with targeting ligands that bind to surface receptors on target 

cells is the most fruitful approach to specific targeting and increased uptake. This strategy is 

especially useful when the target cell over-expresses specific receptors that are not expressed 

to the same extent in other cell types, reducing unwanted side effects due to off-

targeting[117–122]. There are many well-known examples of effective ligands that have 

successfully been used to modify NPs surfaces, such as hyaluronic acid[117,118], folic 

acid[119–121], peptides[122], and antibodies[123]. It is also important to modulate NPs  

features to work in conjunction with targeting ligands. However, one should carefully 

interpret results from in vitro studies since these represent a less complex scenario than the 

in vivo application. From a gene therapy perspective, highly efficient hydrophobic cationic 

NPs that transfect a wide range of cell phenotypes might be indeed very appropriate for in 

vitro cell modification. However, the lack of specificity and considerable toxicity due to the 

strong interaction with cell membranes are highly undesirable features in vivo. For in vivo 

targeting, the size, shape, surface charge, and hydrophobicity should be carefully modulated 

to optimize targeted uptake and to minimize all biological interactions other than receptor-

mediated endocytosis triggered by the specific targeting ligand. This also demands surface 

chemistry that avoids interference of targetability by protein corona composition[78]. 

Reducing unspecific biological interactions is not an objective commonly pursued in in vitro 

studies using non-targeted particles, as this would literally mean achieving negative results. 

A contrary example is found with CaP NPs having hyaluronic acid coatings for targeting 
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cells overexpressing CD44 receptors[124,125]. Hyaluronic acid coatings rendered 

hydrophilic anionic NPs with high uptake in vitro when CD44 receptors are available. 

However, when CD44 receptors are saturated, uptake decreases dramatically, revealing that 

the NPs properties on their own do not favor uptake by other endocytic pathways[124,125]. 

The targeted NPs using mineralization strategies discussed during this review have been 

summarized in Table 1. 

 

Table 1-1 Targeting ligands employed on mineralized vectors. 

Particle 
type 

Targeting ligand Target Cell targeted Application Ref. 

Polymer 
Coated 

3,4-dihydroxy-L-
phenylalanine- 
conjugated 
Hyaluronic acid 

CD44 receptor 
 

HT29  In vivo luciferase 
inhibition in 
tumors 

[125] 

hMSCs  In vitro 
osteogenesis by 
BMP-2 pDNA 
delivery 

[126] 

Alendronate 
conjugated 
hyaluronic acid 

CD44 receptor A549  In vivo EGFR 
silencing in tumor 
xenograft 

[25] 

D-SS-crosslinked 
Hyaluronic acid 

CD44 receptor B16F10- In 
vitro and in vivo 

In vivo luciferase 
and BCL-2 
silencing in tumor 
xenograft 

 
[124] 

Lipid 
coated 

 
 

Lipid-PEG- 
conjugated 
anisamide 
 

Sigma receptors 
 

 H460 human 
lung cancer 
cells in vivo 

In vivo luciferase 
silencing in tumor 
xenograft 
 

[40] 

A549 and 
H460 

In vivo MDM2, c-
Myc, and VEGF 
silencing in tumors 

[127] 

B16F10  
 

In vivo MDM2, c-
Myc, and VEGF 
silencing in a 
metastatic tumor 
model 

[128] 

Lipid-PEG-
conjugated ABX-
EGF scFv/folic acid 

EGFR and 
folate receptors 

MDA-MB-468 
(Triple-negative 
breast cancer) 

In vivo CD-siRNA 
delivery to tumor 
xenograft 

[43] 

Lipid-PEG 
aminoethyl 
anisamide 

Sigma 1 
receptor 

Stellate hepatic 
cells 

In vivo relaxin 
gene delivery in 
metastatic liver 
cancer model 

[129] 

Lipid-conjugated 
Galactose 

D-galactose 
receptor 

Stellate hepatic 
cells 

Inhibition of 
CXCL12/ CXCR 

[130] 
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in a liver metastatic 
cancer model 

Lipid-conjugated β-
D-galactoside 

Asialoglycoprot
ein receptor 

Hepatocytes 
and 
hepatocellular 
carcinoma cells 

In vivo VEGF 
silencing in liver 
cancer 

[24] 

SP94 peptide 
 

n/a Hepatocellular 
carcinoma cells 

In vivo TRAIL 
gene therapy and 
protamine delivery 
to liver 

[131] 

Hepatocellular 
carcinoma cells 

In vivo IL-2 pDNA 
and PD-L1 siRNA 

[132] 

Folic acid Folate receptor B16F0 
melanoma cells 

In vitro co-delivery 
of cell death 
siRNA and α-
tocopheryl 
succinate 

[133] 

Multi-shell 
(CaP/PEI/p
oly(I:C)/Si

O2) 

anti-CD146, anti-
IgG1, and anti-IgG2  
 

CD146, 
IgG1and IgG2 

THP-1 cells, 
Kupffer cells 
(KC), and liver 
sinusoidal 
endothelial cells 

In vivo toll-like-
receptor ligand-3 to 
the liver. 

[134] 

TLR9 ligand TLR9 CD8+ T cells  HIV-1 vaccination 
in vivo 

[135] 

 

 

1.4 Fabrication of Nanoparticulate Mineral Vectors by co-Precipitation  

 

1.4.1 Traditional co-precipitation method for NP vectors  

The use of CaP as a vector for the transfection of mammalian cells was introduced in 

the early 1970s with Graham’s pioneering paper[136], and as in many discoveries in 

chemistry, by the recognition of an unintended chemical reaction, as described one decade 

later by Graham himself[137]. At the time of this discovery, the only available transfection 

option was the inefficient diethyl aminoethyl (DEAE)-dextran method. Graham, motivated 

by the effect of divalent ions binding to DNA, tried new ionic combinations with DEAE-

dextran in buffered media. When CaCl2 was used in conjunction with a phosphate buffer, an 

unusually high transfection efficiency was observed, which was later related to the presence 
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of a fine precipitate or co-precipitate, since the mineral was nucleated in association with 

DNA. Numerous papers have since been published on the CaP precipitation method, which 

led to further optimization of the technique[17,70,138–141].  

Solubility is a key property of CaPs. It controls precipitation, dissolution, hydrolysis, 

phase transition[142,143] and even bioactivity[144] of the mineral. Not surprisingly, it is 

important to optimize the parameters controlling solubility in order to achieve efficient 

transfection. Precursor concentration, pH, and incubation time are vital to be 

optimized[17,138,141]. A Ca molar concentration in excess of as much as 170-fold of Pi is 

frequently used to assure complete calcium/DNA binding before co-precipitation. A low Pi 

salt supersaturation, on the other hand, limits excessive precipitation and particle growth, 

while incubation times are rarely longer than 5 minutes. With everything else fixed, pH is 

the key parameter to control the solubility of the resultant Ca/P. At acidic pH, CaP is not 

easily precipitated, while at close to neutral pH, small increases can cause uncontrollable 

precipitation, drastically decreasing transfection efficiency[17,138,141].  

CaP precipitation and dissolution is an ongoing process inside our bodies. In bone 

remodeling, osteoblasts create new bone by performing appropriate steps for calcium 

precipitation, while osteoclasts degrade bone by local acidification[145]. Thus, it is not a 

surprise that a material naturally produced and degraded by the body (biodegradable) 

presents considerable bioactivity and is well accepted by the body, including in its synthetic 

form. CaP synthetic materials are recognized as being extremely safe options in clinical 

practice, often showing negligible toxicity to cells in gene therapy applications[25,146,147]. 

Additionally, CaP can be produced using cheap reactants via easy chemical routes. One 

interesting addition to the co-precipitation method is the option of using other minerals. With 
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similar properties to CaP mineral regarding safety, bioactivity and acid triggered dissolution, 

calcium carbonate[148] and magnesium phosphate[149] became promising options for the 

delivery of polynucleotides. Perhaps even more appealing is the control of properties of the 

vectors by combining different mineralizing solutions. The combination of calcium 

carbonate and phosphate[39] and calcium phosphate and silicate[146] presented superior 

pDNA transfection efficiency in vitro compared to unmodified NPs. 

A major concern of the co-precipitation method is its low reproducibility. Rather than 

a characteristic of CaP itself, the reproducibility issue is a consequence of the processes used 

for synthesis in this practice. Different from other synthetic vectors in which the synthesis 

can be performed in a more automated way for big batches for several repeated transfection 

experiments, CaP synthesis is normally undertaken before every transfection experiment by 

manually mixing the components[17,140]. This makes it impossible to have strict control 

over temperature, mixing rate, or rate of addition of reactants, all of which are known to 

affect the reaction rate. In a study in which these factors were controlled, the different rates 

could be compared and were shown to be highly influential in transfection efficiency, and a 

higher degree of reproducibility was achieved[140]. However, the continuous growth and 

aggregation of particles precipitated in solution is still a major drawback. In vitro, this effect 

can be partially 

overcome by adding the particles to cells immediately after precipitation. However, in 

vivo applications demand very stable systems and, depending on the treatment, targetability 

to specific cell types might be altered. It is clear that in order to achieve the clinical practice 

with mineralized vectors, the co-precipitation method needs to be adapted to incorporate 

better control of particle features and surface insertion of functional groups for cell targeting. 
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Studies approaching these topics are summarized and discussed in the following sections. 

The main advantages and disadvantages of each delivery method involving mineralization 

are summarized in Table 2 and the in vivo studies reviewed can be found in Table 3. 

 

Table 1-2 Benefits and limitations of each mineralized delivery vector reviewed. 

Delivery method Brief description Benefits Limitations 

Particles by 
traditional co-
precipitation 

Nucleotide/mineral co-
precipitates are 
synthesized in water 
without control over NP 
growth[136]. 

This method is 
straightforward, clean, 
and cost-effective. 

The excessive growth 
and lack of surface 
functionalization 
limit this process to 
only a few in vitro 
applications. 

Polymer coated NPs Co-precipitate growth is 
limited by surface 
insertion of a block 
copolymer with a strong 
calcium affinity during or 
immediately after 
precipitation[150,151]. 

Stable NPs can be 
synthesized in a 
straightforward method. 

A block copolymer 
with a portion 
responsible for co-
precipitate dispersion 
and another portion 
responsible for 
calcium binding 
needs to be designed 
and synthesized. 

Lipid coated NP The co-precipitation 
reaction is carried inside 
micelles in a reverse 
microemulsion method. 
Growth is inhibited by the 
micelle diameter and the 
adsorption of hydrophobic 
functionalities at the 
water/oil interface [152]. 

The reverse emulsion 
method allows high 
control over particle 
size and low PDI. The 
hydrophobic coating 
allows functionalization 
with lipid-modified 
PEG for dispersion and 
targeting ligands via 
adsorption. 

The reverse 
microemulsion 
method and the 
hydrophobic nature 
of the NPs demand 
the use of organic 
solvents and multiple 
washing steps.  

Mineralized surfaces A surface is mineralized 
by a metastable solution 
in the presence of DNA. 
DNA is entrapped inside 
the mineral layer during 
the process[153]. 

Entrapment of DNA 
inside the mineral 
surface allows reverse 
transfection on a coated 
surface. The 
transfection can be 
tuned by modifications 
in the ionic content of 
the mineralizing 
solution. 

DNA delivery is 
limited to cells 
attached to the 
mineral layer, 
possibly restricting 
this method to tissue 
engineering 
applications in vivo. 

Multi-shell NPs Adsorption of nucleotides 
and functional polymers 
around a homogeneous 
core is intercalated by 
precipitated mineral 
shells[154]. 

Multiple functional 
molecules can be added 
to the same particle. 
Specific interaction 
between functional 
molecules can be 
explored (e.g., two 

The multiple 
precipitation 
reactions might 
result in increased 
particle size 
compared to other 
methods. 
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molecules can be 
adsorbed to the same 
layer or separated by a 
mineral layer). 

Mineralized pre-
assembled NPs 

Delivery vectors (e.g., 
viral particles, polyplexes) 
are coated by a mineral 
shell[155,156]. 

A mineral layer over the 
delivery vector can 
exert increased 
protection of the cargo 
and improve 
transfection efficiency 
in vivo. 

NPs must be 
negatively charged to 
be mineralized, 
which might require 
surface 
functionalization of 
the delivery vector. 

 

Table 1-3 Main in vivo studies reviewed published after 2010. SC: Subcutaneous, IV: Intravenous, IM: 
Intramuscular, IP: Intraperitoneal 

Technology  Nature Delivery 
strategy 

Treatment Animal 
model 

Dose Outcome Ref. 

Polymer coated 
co-precipitated 
NPs 

siRNA/CaP/
PEG-Charge 
reversible 
polymer.  

Charge 
reversible 
mechanism. 

VEGF 
silencing 

Mice with 
SC BxPC3 
tumor 
(pancreatic 
cancer) 
 

25 μg 
siRNA in 
200 μL per 
injection 
were 
injected 
into the tail 
vein four 
times at 
days 2, 5, 8 
and 12  

Statistical 
significance 
observed for 
tumors treated 
with the siVEGF 
NPs with reduced 
tumor volume 
(66%) on day. 

[151] 

siRNA/CaP/
3,4-
dihydroxy-
L-phenyl 
alanine 
(dopa)hyalur
onic acid. 

CD44 
targeting. 

Luciferase 
silencing  
 

Mice with 
SC HT29-
Luc tumor 
(human 
colorectal 
adenocarcin
oma) 
 

A single 
injection 
into the tail 
vein (0.6 
mg/kg). 
 

CAP/siRNA/dopa
–HA containing 
luciferase siRNA 
significantly 
suppressed the 
expression of the 
target gene in the 
tumor xenograft 
24h after a single 
dose. 

[125] 

siRNA/CaP/
PEG-charge 
reversible 
polymer  

Charge 
reversible 
mechanism. 

Luciferase 
silencing 
 

Mice with 
spontaneous 
bioluminesc
ent 
pancreatic 
adenocarcin
oma. 

A single IV 
injection 
(200 μL, 20 
μg siRNA). 

Significant gene 
silencing and 
reduced siRNA-
Luc tumor 
accumulation 
after 24h  

[157] 

sirna/CaP/ 
alendronate-
hyaluronan 
graft 
polymer. 

CD44 
targeting. 

EGFR 
silencing 
 

Mice with 
SC A549 
tumor (lung 
cancer) 
 

Five doses 
of 1mg/kg 
on days 1, 
3, 5, 8, and 
11 IV 

Significant tumor 
size reduction 
five days after the 
last injection  
 

[25] 

siRNA/pluro
nic/CaP/PEI-
colesterol/D
OPE. 

- VEGF 
silencing, 
DOX 

Mice with 
MCF-7 SC 
tumor 

0.5 nM 
siRNA, 100 
µL, twice a 
week for 28 

After 28 days, 
relative tumor 
reduction 
(weight) 

[158] 
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(breast 
cancer). 

days into 
tumor and 
IP DOX 
injections 
once a 
week (1.2 
mg/kg) 

compared to 
saline control 
was ~72% 
(siRNA), ~84% 
(DOX) and ~91% 
(DOX+siRNA). 
 

siRNA/CaP/ 
hyaluronic 
acid 
crosslinked 
with 
disulfide 
bonds.  

CD44 
targeting. 

BCL-2 Mice with 
B16F10 SC 
tumor 
(melanoma) 
 

IV injection 
of 1.2 
mg/kg of 
siRNA on 
days 0, 2, 4, 
6, and 8. 
 

After ten days, 
tumor mass was 
25% of the mass 
of saline control 
(80% volume 
reduction). 

[124] 

pDNA/CaP/a
lendronate-
PEG. 

- GFP 
expression 

Mice with 
4T1 SC 
tumor 
(breast 
cancer). 

Three 2 µg 
pDNA 
doses were 
injected 
into the 
tumor every 
other day 
for one 
week. 

High GFP 
expression in 
vitro but weak 
GFP expression 
in vivo. 

[159] 

Lipid coated/ 
microemulsion  

siRNA/CaP/ 
DOTAP/DS
PE-
PEG/cholest
erol/glycolip
id/L4 ligand. 

L4 
targeting. 

VEGF Mice with 
orthotopic 
HCA-1 
tumor 
(human 
endocervical 
adenocarcin
oma). 
 

0.7 
mg/kg/dose, 
three doses 
per week, 
two weeks 
IV. 
 

Significant 
inhibition of 
tumor growth and 
lung metastasis 
after 2 weeks—
significative 
tumor growth 
inhibition with 
targeted particles.  

[24] 

siRNA/CaP/ 
DSPE-PEG-
folate/ single 
chain 
fragment 
antibody. 

EGFR and 
folate 
receptor 
targeting. 

siRNA in 
vitro, Cy5- 
dsDNA in 
vivo 

Mice with 
MDA-MB-
468 tumor 
(breast 
cancer) 

3 μM Cy5-
dsDNA in a 
single dose. 

Significant tumor 
accumulation in 
vivo from 4-24h 
post-injection 
with targeted 
nanoparticles. 

[43] 

siRNA/CaP/ 
cholesterol-
charge 
reversible 
polymer. 

Charge 
reversible 
polymer. 

BCL-2 Mice with 
A549 SC 
tumors (lung 
cancer) 

IV injection 
of 0.1 
mg/kg and 
0.2 mg/kg 
siRNA 
every three 
days seven 
times. 

Increased tumor 
accumulation 
after 24h of 
injection and 
considerable 
tumor growth 
inhibition. 

[160] 

siRNA/CaP/
DOPA/PEG-
phospholipid
/anisamide. 

Sigma 
receptors 
targeting. 

Luciferase 
siRNA, 
Cy3- siRNA 

Mice with 
H460 SC 
tumors (lung 
cancer) 

0.6 mg/kg 
injected 
into the tail 
vein 
 

Significant tumor 
accumulation and 
gene silencing 
after 4h. 

[40] 

siRNA/CaP/
DOPA/PEG-
phospholipid
/anisamide. 

Sigma 
receptors 
targeting. 

HDM2, c-
myc, and 
VEFG 

Mice with 
H460 or 
A549 

0.36 mg/kg 
every third 
day for 15 
days (H460 

Significant tumor 
size reduction for 
both models after 
the period tested. 

[127] 
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tumors (lung 
cancer). 
 

tumor) and 
every fifth 
day for 31 
days 
(A549). 

Multi-shell 
NPs 

CaP/PEI/pD
NA/TLR9 
ligand/silica. 

TLR9 
targeting. 
 

Native-like 
trimeric 
HIV-1 
antigen 
expression. 

Mice Mice were 
immunized 
with 100 µg 
of pDNA 
three times 
over a week 
SC or IM. 

Enhanced 
immunization 
with pDNA 
vaccine vs. naked 
pDNA and 
significantly 
higher levels of 
IFN-γ, CD8+ T 
cells, and CTL-
mediated killing 
activity for SC 
vs. IM injection. 

[135] 

CaP/PEI/dsR
NA/SiO2- 
CD146 
antibody. 

CD146. 
 
 

Poly(I:C): 
TLR3-
targeting 
adjuvant 

Mice 14.4 mg of 
poly (I:C) 
IV. 
 

Targeting of 
CD146 did not 
enhance uptake 
efficiency in vivo. 
Uptake in lung 
and liver, 1 and 3 
h after the 
injection.  

[134] 

CaP/siRNA/
PLGA/PEI. 

- Local 
silencing of 
inflammator
y cytokines 

Mice with 
chronic 
colonic 
inflammatio
n  

Single 
intrarectal 
application 
with 50 µg 
of siRNA. 

Significant 
silencing of 
target genes in 
colonic biopsies 
and mesenteric 
lymph nodes. 
Local 
inflammation was 
reduced 
(histological 
analysis). 

[161] 

CaP/pDNA+
protamine/C
aP/protamine 
in a collagen 
scaffold. 

Gene 
activated 
matrix. 

BMP-2 
expression 
(bone 
regeneration
). 

Rats 9.6 µg of 
pDNA 
implanted 
into SC 
tissue on 
the back of 
rats for 28 
days. 

BMP-2 release 
from scaffolds 
with CaP was 
more extended 
than that of 
scaffolds 
immersed in 
BMP-2 solution. 

[162] 

CaP/siRNA/
PEI-
galactose/siR
NA/PEI-
galactose. 

Targeting 
of 
asialoglyco
protein 
receptors.  

Luciferase Mice with 
SC A549-
Luc tumor 
(lung 
cancer). 
 

Systemic 
injection of 
25 µg 
siRNA 
every two 
days for 14 
days. 
 

Significant 
lowering of 
tumor 
bioluminescence 
starting on day 9. 
Targeted particles 
accumulated in 
the liver 
compared to non-
targeted particles. 

[163] 
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Mineralized 
surfaces 

PEI/pDNA 
polyplexes 
embedded 
into 
carbonate 
apatite 
surfaces over 
collagen 
sponges. 

Gene 
activated 
matrix. 

FGF-2 and 
BMP-2 
expression 
(bone 
regeneration
). 
 

Calvarial 
defects in 
rats 
 

25 µg 
pDNA 
implanted 
into 
calvarial 
defects for 
6 days. 

Increased bone 
tissue formation 
with pBMP-2 
delivery and 
pBMP-2+pFGF-2 
delivery 
compared to 
mineralized 
implants without 
genes. 

[164] 

pDNA and 
fibronectin 
embedded 
into 
carbonate 
apatite over 
Hap disks. 

Gene 
activated 
matrix. 

BMP-2 
expression 
(bone 
regeneration
). 

Cranial 
defect in 
rats. 

pDNA 
concentrati
on in 
mineralizin
g solution 
at 40 
µL/mL. 

pBMP-2 
significantly 
increased BMP-2 
concentration in 
bone defects. The 
presence of 
fibronectin 
efficiently 
increased this 
effect. 

[165] 

Mineralized 
viruses 

RNA 
chimeric 
dengue virus 
vaccine/CaP. 
 

- Vaccination 
against 
DENV-2 
(dengue) 
virus. 

Mice Two doses 
administere
d 16 days 
apart 
intranasally 
with 104 
plaque-
forming 
units (PFU) 
of the 
vaccine. 

The mineralized 
vaccine induced 
significant higher 
levels of 
secretory 
mucosal IgA 
against DENV2. 
Higher antigen-
specific systemic 
humoral and 
cellular immune 
response with 
mineralized 
vaccine. 

[166] 

Oncolytic 
adenovirus 
(OA)/(MnC
O3+CaCO3). 
 

- Cell lysis by 
OA 
replication. 
Mn2+ 
delivery for 
increased 
OA 
replication, 
enhanced 
T1 signal 
for MRA 
and 
photoacoust
ic imaging.  

Mice with 
SC 4T1-
tumors 
(breast 
cancer).  
 

100 μL of 
viral 
suspension 
with 1x1010 
VPs/mL on 
day 0, 2, 4, 
and 6. 
 
 

Photoacoustic 
signal drastically 
increased 
compared to PBS 
injection and non 
mineralized OA. 
Mineralization 
significantly 
reduced the 
immune response 
to OA, increased 
circulation time, 
increased half-
life 10-fold. 
CaCO3 
mineralization 
increased anti-
tumor efficacy, 
and (Mn+Ca)CO3 
further increased 
this effect. 

[156] 
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1.4.2 Polymer-coated co-precipitated vectors 

The major challenge with the traditional co-precipitation technique is to exert 

satisfactory control over the size and morphology of the particles. While it is possible to 

partially overcome this issue by transfecting the cells immediately after the precipitation 

reaction for in vitro studies, in vivo applications demand stability of particle size for 

prolonged periods of time, which makes the standard CaP co-precipitation method not 

appropriate for in vivo applications. Modified precipitation strategies using polymer 

additives designed for the specific task of stabilizing the co-precipitate could be an effective 

strategy. In most cases, the utilized polymers carry a functional group with a strong affinity 

towards Ca+2 and a long hydrophilic chain responsible for the dispersion of the particles, 

avoiding aggregation and excessive growth[167].  

Since the co-precipitation is performed by a simple reaction between the two 

precursors, there are only a limited number of possibilities for introducing the polymer 

additive to the reaction mixture. It can be added to (i) Ca precursor, (ii) Pi precursor, or (iii) 

precipitation reaction solution after the two precursors are mixed[147]. It is not clear from 

Oncolytic 
adenovirus 
(OA)/CaP/(li
pids+PEG). 

- Cell lysis by 
OA 
replication 

Mice with 
SC Huh-7 
tumor 

A low dose 
(7.5x109 
VPs) or a 
high dose 
(1.5x1010) 
every other 
day. 4 total 
applications
. 

Mineralization 
increased 
circulation time 
and tumor 
accumulation of 
particles. Tumor 
to liver GFP 
expression of the 
mineralized virus 
was 560-602 fold 
higher compared 
to the 
unmineralized 
virus. Anti-tumor 
efficacy was 
significantly 
increased by 
mineralization  

[26] 
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the current literature what is the most effective method, but it most probably depends on the 

properties of the group used for Ca2+ binding, precursor concentrations, and specific 

application. Polymers with groups bearing multiple phosphates with very strong Ca affinity, 

such as bisphosphonates, are normally added immediately after the precipitation 

reaction[147,159,168]. On the other hand, polymers presenting –COOH groups have been 

added during the NP precipitation with effective results[157,167]. It is not clear, however, 

why authors chose the specific protocols; presumably, better size control is the main 

advantage of the additives, while any changes in morphology (that may impact transfection 

efficiency) remain to be explored. 

One of the first efforts for producing stabilized CaP systems was made by the Kataoka 

group[169]. The group produced a series of polyethylene glycol (PEG)-polyanion block 

copolymers capable of stabilizing the size of CaP NPs carrying nucleotides with core-shell 

architectures (Fig. 1.6, Method I). PEG is a non-ionic hydrophilic polymer with a great 

capacity of preventing particle aggregation by steric stabilization, which yields to 

formulations with increased stabilities over long storage times[170]. Furthermore, PEG is 

capable of decreasing non-specific interactions in vivo, leading to a prolonged blood 

circulation time, thereby increasing the chances of the cargo reaching the target site[171].  

The polymers produced were variations of the block copolymers of PEG-block-poly(aspartic 

acid) (PEG-PAsp) with great capability to stabilize the CaP NPs for long periods of time and 

maintain a narrow size distribution. [151,157,169,172–174] The P(Asp) portion of the 

macromolecule was involved in the early steps of particle formation, probably being 

incorporated in the CaP core, while the non-reactive PEG chain is responsible for steric 

repulsion and, consequently, the colloidal stability.  
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Figure 1.6 Two methods for stabilizing co-precipitated NPs. Method I: a PEG-polyanion conjugate is present 
during co-precipitation, binding to Ca+2 before nucleation. Method II: a bisphosphonate-PEG conjugate is 
added after co-precipitation and binds to Ca+2 at the particle surface. Both methods result in PEG-stabilized 
NPs. 

 

The presence of P(Asp) also allows further modifications, such as the addition of 

functionalities. Charge conversional polymers were produced by functionalizing the PAsp 

with diethylenetriamine producing a polyaspartamide derivative, poly{N′-[N-(2-

aminoethyl)-2-aminoethyl] aspartamide} (PAsp(DET)), followed by the addition of an acid 

cleavable cis-aconitylamide moiety (PAsp(ACO)). These polymers were used to fabricate 

hybrid NPs carrying siRNA with negligible cytotoxicity. Before entering the cells, the 

particles were <100 nm with a small negative charge, which supposedly does not cause 

membrane disrupting toxicity that is seen in traditional cationic polymers such as 

polyethylenimine (PEI) [105,175]. At the endosomal pH of ~5.5, the disassembly of the NP 

is triggered, and the polymer bearing the cis-aconitylamide group gets cleaved into the 
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aspartamide parental cationic polymer, generating a facilitated endosomal scape by the 

proton sponge effect, in addition to the already present escape mechanism of the CaP.  The 

fact that the additional escape mechanism was conducive to increasing the efficiency of the 

particles while maintaining the same surface charge is an indication that part of the issues 

regarding CaP co-precipitate transfection might be related to the effectiveness of its 

endosomal escape ability. The polymer was used in a series of studies evaluating the hybrid 

NPs in the treatment of pancreatic cancer[151,157,173,174]. The effect of the acid-labile 

group on endosomal escape was evaluated by confocal laser microscopy; the NPs made with 

polymers with charge conversion properties underwent early endosomal scape compared to 

NPs stabilized by a corresponding control polymer without the same mechanism[173]. The 

charge conversional polymer improved the siRNA knockdown of vascular endothelial 

growth factor (VEGF) in human pancreatic panC-1 cancer cells compared to the control 

group without charge conversion[173]. The same polymer showed a reduction of VEGF 

mRNA and tumor volume upon intravenous treatment of mice bearing subcutaneous BxPC3 

(human pancreatic adenocarcinoma) cell xenografts. Notably, NPs purified by 

microfiltration and redispersed in an extracellular buffer performed slightly better than non-

purified NPs[151]. The NPs were also tested in spontaneous pancreatic tumors[157]. 

Analysis of tumor histology and biodistribution with microscopy confirmed the 

accumulation of labeled siRNA in the tumor with the use of the hybrid NPs compared to 

naked siRNA. The NPs had negligible cytotoxicity in vitro and no signs of change in 

hematological parameters[157]. The importance of the charge conversional mechanism in 

the gene silencing was further reinforced by a study comparing PEGylated polymers bearing 

a moderate acid hydrolysis sensitivity, a rapid acid hydrolysis sensitivity, and no sensitivity 
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(i.e., charge conversion)[174]. The faster charge conversion mechanism was correlated to 

early endosomal escape and greater gene silencing in human ovarian SKOV3 cancer cells 

expressing firefly luciferase, presumably by a superior endosomal escape mechanism. 

Mello and co-workers explored the PEG-polyanion methoxy-PEG-block-(poly(L-

glutamic-acid) in the stabilization of CaP NPs and knockdown of anti-apoptotic BCL-2 and 

BCL-xL genes[167]. These anti-apoptotic genes are over-expressed in most cancers, being 

a key factor in tumor growth, and inhibition of their expression has been shown to decrease 

tumor growth and work synergistically with other drug treatments[176–178]. The siRNA-

loaded NPs were effective in decreasing the expression of BCL-2 and BCL-xL. The 

knockdown of the genes did not cause apoptosis by itself, but it decreased the concentration 

of doxorubicin necessary for 50% cytotoxicity (IC50) in breast cancer MCF-7 cells. 

One possible disadvantage of using a polyanion-PEG copolymer for particle 

stabilization during polynucleotide/CaP NP precipitation is that the polyanion component of 

the copolymer competes with the polynucleotide for calcium binding; therefore, 

polynucleotide encapsulation efficiency might be hindered. As a solution, an alternative 

stabilization strategy was proposed for producing siRNA/CaP NPs using a boroxole-

containing block polymer, PEG-b-poly(benzoxaborole) (PEG-PBO), which forms pH-

responsive boronic ester bonds with the ribose rings of siRNA[179]. At pH 7.4, the 

crosslinking between PEG-PBO and siRNA resulted in template structures that were 

mineralized by simple CaP precipitation. The PEG-PBO/siRNA interaction was shown to 

increase siRNA incorporation. At mildly acidic pH, such as that of the ribosome, the boronic 

ester bonds are broken, and CaP dissolution is triggered, releasing the cargo. Additionally, 

the particles were efficient in inducing apoptosis by Bcl-2 inhibition in human lung 
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adenocarcinoma A549 cells. 

PEG polymers bearing Ca chelating groups can also be used to produce stable NPs for 

the delivery of polynucleotides. Bisphosphonates (BPs) such as alendronate are a good 

example of molecules that present a strong affinity towards the Ca2+ and CaP surfaces[180]. 

When these strong chelators are used in mineralized delivery systems, they are usually added 

immediately after the precipitation as particle stabilizers[147,150,159,168] (Fig. 1.6, 

Method II). However, a recent study compared BP-modified PEG (BP-PEG) addition before 

and after precipitation[147]. The addition of BP-PEG before nucleation led to well-dispersed 

40 nm amorphous particles that, after a few hours, turned into 80 nm needle-like 

hydroxyapatite, while addition after nucleation led to amorphous aggregates of 200 nm 

spherical particles. The aggregated 200 nm particles had significantly higher DNA 

transfection efficiency in hepatoma HepG2 cells. Interestingly, cellular uptake was not 

influenced by the change in morphology from spherical to needle-like particles over the 

storage time[147].  

 In another study, two other polymers constituted by a 2 kDa PEG linked to either 

alendronate or pentakisphosphate were used for stabilization of CaP particles for siRNA 

delivery to prostate adenocarcinoma PC-3 cells[150]. The polymer bearing the 

pentakisphosphate had a 2.5-fold lower uptake than the one bearing alendronate, probably 

because of the excessive stabilization of the particles, since pentakisphosphate presents 

higher Ca chelating power compared to alendronate. On the other hand, the particles 

stabilized by alendronate-PEG had BCL-2 inhibition similar to the conventional liposome 

LipofectamineTM. It is also worth noting that BP such as alendronate displays 

pharmacological activity and has been used as bone anti-resorptive agents to treat 
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osteoporosis by acting on osteoclasts and adsorbing to Hap to inhibit resorption[181,182]. It 

is well established that BPs increase tumor apoptotic cell death by interfering with the 

mevalonate pathway[183–185]. There has also been evidence that BPs contribute to the anti-

tumor effect by increased apoptosis of tumor-associated macrophages (TAM) and reversal 

of macrophage phenotype from pro-tumoral to tumoricidal[186]. In vitro, in addition to high 

transfections, the dual delivery of siRNA/DNA with BPs conjugated to PEG has resulted in 

strong inhibition of the mevalonate pathway and selective toxicity towards 

macrophages[150,159]. The mineralized NP approach also opens the possibility of 

delivering BP intracellularly, using lower doses and avoiding non-specific spread to 

undesired locations in the body[182]. 

 An alternative to PEG-based polymers as particle stabilizers is the use of hyaluronic 

acid (HA) polymers. HA can be used with similar outcomes to PEG regarding particle 

stabilization with the additional benefit of targeting CD44 receptors[187]. Moreover, HA 

has outstanding biological properties and is used in many clinical applications[188]. The 

affinity towards CD44 can be used to prepare particle systems targeted towards the cell types 

that overexpress this receptor, in particular mesenchymal stem cells[118,189] and cancer 

cells[187]. Of high clinical importance, the CD44 mediated uptake using CaP particles was 

observed in multiple cancer cells, indicating that these particles can be targeted to tumor 

tissue when administered systemically[25,124,125]. A 3,4-dihydroxy-L-phenyalanine-HA 

(Dopa-HA) conjugate was developed for the stabilization of siRNA/CaP NPs[125]. Dopa is 

an important component of mussel adhesive proteins, with strong adhesive properties 

towards various materials, including CaP[190]. With increasing Dopa-HA concentration, the 

particles varied in size from 273 to 63 nm, and -potential varied from approximately -20 
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to -60 mV. Additionally, the particles were effective in silencing luciferase expression in 

animals bearing HT29-luc tumor xenografts[125]. In another study, similar NPs were used 

for delivery of the cancer drug doxorubicin[191], which indicates the flexibility of the CaP 

strategies in accommodating different cargos. This may be important for combinational 

strategies, in which drugs and polynucleotides are delivered by the same particles. The Dopa-

HA conjugate interaction with CD44 receptors was also used to deliver the BMP-2 gene to 

human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs)[189][192]. The NPs were efficient in increasing 

levels of osteogenic markers in hMSCs, including alkaline phosphatase, osteocalcin, 

osteonectin, and osteopontin, compared to 25 kDa PEI and unmodified CaP. Transfection 

efficiency decreased after pretreatment with HA, revealing that not only the increased 

particle stability but also the CD44 mediated uptake was important in enhancing transfection 

efficiency. 

Qiu and coworkers used alendronate-functionalized HA to fabricate 170 nm spherical 

particles with core-shell morphology, low PDI, and negative -potential (-12 mV)[25]. Cell 

uptake in vitro was significantly decreased when A549 cells were pre-treated with free HA, 

revealing the contribution of CD44 mediated uptake. The fabricated NPs accumulated in 

A549 xenografts and were efficient in decreasing tumor size by epidermal growth factor 

receptor (EGFR) downregulation. Considering the multiple reports of in vitro CD44 

mediated uptake and resultant targeted delivery to tumors, BP-HA polymers might be an 

option to overcome the issue of targetability observed when using BP-PEG polymers in CaP 

systems[159]. 

Zhou and coworkers performed an elaborate siRNA/CaP NP synthesis strategy using 

redox-responsive thiolated HA (HA-SH). The polymer was present during the nucleation of 
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siRNA/CaP NPs, and particle stabilization was achieved by an additional crosslinking step 

by exposure of formed NPs to O2, forming a disulfide-HA (HA-SS-HA) layer. The anionic 

NPs were stable, and a decrease in size from 216.3 to 168.9 nm was seen after 12 h, which 

reportedly was an effect of oxidation of thiols and tightening of the crosslinks. The NPs had 

an efficient inhibition of luciferase and BCL-2 expression in murine melanoma B16F10 cells 

in vitro and reduced the size of B16F10 xenografts via BCL-2 inhibition[124]. 

Multiple-step coating strategies using oppositely charged components is another 

promising approach to creating surface-tailored NPs. Zhang et al. performed the synthesis 

of siRNA/CaP co-precipitates in the presence of a surfactant, followed by citrate 

stabilization, which reversed the charge of the particles to negative[193]. Anionic particles 

were then coated by a PEI-cholesterol mixture, generating 260 nm hybrid particles with close 

to neutral -potential. The hybrid particles showed superior GFP silencing in MCF-7 cells 

compared to cationic liposomes alone. Moreover, the hybrid particles also showed superior 

buffering capability, which could have been responsible for more efficient endosomal escape 

by the proton sponge effect or increased Ca+2 concentration. The same effect was observed 

in cationic lipid/CaP hybrid NPs prepared in a reverse microemulsion method[71]. Recently, 

un-modified alendronate was used to stabilize CaP/pDNA coprecipitates[194], turning the 

surface charge of the particles to positive ( -potential = 20 mV) due to charged amino 

groups in alendronate. The positive surface charge facilitated albumin adsorption, turning 

the -potential to -10 mV and further increasing the stability of the NPs. The 

alendronate/albumin-coated particles efficiently transfected macrophages in vitro with slight 

cytotoxicity compared to unmodified particles. The multiple-step coating using a non-

conjugated stabilizer might be a simple way of preparing stable vectors without demanding 
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prior organic synthesis. Additionally, due to the simpler fabrication process, comparative 

studies (e.g., comparing multiple outside coating layers for a fixed inside coating layer, and 

vice-versa) would be greatly facilitated.    

The charge of the additive could also be important, although this is a scarcely 

investigated issue. Khan[141] compared the anionic citrate with the cationic poly(l-lysine) 

additive in the transfection of MC3T3-E1 preosteoblasts. Poly(l-lysine) did not have an 

immediate effect on transfection; however, a delayed increase over time was observed. 

Citrate, on the other hand, immediately increased efficiency by increased dispersion and 

control over the size. When high concentrations of citrate were added, particles were highly 

dispersed with reduced size, and transfection efficiency was decreased abruptly. The authors 

proposed that the decrease in efficiency was a consequence of the highly dispersed nature of 

the particulate, and slight aggregation might be needed for CaP transfection. Larger sizes 

also help with sedimentation in culture and increased contact with cells. Considering the fact 

that highly dispersed systems with particles sizes as small as 40 nm have been shown to be 

highly efficient in gene delivery[195], it is possible that other factors might be responsible 

for this effect, such as competition between DNA and citrate for CaP nucleation. Nucleation 

is known to be facilitated by appropriate molecular templates, and different chemical groups 

present different capabilities to nucleate minerals;[196] therefore, there would be a 

competition towards binding among additives with different potential towards nucleation. 

This effect was well exposed by Baillargeon et al.[197], in which DNA aptamers with 

enhanced capability for CaP formation could be selected from aptamers with less capability 

by co-precipitation. As already discussed, the method proposed by Zhou[179] in which the 
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polynucleotide is previously crosslinked forming templates for mineralization was 

specifically designed to avoid siRNA/polyanion competition for binding. 

 While the role(s) of additive polymers in these studies are usually explored in the 

context of CaP mineralization, it is important to realize that such additives are also beneficial 

for transfection, even in the absence of CaP. As a prototypical example, the use of HA has 

increased the transfection efficiency of both plasmid DNA (pDNA) and siRNA-based NPs 

when using purely polyplex NPs without the involvement of any mineral (see Fig. 1.7 for 

siRNA studies). This beneficial effect was attributed to better dissociation of polyplexes as 

well as better uptake of the polyplexes at times. The former mechanism (i.e., improved 

dissociation of the bioactive polynucleotide from CaP vector) in particular might be still 

operational with CaP particles so that beneficial effects of additive polymers in CaP NP 

formulations should be probed in more detail.  

 

Figure 1.7 Effect of polymeric additives on the transfection efficiency of siRNA polyplexes. Polyplexes were 
formed with 1.2 kDa lipid-grafted PEI, and a fixed ratio of HA was added to the polyplexes during complex 
formation. The numbers on the horizontal axis indicate HA:siRNA ratio used for polyplex formation. The 
specific siRNA against CDC20 is used to inhibit the growth of breast cancer cells in this study. Note that at 
optimal HA:siRNA ratios (i.e., 0.1 to 2), increased inhibition of cell growth was seen with CDC20 siRNA, while 
the control scrambled siRNA (CsiRNA) did not show any growth inhibition. Data adapted from[198].  
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The reverse microemulsion co-precipitation is an elaborate method used to fabricate 

inorganic NPs with good dispersion, homogeneous size, and good reproducibility[199]. In 

this process, two water-in-oil microemulsions are prepared and mixed together, each one 

bearing one of the precursors. The co-precipitation reaction is therefore limited to the 

compartment of the water phase, which works as a reactor at the nano-scale. By having the 

chemical reaction separated in small compartments, nucleation and growth become 

physically separated processes, as they depend on coalescence and redispersion events. 

Nucleation can occur with the coalescence of two droplets carrying the reactants. With 

redispersion of the short-lived droplet dimer, two daughter droplets are formed carrying 

reacted and unreacted products. Growth of particles is limited by the decrease in 

supersaturation inside the droplet caused by nucleation, unless there is coalescence with a 

new droplet carrying unreacted products (coalescence-exchange led growth) or another NP 

(coagulation-led growth)[200,201]. It has been proposed that coalescence-exchange is the 

primary growth mechanism at the early stages of particle formation. In contrast, when the 

number of NPs becomes sufficiently large, the coagulation of particles during droplet 

coalescence becomes the primary determinant of final NP size. However, growth is not 

unrestricted. Maximal particle size is limited by the size of an individual droplet, as head 

groups of surfactant molecules surrounding the droplet adsorb on the NP surface [200–202]. 

Thus, the growth limitation in water-in-oil microemulsions is attractive for the production 

of controlled size vectors. A representation of mechanisms involved in microemulsion 

precipitation is presented in Fig. 1.8.  
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Figure 1.8 NP fabrication by microemulsion. After two separate microemulsions are mixed, the formation of 
dimers by droplet coalescence results in solution exchange and nucleation. Growth can occur by coalescence 
or coagulation. 

 

 The traditional polynucleotide co-precipitation method can be easily adapted to 

reverse microemulsion configuration. CaP[43,128,195,203,204], calcium 

carbonate[18,133,205], and magnesium phosphate[20,21,206] carriers have been 

synthesized with promising in vitro and in vivo results for gene therapy and drug delivery. 

For CaP NPs, two microemulsions are prepared and mixed, each containing the Ca+2 and Pi 

precursors, with the polynucleotide being added to the Ca+2 precursor solution. The synthesis 

of calcium carbonate and magnesium phosphate particles follows a similar reaction between 

two microemulsions. With the restricted particle growth, co-precipitates produced by this 
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method are frequently smaller than the ones produced by other co-precipitation methods, 

with sizes in the range of 40 to 80 nm being reported in early studies[203,207]. The pDNA 

entrapment efficiency seems to increase with reaction time, with reports of 85% entrapment 

after 6 h of reaction[207] and >99% after 12 h of reaction[203]; however, a noticeable size 

increase was seen with reaction time. In more recent studies, efficient entrapment could be 

achieved for shorter reactions time (i.e., preserving size) by optimization of precursor 

concentrations and their ratio[195]. Additionally, the Ca/P molar ratio has been shown to 

influence particle size, z-potential, siRNA loading efficiency, siRNA protection against 

enzyme degradation, and after optimization, better control of breast cancer cell growth was 

achieved[195]. Surfactant type and concentration can also influence the size and structure of 

the NPs[208,209]. Various surfactants have been used as emulsion stabilizers in 

microemulsion fabrication, such as bis(2-ethylhexyl)sulphosuccinate[203], ethylene glycol 

monobutyl ether[210] and Igepal CO-520[195]. Cyclohexane or hexane is frequently used 

as the oil phase of microemulsions[152,203,207]. Using toxic solvents and surfactants 

requires additional steps for purification, such as silica column chromatography, 

centrifugation, and dialysis. This could be seen as a disadvantage of reverse microemulsion 

synthesis[168]. However, more-precisely controlled precipitation methods such as the 

polymer-stabilized co-precipitation require the synthesis of special polymers for growth 

control [125,159,167,211]. The feasibility of scaling up reverse microemulsion methods to 

the industrial application is also worthy of note[212].  

After the initial studies that settled the foundations of the technique, meaningful 

innovations were conducted related to the implementation of organic coatings to NPs. In that 

regard, the coating of CaP NPs by lipids (lipid-coated NPs, LC-NPs) is one of the most 
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successful strategies with numerous in vivo studies for cancer therapy [24,43,213]. LC-NPs 

can be prepared by adding a sodium citrate solution after mixing the precursor emulsions to 

avoid the aggregation and insert negative charges to the particle surface, and after NP 

purification and resuspension in water, a cationic liposome coating is applied by opposite 

charge attraction. Another option is to use lipids with phosphatidic groups, such as dioleoyl 

phosphatidic acid, as a stabilizer[40]. In this case, dioleoyl phosphatidic acid is added to the 

phosphate emulsion and is present at the oil-water boundary when nucleation occurs, 

interacting with CaP through its phosphate headgroup. These particles were reported to be 

hollow at the center (from TEM analysis), indicating that nucleation could have been started 

by dioleoyl phosphatidic acid at the droplet wall. The dioleoyl phosphatidic acid stabilized 

cores are smaller than the citrate stabilized ones (25-30 nm compared to 60-80 nm). After 

particle purification, a second lipid layer is added (1,2-Dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-

phosphocholine, DOPC), and further functionalization strategies can be employed to 

increase the targetability of particles and circulation time (Fig. 1.9). PEG, anisamide 

[128,152], galactose derivatives[24,206], and folic acid[43,133] are a few examples of the 

molecules that have been used for the coating of LC-NPs for targeting strategies.  
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Figure 1.9 Fabrication of lipid-coated NPs (adapted from [40]). 

 

Most of the studies employing LC-NPs concern RNAi therapies to treat various types 

of cancers.  In human lung cancer cells (NCI-H-460), for the same lipid-PEG-anisamide 

coating, the substitution of a lipid NP core by a CaP core caused a 40-fold higher in vitro 

and 4-fold higher in vivo silencing of the luciferase gene[40]. The targeting ligand anisamide 
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has been shown to have an important role in the efficiency of the particles in lung and 

metastatic lung cancer by targeting sigma receptors. A 9-fold higher efficiency was found in 

siRNA delivery to A549 cells when anisamide was present on the surface of LC-NPs 

[127,128]. The LC-PEG-anisamide NPs were also used to co-deliver pDNA and siRNA 

targeting the oncogenes MDM2, c-myc, and VEGF, impairing tumor proliferation and 

angiogenesis and inducing tumor apoptosis. This strategy was efficient in knocking down 

the targeted genes and impairing A549 and H460 human xenograft growth in vivo[127]. The 

same particles were also capable of significantly reducing the expression of the oncogenes 

in cancer nodules and reducing lung metastasis by 70-80%[128]. The coating of a pH-

triggered charge reversible cholesterol-aminocaproic acid-citraconic conjugate to LC-NPs 

increased liposomal escape in A549 cells reducing Bcl-2 expression and tumor size in vivo 

when delivered intravenously[160]. The particle charge conversion from anionic at 

physiological pH to cationic at endosomal pH is thought to increase endosomal escape for 

CaP with decreased toxicity by other synthesis methods as well, with a faster charge 

conversion mechanism leading to faster escape[157,173,174]. 

 LC-NPs are also promising delivery agents for breast cancer treatment. Recently, 

PLGA-PEG stabilized LC-NPs were used to deliver an RNA inhibitor for miRNA-221 and 

miRNA-222 (miR-221/222) and the chemotherapy drug paclitaxel to triple-negative breast 

cancer (TNBC) cells[214]. TNBC is a highly aggressive breast cancer, and miRNA-221/222 

has been described as being crucial for breast cancer development, progression, and 

resistance to common therapies, as well as being overexpressed in TNBC[215]. The 

encapsulation of the hydrophilic miRs by CaP core and the interaction of lipid coating with 

the hydrophobic paclitaxel, followed by co-encapsulation with PLGA-PEG, ensures the 
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delivery of both RNA and paclitaxel to the same cells (at defined ratios) and synergistic 

actions for better outcomes. The NPs were formed by multiple inorganic hollow cores 

stabilized by the lipid coating and PLGA-PEG as the same entity. With efficient knockdown 

of miR-221/222, upregulation of the tumor suppressors p27kip1 and TIMP3 was reported, 

and a synergistic decrease in cell viability was seen for the combinational treatment. In 

another study, the delivery of siRNA (cell death siRNA) to TNBC cell line MDA-MB-468  

was performed by using LC-NPs coated with targeting ligands ABX-EGF scFv [216] and 

folic acid (FA)[120,121], targeting EGFR and folate receptors, both of which are 

overexpressed in TNBC [43]. The in vitro uptake of NPs bearing optimized amounts of both 

targeting ligands was moderately reduced by saturating the cells with individual free ligands 

and drastically reduced with the saturation of both ligands simultaneously, indicating uptake 

mediated by the specific receptors. The targeted strategy led to improved antitumor activity 

in vitro and increased tumor accumulation in vivo compared to non-targeted controls[43]. 

Untargeted LCP-NPs, on the other hand, have been used in an ex-vivo expansion-based 

therapy. The therapy consisted of knocking down PD-1 in tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes 

(TILs) from breast cancer patients and PD-L1 in MCF7 breast cancer cells[217]. The 

combined treatment was responsible for increased tumor toxicity of TILS compared to either 

of the treatments alone. 

Targeted strategies are also critical for new experimental treatments for metastatic 

cancers in the liver. Stellate hepatic cells seem to have an important role in metastasis 

establishment and survival of metastasized cells in the liver[218], and two studies highlight 

novel strategies of treatment with a focus on interfering with mechanisms mediated by these 

cells[129,130]. Aminoethyl anisamide functionalized LC-NPs were used to study the repair 
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mechanism of fibrosis in the liver mediated by relaxin expression and its effect in metastatic 

cancer treatment[129]. Liver fibrosis triggered by metastatic colonization forms a favorable 

microenvironment for tumor cell survival[218] and limits T-cell mobility and penetration 

into the tumor area[219]. The aminoethyl anisamide ligand was used to target sigma-1 

receptors in activated hepatic stellate cells, which are the main mediators of fibrosis in the 

liver[218]. Relaxin expression seems to be responsible for an endogenous repair mechanism 

that reverses fibrosis, which could, in turn, be used as an antitumor therapy[220].  In animal 

models of late-stage liver metastatic breast, pancreatic, and colorectal cancers, the delivery 

of the relaxin gene resulted in prolongation of survival by significant inhibition of metastasis 

progression and increased T-cell infiltration using the targeted LC-NPs [129]. The T-cell 

infiltration allowed the application of combined treatment with PD-L1 immunotherapy, 

prolonging survival by 2-fold, which was not effective without induction of relaxin 

expression. In a different treatment strategy, galactose-coated LC-NPs were used to target 

the liver to avoid metastasis by disrupting the CXCL12/CXCR4 axis[130]. Stellate hepatic 

cells have a central role by endogenously expressing high amounts of CXCL12, which leads 

to the recruitment of immunosuppressive lymphocytes and helps establish the metastasized 

cells[221]. The CXCL12/CXCR4 axis is vital in the immune system[222]; accordingly, a 

targeted therapy to the liver is especially important in this case. The strategy consisted of 

delivering a gene for an antibody-like protein capable of entrapping CXCL12 in colorectal 

and breast cancer models. The treatment was reported to act by directly inhibiting the 

CXCL12/CXCR4 stimulation and by reducing the recruitment of CXCR4+ 

immunosuppressive cells. Transient expression lasted 4 days, and with multiple treatments, 
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test groups presented decreased incidence of liver metastasis and longer survival, with no 

significant expression outside the liver[130]. 

Liver targeting with LC-NPs was also used for hepatocellular carcinoma treatment. 

The uptake mediated by the asialoglycoprotein receptor, predominantly found in hepatocytes 

and hepatocellular carcinoma cells[223], was studied using 8 different galactose 

derivatives[24]. A phenyl β-D-galactoside-decorated LC-NP showed the highest uptake 

between the targeting ligands produced and used for VEGF inhibition by siRNA locally in 

the liver.  Efficient VEGF inhibition in vivo led to a decrease in vessel density in the tumor 

microenvironment, reducing tumor sizes and the extent of metastasis to the lung. The success 

was highly dependent on the choice of the correct galactoside derivative. In another study, 

hepatocellular carcinoma cells (HCC) were targeted using SP94 peptide in the tumor 

necrosis factor-related apoptosis-inducing ligand (TRAIL) gene therapy, with co-delivery of 

protamine[131]. TRAIL can bind to death receptors inducing apoptosis in cancer cells, being 

a promising treatment strategy[224]. However, TRAIL resistance was an important reason 

for underwhelming clinical results. The SP94-mediated delivery showed superior TRAIL 

expression and apoptosis, which was further increased by the concomitant treatment with 

sorafenib. The treatment also reduced fibrotic tissue production mediated by hepatic stellate 

cells. Furthermore, the intracellular release of Ca2+ from the CaP core might have helped to 

de-sensitize hepatic cancer cells to TRAIL through CaM-KII activation and DR5 

upregulation[131]. Ca2+ intracellular modulation seems to be important for TRAIL toxicity, 

although this effect is not well understood, with pro-death and pro-survival function 

depending on experimental conditions[225,226]. The Ca-rich mineralized NPs might be 

useful for synergistic action for TRAIL-mediated therapies. The SP94 peptide to target HCC 
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was also used for dual-targeted immunotherapy, using pDNA encoding cytokines to 

modulate the immunosuppressive tumor environment and activate immune effector cells 

(IL-2 pDNA) and siRNA against immunosuppressive factors (PD-L1 siRNA)[132]. A 

thymine-capped polyamidopamine (PAMAM) dendrimer was loaded at the CaP core along 

with pDNA and siRNA in order to improve the endosomal escape and nuclear entry of 

pDNA. NPs accumulated predominantly in tumors and liver, and uptake and transfection 

efficiency were ligand and dendrimer dependent. Additionally, co-treatment with PD-L1 

siRNA and IL-2 pDNA showed an increased tumor growth suppression and inhibition of 

distal lung metastasis compared to either of the treatments alone.  

Other than exploring different coatings on CaP NPs, optimizing the mineral 

composition also represents an opportunity for controlling NP properties. In a study 

comparing different carbonate to phosphate ratios in CaP/CaCO3 LC-NPs, the dsDNA 

release rate could be significantly increased by increasing the carbonate to phosphate 

ratio[18]. However, at carbonate to phosphate ratios >3, dsDNA loading efficiency 

decreased considerably, and a size increase from 39 nm to 58 nm was observed after 2 days 

of incubation in cell culture conditions (DMEM with 10% FBS at 37 ºC). In a subsequent 

study from the same group, NPs with a similar CaP/CaCO3 core at carbonate to phosphate 

ratio of 1/3 were studied for CD (cell death) siRNA delivery to melanoma cells with an 

elaborate coating[133]. In addition to the lipid coating, cholesterol, PEG, folic acid (FA), 

and α-tocopheryl succinate (α-TOS) were added to the outer layer of the NP. The FA is a 

widely employed targeting ligand expressed in a range of transformed cells, including 

melanoma cells[119], while α-TOS is the most effective form of vitamin E for adjuvant 

cancer treatment[227]. B16F0 melanoma cells internalized the NPs via FA-mediated 
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pathway in a dose-dependent manner until saturation, while CD siRNA and α-TOS 

synergistically inhibited cell growth[133].  

Phosphates of other divalent ions have also been explored for mineralized vectors. NPs 

with similar in size (<100 nm) and properties to CaP regarding toxicity and dissolution in 

endosomal pH have been reported. Uncoated MgP and MnP NPs were as efficient as the 

commercial transfection reagent Polyfect in the transfection of HeLa cells[149]. Coated MgP 

NPs were efficient in protecting pDNA in vivo, and a galactose coating (p-aminophenyl-1-

thio-b-D-galacto-pyranoside) was more efficient than a PEG coating in concentrating b-

galactosidase expression in the liver compared to spleen and lung after IV, IP and IM 

injections[206]. With a considerable promotion of expression in the immunologically 

relevant spleen and thymus, the PEGylated MgP NP were also employed as DNA vaccines, 

eliciting both humoral and cell-mediated responses with considerably low total effective 

doses administered to animals (1 – 2 µg)[21]. For the sake of comparison, 50 µg per animal 

were delivered by chitosan NPs to elicit robust T-cell response[228]. More recently, lipid-

coated MgP NPs were used as an intracellular delivery agent for a model cargo protein, 

showing that MgP can be as versatile as CaP in terms of the diversity of its cargo 

molecules[20].  

 

1.4.4 Co-precipitation with simulated body fluid (SBF) 

The mineralization of macroscopic biomaterials by the use of SBF is a traditional 

‘biomimetic’ preparation method employed in biomaterials engineering. Initially described 

as a tool for evaluating bioactivity of biomaterials[229], SBF has later shown to be valuable 

in materials synthesis[230–232] and in situ mechanistic studies[233]. Surfaces and scaffolds 
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can become osteoconductive (i.e., support bone growth) by the precipitation of a mineral 

layer composed of carbonated apatite in SBF[234]. This mineralization process is frequently 

described as biomimetic because of the similar preparation conditions (in pH, the ionic 

composition of the solution involved, and temperature) to the physiological mineralization 

process. Controlled physiological mineralization yields materials with highly complex 

structures such as bones, shells, teeth, coral, and exoskeletons[235], resulting from the 

induction of a metastable state and lowering the energy barrier for nucleation with 

appropriate nucleation sites. In practice, ‘biomimetic’ mineralization is performed by 

soaking a material presenting nucleation sites in SBF. Mineralization is therefore controlled 

by features of the original material, which is very appealing from a materials synthesis 

standpoint. Another important feature of this process is the possibility of incorporating 

bioactive molecules such as proteins and polynucleotides inside the mineral layer[234]. This 

yields materials that are not just biocompatible but also excellent delivery tools, opening 

new applications for mineralized materials. 

During the fabrication of NPs in SBF, nucleation is triggered by the addition of the 

material or molecule to be mineralized in a premade solution. This is different from the co-

precipitation methods relying on the mixing of a polynucleotide/calcium salt and a phosphate 

salt solution. As in any particulate system, excessive aggregation should be avoided. 

Recently, strontium doped particles with a diameter of ~300 nm were produced by 

incubating pDNA for 40 min in a modified SBF containing strontium[236]. Particles were 

amorphous and spherical with a low polydispersity index. This contrasts with the biomimetic 

needle-like apatite layers obtained when surfaces are mineralized in SBF at longer 

incubation times (see below). An increase in strontium content slightly increased particle 
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size, and when Sr/(Sr+Ca) percentage were greater than 20 in the solid product, transfection 

efficiency in human fetal osteoblastic hFOB1.19 cells were greatly reduced as a consequence 

of decreased uptake. While the addition of Sr to SBF did not result in an increased 

transfection efficiency compared to undoped particle control, a significant increase in ALP 

activity was observed for all samples containing Sr, indicating the additional benefit of Sr 

on the osteogenic activity of stem and pre-osteoblastic cells. Indeed, Sr is reported to 

stimulate osteogenesis and cell proliferation in the form of ranelate salt when present in 

osteogenic culture medium[237] and when released from hydrogels[238] or 

bioceramics[239]. 

 

1.5 Co-Precipitation Formed Mineralized Surfaces for Gene Therapy 

The aggregation that is considered detrimental in particulate fabrication systems might 

well be advantageous with surface-mineralized configurations. The aggregated state of 

crystals on surfaces mineralized by supersaturated solutions can be useful to take advantage 

of the bioactivity and surface-related interactions with cells. Differences between the process 

of fabrication of particles and surfaces using SBF are presented in Fig. 1.10. The gene 

transfection from DNA-doped mineralized surfaces, pioneered by Shen[240], is a good 

example of a strategy that achieves high transfection efficiency by modulation of materials 

features, showing that aggregation of NPs might not be an impediment to effective gene 

transfer if the DNA is localized to cell-attachment conducive surfaces. For biomolecule 

incorporation, nucleation must also be induced by the biomolecule and not just the material 

surface. This can allow modulating transfection by tuning specific features of mineralized 
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layers to optimize gene transfer. The main findings using mineral layers for gene delivery 

are exposed in Table 2. 

 

Figure 1.10 Mineralized surfaces incorporating DNA can be produced by exposing a surface with appropriate 
nucleation sites to SBF in the presence of DNA (top). NPs can be produced from suitable templates (e.g., DNA) 
using short incubation times, avoiding aggregation (bottom).  

 

Composition and morphology can be treated as interlinked features affecting the 

efficiency of gene transfer via different delivery mechanisms. Modification of the 

composition of the mineralization solution led to DNA-doped mineral layers presenting 

different morphologies and gene transfer efficiencies[240–243]. For example, a formulation 

without Mg2+ induced plate-like crystals with sizes <500 nm, while a Mg2+ rich formulation 

presented big (>500 nm) round crystals. The Mg2+ rich formulation led to the highest DNA 

release efficiency in culture media, and with the removal of Mg2+ and increase in the 

concentration of Ca2+, the lowest release efficiency was achieved. Surprisingly, the 
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formulation with the highest release efficiency caused the lowest transfection efficiency, 

while the lowest release efficiency favored transfection. Perhaps fast release from the 

mineralized surface resulted in a premature release before internalization of the mineralized 

DNA (since free DNA is not likely to be internalized on its own). Also, the mineral layer 

with the lowest release efficiency was more sensitive to changes in gene transfer efficiency 

by changes in DNA doping concentration. It is thought that the plate-like structure can 

dissolve and deliver DNA inside a nanocrystal, being taken up by cells due to the small 

crystal size, while the structure with bigger round crystals would dissolve faster and release 

DNA in a less protected way[240](Fig. 1.11). This fact demonstrates that transfection is, in 

fact, surface-mediated and therefore related to characteristics of the environment close to the 

surface, which makes this method particularly translatable to medical device 

applications[244]. Tuning the solubility of the mineral layer by adding ions known to be 

related to cell proliferation and differentiation, such as F and Sr, was used to fabricate 

surfaces that are directed to specific cell types. It was found that for cell types with less 

discrepancy between phagosomal pH and pH50 (the pH at which 50% of calcium ions from 

the mineral layer are released), higher transfection efficiency is seen. Depending on the 

composition and cell type, gene delivery from a mineralized DNA-doped layer was more 

efficient than common lipidic reagent Lipofectamine 2000[241].  
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Figure 1.11 Effect of grain size and solubility in the release of DNA from a mineralized layer. (a) Larger, 
more soluble crystals as a consequence of higher Mg2+ content result in the release of DNA 
unprotected. (b) Small, less soluble crystals in the absence of Mg2+ and increased Ca2+ content result 
in the release of mineralized DNA NPs [240]. 

 

The chemical groups used to nucleate the mineral layer over the material surface also 

appear to modulate the DNA transfer[245]. The ability to induce mineralization by anionic 

groups from supersaturated solutions is known to follow the order H2PO4
- > SO3- > COO- > 

OH[246–249]. The OH group is considered a weak mineralization promoter, but it induces 

higher DNA concentration inside cells and transfection efficiency. It was proposed that the 

weak attraction to the substrate creates a layer that is more easily detached, and the delivery 

of DNA-bearing particles from the substrate is facilitated[245]. With weaker nucleation by 

the substrate and DNA being a strong nucleator, the resultant surface could be more DNA 

dense. 

The incorporation of cationic lipids is also a valuable approach for increasing the 

transfection efficiencies of DNA-doped mineralized surfaces. In this strategy, DNA and 

cationic lipids are incubated together to form lipoplexes and then subjected to mineralization 
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in the presence of a supersaturated solution[153,243,250]. This method was more efficient 

than the delivery of adsorbed lipoplexes from mineralized surfaces and the delivery of 

mineralized naked DNA. There was co-localization of cationic lipids and DNA in 

mineralized layers by fluorescent staining, which indicates the incorporation of lipoplexes 

as intact particles [239]. The incorporation of lipoplexes inside the mineralized layer led to 

a slow, sustained release profile, while the adsorbed complexes were released in short bursts 

[251,252]. In the same way as DNA-doped mineralized surfaces, lipoplex composite mineral 

layers have been shown to have their gene transfer efficiency modulated by the composition 

of the mineral layer[242]. Detailed studies assessing the effect of the surface charge of the 

polyplexes on the incorporation in the mineralized layer were not conducted. However, some 

studies show that the higher lipid/DNA ratio at the same DNA quantity decreases the 

incorporation of DNA inside the mineral layer, probably because of the increased charge of 

lipoplexes[242,250,251], which may facilitate increased solubilization and/or steric 

repulsion. Therefore, it is possible that anionic particles could be more efficiently 

incorporated into mineral layers. 

The delivery of DNA from a mineralized layer is ideal for bone tissue engineering 

applications. Mineralized surfaces have been shown to induce osteoblastic differentiation in 

progenitor cells resulting in desired bone-inducing and bone-bonding properties in 

vivo[253]. Tissue engineering relies on the combination of materials, bioactive molecules, 

and cells to create new functional tissues[254]. Cell adhesion molecules incorporated in the 

mineral layer can be effective in increasing the affinity of cells to the mineral layer, resulting 

in improved gene transfection efficiency[165,255]. The adhesion molecules are added to 

mineralizing solutions to be incorporated during mineralization. The delivery of the BMP-2 
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gene from mineralized surfaces containing immobilized adhesion molecules laminin[255] 

and fibronectin[165] have been shown to increase the expression of BMP-2 and increase 

alkaline phosphatase activity and osteocalcin synthesis in vitro, and increased bone 

formation in vivo[165]. The ability to limit genes inside a mineral layer has also been used 

to perform area-specific dual gene transfer[256]. Promoter genes for VEGF and BMP-2 were 

incorporated separately into separate samples that were joined inside the same wells, 

resulting in area-specific gene transfer, with fibronectin being used to enhance adhesion. The 

different proteins were expressed spatially confined inside the same well. 

 

Table 1-4 Main factors affecting the transfection efficiency from mineral layers 

Main findings Biological model  Ref. 

Mineral composition can be 

optimized for transfection of specific 

cell lines due to ideal 

nanotopography and/or solubility. 

CHO, MG-63, and Saos-2 [240] 

MG-63, Hela, EMT6, Caco-2, TC1, B53, 

HepG2 

[241] 

CHO-K1 [257] 

Human mesenchymal stem cells (HMSCs), 

C3H10T1/2, and human umbilical vein 

endothelial cells (HUVECs). 

[244] 

Complexation of pDNA with a 

delivery agent before mineralization 

is superior to other methods 

(mineralized naked DNA, adsorbed 

complexes, and traditional 

transfection with complexes). 

C3H10T1/2 [242] 

EMT-6 and B35 [241] 

CHO-K1 [258] 

The composition of mineral layer 

affects expression of intracellular 

HEK-293, J774A.1, and mouse embryonic 

fibroblasts 

[243] 
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DNA sensors and inflammatory 

cytokines. 

Nucleation of mineral layer by weak 

nucleators increases transfection 

efficiency. 

HEK-293 [245] 

Presence of a cell adhesion molecule 

on the mineral increases transfection 

efficiency. 

MG-63, HeLa, CHO-K1, and BHK-21 cells [255] 

MC3T3-E1, HeLa, C3H10T1/2, and in vivo [165] 

CHO-K1 [257] 

Synergy in cell differentiation or 

mineralization markers in bone 

tissue engineering applications by 

delivery of bone growth factors from 

mineral layer. 

Human mesenchymal stem cells (HMSCs) [164] 

Human mesenchymal stem cells (HMSCs) [244] 

MC3T3, C3H10T1/2 and in vivo animal model. [165] 

 

1.6 NPs from Non-Co-precipitated Systems 

 

1.6.1 Solid core and multi-shell NPs 

In all vectors discussed so far, the polynucleotide cargo is incorporated inside the 

mineralized carriers in variations of the traditional co-precipitation method. These methods 

frequently demand the use of additional and sometimes elaborate strategies to inhibit 

excessive particle growth, which can be time-consuming or require the design of special 

polymers for this function. However, polynucleotides have many of the characteristics of the 

substances routinely used to stabilize mineral NPs, such as long hydrophilic chains and, in 

the case of DNA, strong interactions with Ca+2. Therefore, the Ca+2-DNA binding can be 

exploited as a growth control and/or dispersion strategy, making DNA a particle stabilizer 

in addition to its therapeutic function.   
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This is simple to achieve experimentally. The polynucleotide is added after particle 

synthesis to a suspension of particles[259–261].  The resultant nanoarchitecture consists of 

a solid core decorated with the polynucleotide. The particles can be synthesized with more 

flexibility since the polynucleotide is not present during the fabrication process. For 

example, high-temperature aqueous precipitation[163] and flame spray synthesis[44] could 

be performed, and the polynucleotide can be added after room temperature, and other 

appropriate parameters are achieved. This allows more flexibility to experiment with 

different particle crystallinities and morphologies, such as nanorod, needle, and flower-like 

mineral morphologies[262]. If the synthesis is performed at room temperature, 

polynucleotides can be added immediately after nucleation to take advantage of growth 

inhibition induced by surface adsorption[104,259]. Indeed, the loading of the polynucleotide 

occurs at the NP surface, which creates a new configuration in which loading is governed by 

surface adsorption (and not ionic interactions in solution as in CNT), and the polynucleotide 

is somehow exposed to the medium. Loading capacity and efficiency will likely be limited 

by surface saturation. Studies performed on double-stranded DNA adsorption to HAp show 

that DNA binding strength and conformation greatly vary depending on the plane of 

adsorption[262,263]. Moreover, needle-like particles with a higher proportion of Ca2+ rich 

planes presented more efficient siRNA binding[264]. The salt composition can also affect 

the dynamics of DNA binding on a solid substrate. For example, on DNA adsorbed to a mica 

surface, different divalent cations caused different DNA conformations, while adsorption of 

DNA on a monovalent cation medium was not possible[265]. Furthermore, it was proposed 

that the presence of Ca2+ can have a positive effect on transfection efficiency by inducing 

conformational changes in DNA decorated NPs[266,267]. The exposure of the 
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polynucleotide to aqueous media is a concern due to the possibility of degradation by 

nucleases, and many strategies have been used to address it, such as coating the NPs with 

additional mineral layers[104,268] or protection by polymer coatings[163].  

One of the first reported variations of the solid core NPs involved adding an extra 

mineral layer after DNA adsorption by subsequent precipitation. DNA on the surface of the 

original core serves as the nucleator for the new layer[161,259,269]. This process can be 

repeated multiple times, producing a particle with multiple shells (multi-shell particles), 

where the final layer could be an organic coating layer[104,259]. Multi-shell NPs presenting 

PEI as coating layer (CaP/DNA/CaP/PEI) (Fig. 1.12(a)) had better pDNA transfection in 

multiple cell lines compared to pDNA coated multi-shell NPs[104,259], probably due to 

increased cationic charge. However, toxicity was also high depending on the concentration 

used, and this requires careful optimization of efficiency vs. toxicity features as in other 

multi-shell NPs[154,161]. 
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Figure 1.12 Different types of multi-shell NPs. (a) CaP/pDNA/PEI[104,259]. (b) 
CaP/pDNA/Protamine/CaP[162,270] . (c) CaP/PEI/pDNA/Silica[271]. 

 

Multi-shell NPs were used for induction of osteochondral regeneration in MSCs inside 

an enzyme crosslinked scaffold[268]. Different multi-shell architectures were produced by 

intercalating CaP, pDNA, and branched PEI (25 kDa). Interestingly CaP/pDNA and 
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CaP/pDNA/PEI had similar reporter gene (i.e., GFP) expression in hMSCs while the 

intercalation of a calcium layer between pDNA and PEI (CaP/pDNA/CaP/PEI) more than 

doubled the GFP expression. It is possible that while PEI is important for increased delivery 

into the cells, its direct interaction with pDNA might be detrimental (e.g., by minimizing 

DNA release inside cells), and the precipitation of the acid-labile mineral layer between these 

two components decreased such interactions. The CaP/pDNA/CaP/PEI particles were then 

used for delivery of TGF-b3 and BMP-2 genes to hMSCs, stimulating chondrogenic and 

osteogenic differentiation with spatial control (each lineage occupying a specific portion of 

the scaffold) with long term transgene expression[268].  

After the first multi-shell approaches were published, several variations of the 

technique were reported. A few comparative studies shed light on the relative efficiency and 

cell viability of these particles. A study compared CaP/DNA/CaP/PEI particles with 

different protamine addition methods for gene delivery to hMSCs using a collagen 

scaffold[270]. Protamine was either added with DNA between the two CaP layers or after 

the PEI adsorption. When protamine was added with DNA, an increase in transfection 

efficiency, BMP-2 (transgene) concentration, and cell viability was achieved (Fig. 1.12(b)). 

This is a promising result since most studies on multi-shell particles reported an increased 

transfection accompanied by increased toxicity. When optimized protamine-modified multi-

shell NPs were combined with mineralized collagen scaffolds, enhanced local expression of 

BMP-2 and ectopic tissue formation were achieved in vivo[162]. In another study, octa-

arginine was added as a finishing layer to the multi-shell NPs, and then these particles were 

compared with protamine- and PEI-finished multi-shell NPs, and the simple DNA adsorbed 

CaP NPs[272]. The PEI-finished multi-shell particles were superior to protamine and octa-
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arginine coated particles in HeLa and SAOS-2 cells. However, octa-arginine was superior 

to PEI in hMSCs and human osteoblasts. Particles in this study had minimal toxicities, 

especially the PEI-finished particles. This effect was attributed to the removal of excess 

polymer and additional purification steps by centrifugation. The simple DNA-adsorbed CaP 

cores showed high cell viabilities but low transfection efficiencies. However, the authors did 

not perform DNA incubation with Ca+2 before adsorption onto inorganic cores, which is 

reported as being strictly necessary for efficient transfection with this simple particle 

formulation[23,44,267]. Interestingly, unlike other groups, the octa-arginine-finished 

particles presented high transfection efficiency even when cells were treated with 

amiloride[272], an inhibitor of macro-pinocytosis and Na+/H+ exchange[273], presumably 

indicating a direct penetration mechanism for these NPs. However, this phenomenon was 

not studied in more detail. 

An interesting variation on the multi-shell approach consists of stabilization of CaP 

core with PEI, followed by DNA adsorption. The CaP/PEI/DNA particle is then submitted 

to a silanization process by hydrolysis of tetraethoxysilane, forming a silica-coated particle 

(Fig. 1.12(c)). Particles with a silica shell functionalized by thiols were used to induce 

osteogenesis in MC3T3-E1 preosteoblasts with low toxicity[271], but these particles were 

not compared with other types of particles built around a CaP core. In another study, the 

CaP/PEI/DNA/silica particles were compared to CaP/DNA/CaP/PEI particles and the 

commercial vector Lipofectamine in 10 different cell lines. Results were highly dependent 

on cell type, and for each cell type, higher efficiency was correlated with higher toxicity, 

i.e., efficiency did not seem to be correlated with particle fabrication strategy[154]. Perhaps, 

the most elaborate version of the silica-coated particles involved the attachment of targeting 
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antibodies, which was facilitated by the thiol-terminated silica shell[134].  Following this 

strategy, conjugation of anti-CD146, anti-IgG1, and anti-IgG2 was used to deliver toll-like-

receptor ligand-3 to the liver in order to enhance inflammatory response as a possible 

immunization tool. Particles were mainly concentrated in the liver and lungs after 

intravenous injection, and hepatocytes gave an increased expression of IFN-α/β, TNF-α, IL-

6, and IP-10 with targeting. Similar particles were also used as DNA-based vaccines against 

HIV-1 functionalized with the TLR9 ligand for T-cell activation, inducing an effective 

humoral immune response compared to naked DNA [135]. 

However, the necessity of the multi-shell approach has been questioned. Pedraza et al. 

proposed that rather than the additional mineralized layers, what causes the increase in 

transfection efficiency is simply the presence of calcium salt, and mineralization would not 

be necessary as a last step, i.e., a solid core stabilized particle would be as efficient as a 

multi-shell particle[267]. Using MC3T3 and NIH/3T3 cells, the counter ion in the calcium 

precursor was also of great importance for the transfection efficiency, with other calcium 

salts not being effective in comparison to CaCl2 for increasing transfection. In fact, efficient 

gene silencing was also possible with particles that were not finished by a protecting 

layer[274]. The same type of supposedly unprotected particles was used for cardiac delivery 

of siRNA in vivo[23]. Hybrid tricalcium phosphate/Fe2O3 particles prepared by flame spray 

synthesis decorated with DNA in the presence of CaCl2 were also efficient in delivery, with 

the added benefit of being magnetically deliverable[44]. These results raise the question of 

how important additional layers are for delivery efficiency and which kind of finishing layer 

is most appropriate for each application or cell type.  
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An alternative to the multi-shell approach is to elaborate the polymer coatings after 

polynucleotide adsorption to the solid core. Porous spherical CaCO3 particles prepared in 

the presence of arginine carrying a p53 expression system had improved transfection by an 

additional PEI layer in multiple cancer cell lines. The high porosity provided by the arginine-

mediated synthesis ensured high loading, while the PEI coating was responsible for high 

uptake in the cells[275]. It seems like the intercalation of multiple layers of polymer and 

polynucleotide is also a possible strategy to increase the total loading of particles[163]. In 

another approach, multiple CaP NPs carrying siRNA were encapsulated by poly(D, L-

lactide-co-glycolide) in a water in oil emulsion method and then coated by PEI[161,269]. 

The presence of the CaP cores was shown to increase the loading of siRNA inside the PLGA 

particles. This particle formulation was used for the knockdown of multiple inflammatory 

genes in local delivery approaches to the lungs[269] and colon[161]. A summary of NP size 

by TEM and DLS as a consequence of the layers around a homogeneous solid core is shown 

in Table 4. 

Table 1-5 Solid core/multi-shell NP size as a consequence of functionalization/extra-mineral layers. 

Ref. Layers/composition TEM DLS 

[267] CaP/pDNA 20–150 nm 

 

116.00 ± 23.78 nm 

[259] CaP/pDNA - 152 nm 

[259] CaP/pDNA/CaP - 415 nm 

[259] CaP/pDNA/CaP/pDNA - 216 nm 

[104] CaP/pDNA/CaP/PEI - 285 nm (PEI 0.1 mL) 

150 nm (PEI 0.5 mL) 

[276] CaP/PEI/pDNA/SiO2. 40–120 nm 482 nm 

[274] CaP/siRNA 100-200 nm - 
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[163] CaP/siRNA/PEI-

gal/siRNA/PEI-gal. 

50-60 nm 56-60 

[44] Fe2O3/CaP/pDNA. 25 nm 121 nm 

[161] Cap/siRNA/PLGA/PEI. 150 nm 151 

[275] (CaCO3+Arginine)/PEI/p

DNA. 

900 nm - 

[272] CaP/pDNA/CaP/Octa-

arginine. 

- 200-500 nm 

[277] CaP/siRNA/PEG-destran-

3,4-dihydroxy-l-

phenylalanine (dopa) 

conjugate. 

- 150-250 nm 

[135] CaP/PEI/CpG (TLR9 

ligand)/DNA/silica. 

˜100 nm 158.8 ± 1.93 nm 

 

1.6.2 Mineralized pre-assembled NPs  

Another strategy for gene vector design consists of assembling organic NPs 

encapsulating the cargo and subsequently performing a mineralization reaction. This method 

borrows knowledge from the vast literature concerning the mineralization of polymer NPs 

for intracellular delivery of chemotherapy drugs[278–287]. The mineralization of pre-

assembled particles provides an extra acid-labile protection layer to crosslinking techniques 

of the shell, in which stimuli-labile crosslinks are introduced to polymer NPs, making it 

stable at extracellular conditions. Upon stimuli, the labile crosslinks can be cleaved, 

increasing the efficacy of drug delivery due to protection against drug leakage in the 

extracellular environment[288]. However, the breaking of the crosslinks may be 

accompanied by changes in the polymer structures leading to undefined species as well as 
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the generation of toxic by-products[289]. Therefore, many authors relied on mineralization 

as a safe way for preserving the nanocarrier structure until intracellular delivery. The rapid 

dissolution of mineralized materials such as CaPs or CaCO3 at mildly acidic pH makes them 

responsive in intracellular environments such as the endosome and lysosome or at the low 

pH extracellular matrix of tumor tissue[278–287].  

Pioneering methods for mineralization of organic particles, such as the ones developed 

by Antonietti[278], Schmidt[279] and Perking[280], follow the basic fundaments of the 

CNT. Low supersaturations in combination with excess nucleation sites over the particles 

are used to assure a controlled mineralization process. The nucleation sites, in this case, are 

ionizable anionic groups in sections of the polymer molecules that form the polymer shell. 

Ca+2 in solution bind to carboxylate groups in polyaspartic acid[281], hyaluronic acid[282] 

or methylcarboxylated chitosan[285] of fabricated particles, and when a solution carrying 

phosphate salts is added, precipitation occurs in association with such polymers. Studies can 

be divided between those using a single step mineralization reaction with long incubation 

times[281,283,285,286] or those using a sequential addition of Ca+2 and Pi solutions with 

certain intervals (e.g., 10 min) between each step that causes a gradual increase in 

supersaturation[282,284,287].  Mineralization does not appear to have a noticeable effect on 

the size of the NP when reasonable supersaturations are used (i.e., the template NP size 

dictates the final size). On the contrary, for HA polymers, the mineralization actually 

decreased the particle size, which can be a consequence of conformational changes induced 

by Ca2+[282,284,287]. The mineralized delivery systems are frequently referred to as being 

“robust” or “reinforced” as a reference to their improved ability to retain the cargo at the 

extracellular environment and release it at the acidic pH of tumor tissue or 
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endosomes[282,285,286]. As a result, in vivo studies typically show an increased 

concentration of particles in tumor tissue compared to unmineralized NPs, and consequently, 

more effective treatment[283,284,287]. A successful mineralization process is accompanied 

by increased cargo retention at the physiologic pH.  

Compared to the wider field of intracellular delivery using mineralized particles, the 

applications in the field of gene therapy is relatively scarce based on the few reported studies. 

However, studies highlighting the importance of the mineralization mechanism of viruses in 

survival and infection shed light on what could be a strong strategy in the development of 

new vectors for vaccines and gene therapy[166,290,291]. Zhou and coworkers proposed that 

the high calcium concentration in Aves's digestive system could mineralize influenza viruses 

and be a key factor in the initial Aves to human contamination[292]. They performed 

mineralization in a simulated avian gastric fluid. Mineralization was accompanied by a 

change in z-potential from negative to slightly positive and a drastic increase in adsorption 

to A549 cells surface (as high as 10-fold compared to unmineralized viruses depending on 

virus type). Differently from cellular systems that can actively control self-mineralization, 

viruses are passively mineralized as they can only exert some kind of control over their 

mineralization by expressing proteins carrying appropriate chemical groups for nucleation 

sites[293]. An uptake mechanism highly dependent on endocytosis was observed only in 

mineralized viruses, such as in the case of CaP vectors[70]. It is thought that mineralization 

might overcome low infectivity in the absence of specific receptor interactions between non-

adapted avian viruses and human cells[294]. BALB/c mice infected intranasally with the 

mineralized H1N1 presented a 10-fold higher viral load compared to those infected by native 

H1N1, which led to mortality of 100% with mineralized H1N1 compared to 40% with the 
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unmineralized virus after 12 days[292]. Mineralization might also be responsible for 

protecting the viruses against high temperature and dissociation when not infecting an 

organism, which could help the spread of viruses without a host[293] as well as protecting 

the virus when infecting a host when there is a pre-existing immunity[290].  

Most of the properties that viruses acquire when mineralized are attractive for 

therapeutic applications. Interestingly, the realization that mineralization is a powerful 

therapeutic strategy using viruses seems to have occurred before the idea of mineralization 

as a natural mechanism in interspecies infectivity[295]. Earlier papers on the subject of 

mineralized viruses did not perform controlled mineralizations, and resultant images 

indicated excess precipitation and particle growth, probably due to the use of excessive 

supersaturations[41,291,296]. The improved adhesion to epithelia caused by the mineralized 

shell showed promise in gene transfer to blood vessels[297] and airways[295]. In more 

recent studies, more careful mineralization processes were performed, being capable of 

preserving the nanometric size of the viral particles[26,166,298], which probably plays an 

important role in the efficiency of treatment. In the case of delivery to airways, particles with 

sizes smaller than 300 nm have been shown to be able to perform a longer-lasting drug 

delivery by less interaction with mucus[299]. An oncolytic adenovirus was mineralized and 

surface coated with a lipid bilayer and PEG for cancer therapy[26]. Results showed improved 

tumor delivery in vivo with the mineralized particle as a consequence of the decrease in 

hepatic sequestration and immune response. It is proposed that mineralization would not 

inhibit receptor-mediated delivery since the shell can dissolve at mildly acidic pH of the 

tumor environment. In another study, an oncolytic adenovirus was mineralized by a 

combination of MnCO3 and CaCO3. The mineral layer conferred increased circulation time 
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when administered intravenously in mice due to lower immune response, which resulted in 

considerably higher tumor concentration in mice with 4T1 xenografts. The Mn2+ released 

from the mineral shell triggered O2 production in the cancer cells, which is an important 

factor to induce enhanced oncolytic adenovirus replication and cancer cell lysis. As a result, 

the combination of MnCO3 and CaCO3 resulted in an accentuated oncolytic effect. Also, the 

free Mn2+ and higher O2 intracellular concentration in the tumor resulted in increased signal 

for magnetic resonance and photoacoustic imaging. 

Mineralization is also relevant for the development of vaccines. An effective 

mineralized needle-free intranasal immunization against the dengue virus was elaborated; 

the increased adhesion to the mucosa and receptor-independent uptake generated an efficient 

local IgA response and systemic antibody response, neutralizing the virus[166]. The 

increased thermal stability due to the mineral layer is also a property of interest for vaccines. 

Mineralized vaccines were shown to be effective after 9 days of storage at 26 ºC, while 

unmineralized vaccines lost efficacy after 3 days. This property is especially important in 

reducing the cost of vaccination programs, in which the vaccines must frequently be 

maintained in non-urbanized locations that do not have appropriate refrigeration. The 

expression of peptides capable of nucleating CaP with anionic chemical groups was also 

important, with viruses specifically engineered to undergo effective mineralization being 

much more resistant to temperature increases during storage due to more efficient 

mineralization[298]. Another appealing property that comes with mineralization is that 

mineralized viral particles can be concentrated by traditional centrifugation, while native 

viral particles demand ultracentrifugation under complicated conditions for appropriate 

concentration[41,298].  
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The delivery of genes by mineralized pre-assembled NPs presents properties such as 

decreased toxicity, sustained gene expression, increased transfection efficiency, and 

increased loading efficiency[300]. Ito and coworkers fabricated cationic PEI/pDNA NPs and 

charged-reversed the NPs to anionic by adsorption of HA[300]. Bearing the appropriate 

nucleation sites, the particles could be mineralized by overnight incubation in a 

supersaturated metastable solution at a low temperature (4 ºC). The adsorption of negatively 

charged polymers to positive particles is a simple way of adding nucleation sites without the 

necessity of fabrication of special polymers, and it also has been shown to increase 

transfection efficiency by loosening PEI/DNA complexes[118]. SEM showed aggregated 

200 nm spherical particles. Although TEM images were not published for this study, which 

precludes the verification of the organic/inorganic interaction, gel electrophoresis showed 

an increase in dissociation robustness of particles after mineralization, a hallmark of 

mineralized particles. The conjunction of attractive features caused by mineralization, such 

as prevention of DNA release at the physiological pH and a delayed and sustained DNA 

expression in vitro, makes the proposed process an interesting option to better adapt the use 

of polyplexes to clinical treatment. Mineralization resulted in an improved tumor growth 

suppression compared to controls when the suspension of particles was injected directly into 

the tumor[300].  

More recently, Chen and co-workers prepared NPs formed by stearic acid-modified 

PEI (PEI-StA) and minicircle DNA (mcDNA) and submitted the particles to CaCl2 

incubation followed by precipitation of CaP by the addition of a buffered solution[301]. The 

CaP constituted the outer layer of the nanocomplexes forming hybrid particles. However, 

most of the particle features showed otherwise. The particles that were submitted to 
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mineralization were cationic, which is an indication that these particles lack the primordial 

requirement for nucleating CaP and form a hybrid structure. TEM images show overgrown 

homogeneous structures (~1 µm) without any indication of heterogeneity (i.e., purely 

inorganic-looking particles). Heterogeneity of phases is highly characteristic of mineralized 

organic NPs and self-evident in TEM analysis, even without the use of staining techniques. 

For example, mineralized poly(aspartic acid)-based NPs presented hollow cores and an 

identifiable coating layer[281], while HA presented multiple solid cores inside the same 

particle[282,284] or multiple denser spots in a less dense matrix[287]. Additionally, 

mineralized particles prepared by Chen and coworkers had weaker DNA binding capacity 

than the unmineralized particles in gel electrophoresis, which is unlike the expectation from 

mineralized particles. In Fig. 1.13, Chen’s TEM and gel electrophoresis (Fig. 1.13a and b) 

results are compared with TEM results and cumulative release of mineralized hyaluronic 

acid particles carrying doxorubicin from reference [282]. A heterogeneous morphology was 

obtained after mineralization, indicating a successful process, with increased robustness of 

mineralized particles (Fig. 1.13c, d, and e). Even with the strong indications that the particles 

were not successfully coated by CaP in Chen’s study, the treated particles were much more 

effective than untreated particles in inducing GFP expression in HEK293T cells and 

secretion of bispecific T-cell engaging antibodies in HepG2 cells for immunotherapy, which 

raises the idea of some kind of secondary interaction(s) leading to increased effectiveness. 

It is possible that the increase in transfection efficiency is merely a consequence of the ionic 

content of the buffer solution used for CaP precipitation, including the free Ca+2 content. 

There are multiple studies showing that CaCl2 by itself can increase the transfection 

efficiency of polyplexes[302,303]. Another possibility is the presence of some kind of 
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surface interaction between the complexes and the CaP surface that increases transfection 

efficiency. Mineralized surfaces have been shown to be helpful in mediating PEI/DNA 

transfection to MSCs by increased uptake in reverse transfection[304], but it is unknown if 

particulate systems can exert the same effect.  

 

Figure 1.13 (a) TEM image of mineralized stPEI/DNA complexes without indication of the presence of 
heterogeneous morphology. (b) Gel electrophoresis shows a decrease in the robustness of mineralized 
complexes[301]. TEM of (c) nonmineralized (HA-NP) and (d) mineralized hyaluronic acid nanoparticles 
(MHA-NP) carrying doxorubicin, with the indication of successful controlled particle mineralization by 
heterogeneous morphology of particles. In (e), the cumulative release of HA-NP and MHA-NP at different pH 
indicates increased robustness as a consequence of mineralization at pH 7.4 and 6.5 [282]. 

 
We performed the mineralization of polyplexes with CaP mediated by poly(aspartic 

acid) [155]. The positively charged polyplexes could be mineralized due to the shift in 

surface charge by poly(aspartic acid) adsorption (Fig. 1.14). The complex formed by Ca2+ 

and negatively charged polyelectrolytes is proposed to be an intermediate species in 

templated mineralization [305]. Accordingly, after the coating with PAsp, the polyplexes 
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were submitted to incubation with CaCl2 for 30 min to increase Ca2+ sequestration and then 

mineralization with Na3PO4 for another 30 min. The chemical reaction took 1h, which is a 

lot shorter than the time needed for mineralization reactions using metastable solutions such 

as SBF. In figure 1.14, we show the fabrication process used, and a TEM image of the 

mineralized polyplexes, showing a shell-core morphology (observed as rings), indicating a 

less dense organic core, believed to be the polyplex, coated by CaP. The size of the NPs 

ranged from approximately 100-300 nm. Convincing TEM in conjunction with a strong 

increase in robustness are good indicators of a successful mineralization reaction. In vitro 

transfection studies showed that both calcium incubation and mineralization could enhance 

transfection efficiency [155].  
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Figure 1.14 Mineralization of lipid-modified PEI/pDNA polyplexes mediated by poly(aspartic acid) (PAsp) 
from [155]. 1. Polyplexes are positively charged. 2. PAsp adsorption shifts the surface charge to negative and 
enables the chelation of Ca2+. 3. Mineralization occurs at the surface of the polyplexes by the addition of a 
phosphate salt (Na3PO4). The resultant nanoarchitecture is believed to be a polyplex inside a mineral shell (top 
right), which is in accordance with the TEM image from the polyplexes (bottom). The shell-core morphology 
observed is a consequence of the contrast between the less dense organic core (polyplex) and the dense mineral 
shell [155]. 

 
1.7 Conclusion and Future Perspectives 

Calcium phosphates and carbonates, and other minerals reviewed here, have been 

demonstrated over the last decades to be safe in a wide range of medical applications. 

Perhaps due to well-established clinical use in medicine and dentistry in bone-related 
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applications, calcium phosphates are the most studied materials of its class for fabrication of 

gene vectors. Calcium carbonates, currently a common product in the food industry, is also 

gaining popularity as a delivery vector. Efficient incorporation of polynucleotides during 

mineral precipitation is clearly beneficial to minimize the volume of applied exogeneous 

mineral. The mineralization protocols reviewed here are straightforward and can be used in 

both DNA and RNA delivery with minimal adaptations, which also allows the possibility 

for co-delivery of these agents. The dissolution of minerals under acidic conditions can lead 

to efficient nucleotide protection against natural defenses while facilitating intracellular 

release at the endosomal pH with benign degradation products indistinguishable from 

physiological ions. These inherent attractive properties, however, cannot propel the use of 

mineralized vectors to clinical practice alone. Efforts are needed to overcome the continuous 

particle growth and lack of specific cell/organ targetability. 

Polymer and lipid-coated NPs are closer to clinical practice than the mineralized NPs. 

Both techniques are highly promising to offer NPs with low polydispersity and specific 

targeting. Polymer-coated mineral NPs have their growth limited by the attachment of 

hydrophilic moieties with strong interactions with Ca2+, which allows for a clean and 

straightforward precipitation method in water, with NP size being a consequence of the 

macromolecule used as well as reaction concentrations. Lipid-coated NPs are fabricated in 

reverse microemulsions and, as a consequence, have the drawbacks of demanding multiple 

washing steps to remove organic solvents and surfactants, followed by redispersion in 

chloroform for the attachment of functional molecules before the NPs can be redispersed in 

water. However, the reverse microemulsion method offers impressive control over the size 

and the polydispersity attained, and the lipid-coated core can be easily modified by 
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incorporating lipids carrying PEG and ligands. Due to the advanced size control and efficient 

cancer cell targeting, lipid and polymer-coated NPs are featured more frequently in in vivo 

(animal) studies than the mineralized vectors, which indicates better proximity to the clinical 

practice. Based on the review of the current literature here, we predict both technologies 

having their first use in cancer treatments employing RNAi. Precipitation in water is clearly 

a cleaner and cheaper process, but the high level of reproducibility of the reverse 

microemulsion method provides a higher potential for scalability. Perhaps each fabrication 

technique will naturally find a role based on the requirements of the application. It would be 

desirable, however, to seek adaptations to the reverse microemulsion method resulting in a 

cleaner method. 

Studies on multi-shell NPs, on the other hand, seem to still focus on achieving optimal 

composition and fabrication strategy, not being on the same level as polymer or lipid-coated 

NPs with respect to the extent of preclinical animal studies. Perhaps, this is due to the fact 

that research with multi-shell NPs focused on achieving cationic NPs, which indeed results 

in high in vitro transfections. However, those might not be appropriate for cancer 

applications. Incorporation of the NPs in scaffolds that are attractive to specific cell types 

might be the most appropriate in vivo application for cationic non-targeted strategies and 

hold promise in tissue engineering studies. Of note, studies on multi-shell NPs reveal that 

component interactions are likely influenced by their distribution along the layers forming 

the shell of the particle. For example, better transfection efficiency was achieved when an 

extra mineral layer was precipitated between pDNA and PEI, probably by reducing binding 

between PEI and DNA[268]. Protamine, on the other hand, only enhanced transfection 

efficiency when directly bound with DNA on the same layer[270,306]. For silica NPs, it 
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appears that the nature and strength of interaction between polymeric carriers and the particle 

surface can affect binding with pDNA after particle dissolution[307]. A strong particle/PEI 

interaction is thought to lower the PEI/pDNA binding after endosome escape, which is 

expected to enhance the bioavailability of pDNA. Design of mineralized vectors can be 

undertaken in this way to minimize binding and enhance polymer release from the nucleic 

acid cargo (or mineral release from nucleic acid). If nuclear targeting is needed for pDNA 

cargo, carriers designed for nuclear import should remain entrapped in the cytoplasm, while 

the siRNA could be released in free form into the cytoplasm where it is needed. Carrier 

details need to be tailored accordingly, and a better understanding of the effects of variable 

binding strength between components will be beneficial. 

Mineralized matrices make an interesting case in which the continuous properties of 

the mineral phase is taken advantage of, and used for reverse transfection. This method holds 

great promise in tissue engineering, and further improvement could be achieved by exploring 

the mineralized matrix as an active participant in gene therapies. For instance, Sr-containing 

matrices are capable of increasing osteogenic differentiation[308]. One can therefore 

envision other roles of the mineralized matrix to control cell physiology. For example, 

certain nHap formulations promoted better osteogenesis from MSC compared to other 

vectors – even though their reporter gene expression efficiency was similar; therefore, 

inherently more conducive for cellular differentiation[309]. Progress in this direction could 

possibly be incorporated in any of the fabrication methods discussed here. Considering that 

mineralization techniques are widely used to prepare materials used in contact with bone 

(e.g., Hap coated titanium implants), the possibility of adding functional DNA delivery from 

mineralized materials might represent the next step in the direction of achieving high 
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bioactivity and bone healing rates. Additionally, the triggering of gene delivery by cell 

adhesion seems to be a very useful tool for delivering DNA selectively to the cells that 

interact with mineralized layers. Considering this, the next step in the use of mineralized 

surfaces might be the adaptation of the current mineralization technique to ‘practical’ 

materials, i.e., mineralized materials that are already in use could be turned into DNA-

mineralized materials. This will demand adaptation of mineralization techniques and a better 

understanding of the effect of DNA as an additive during the mineralization process in the 

presence of varied substrates and the effect of the substrate itself in the efficiency of 

transfection. Ti alloy substrates might be a good start for making the next step in that 

direction since Ti alloys are widely used as bone implants [310]. With Ti alloy substrates, 

TiO2 surface morphologies such as nanopores or nanotube arrays with a varying specific 

surface area can be prepared by anodization [311]. Recently, it was shown that under 

controlled mineralization, the nanotube morphology could be preserved and transposed to 

the mineral layer, generating a synergistic effect on pre-osteoblast differentiation compared 

to the presence of  TiO2 nanotubes mineralization alone [312]. Therefore, “forcing” a specific 

morphology onto the mineral layer by a nucleating substrate seems to be a fruitful possibility. 

Importantly, considering the surface-mediated delivery process, increasing the effective 

surface area under each cell might result in increased uptake and transfection rates by the 

increased availability of mineralized area (and nucleic acid cargo) per cell. Moreover, a 

better understanding of intracellular events as a response to nanotopography might help with 

designing better transfection substrates. For example, in the case of Si nanosheets, the aspect 

ratio (wall height/width) showed a critical effect on transfection efficiency and was shown 

to correlate with integrin activation[313]. In short, there might be direct (increased 
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nucleotide availability per cell due to increased surface area) and indirect factors 

(intracellular events) favoring transfection efficiency by the use of complex nucleating 

substrate nanotopographies compared to flat surfaces.  

The mineralization of pre-assembled NPs is emerging as a promising strategy to give 

new properties to particles that already have inherent therapeutic applications. Increased 

robustness that can be turned off by mildly acidic pH is the most obvious benefit in 

therapeutic applications. Additionally, it is possible that properties acquired by viruses and 

therapeutic viral vectors when mineralized, such as increased mucosal adhesion and more 

resistance to increased temperatures, could be explored in mineralized non-viral vectors. 

Despite its great promise, this hypothesis remains to be confirmed. It can be anticipated that 

increased robustness might be useful for introducing delivery vectors inside dense materials 

before their fabrication, which could be useful for exploring novel delivery methods. In 

electrospinning, for example, when non-viral vectors are added to polymer solution before 

the spinning process, they are subjected to conditions that are not optimal for NP stability 

needed for the transfection process, such as shear forces, high ionic strength, and the drying 

process inside the fibers[314]. In such cases, mineralization could help to preserve the 

original properties of the delivery vector. 

Considering the current situation with the global COVID-19 pandemic caused by the 

SARS-CoV-2 virus, the possibility of applying mineralized vaccines for COVID-19 (and 

other viral) treatment is appealing. The current non-viral mRNA vaccines proved to be safe 

and effective in this pandemic, which, in addition to financial stimulus from governments, 

increased demand from markets, and lowering of mRNA manufacturing costs, is likely to 

propel the number of studies concerning mRNA vaccination and other treatments using non-
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viral technologies. As we reviewed here, mineralization is capable of preparing vaccines for 

application through airways, which is efficient in inducing local mucosal immunity and 

believed to be ideal for airway infections[315]. This adhesive effect towards mucosa is likely 

a property from the mineral layer itself, meaning that all nanoarchitectures reviewed here 

could potentially offer such a benefit. The main mRNA vaccine drawback compared to 

pDNA seems to be its lower stability. If the same protective effect used to create 

thermostable DNA vaccines could be applied to the mRNA vaccines, increased availability 

to the public would result if costs related to the cold chain and storage are reduced. The 

techniques reviewed here represent the effort of many researchers to bring highly safe 

materials to a field that suffered from uncertainties regarding safety. Looking ahead, the 

available opportunities for mineralization in the fabrication of vectors for nucleotide delivery 

are varied and impactful.  
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2. Mineralized polyplexes for gene delivery: Improvement 

of transfection efficiency as a consequence of calcium 

incubation and not mineralization  

 

2.1 Introduction 

Gene therapy is a promising medical technology that uses nucleic acids to engage the 

cellular transcription and/or translation processes to produce desired proteins. Accordingly, 

gene therapy can be used for manipulation of gene expression, resulting in control over 

protein synthesis using the cells' own machinery[1–4]. Such a powerful principle allows for 

development of treatments for many disease conditions, including cancer[1], infectious 

diseases[2], tissue injuries[3], and otherwise intractable genetic diseases[4], making gene 

therapy a highly encouraging field of medicine. As a cell-based therapy, gene therapy can 

only be effective if the nucleic acid reaches specific cellular sites for efficient treatment[5,6]. 

This task is accomplished by the association of the nucleic acid with carriers that protect and 

hold the nucleic outside the cell and, once inside the cell, release the nucleic acid and provide 

escape mechanisms against cell defenses in the endo-lysosomal compartment[7].  

Arguably, one of the struggles in gene therapy concerns the development of highly 

specialized carriers capable of fitting the envisioned ground-breaking biological 

applications.  There are two main categories of carriers, namely viral and non-viral. Due to 

effectiveness, viral vectors were the first choice in clinical trials[8]. Viruses naturally evolved 

to show many of the critical properties desired on an effective gene carrier, allowing the 

modification of diseased cells by genetic manipulation[8]. However, after the death of a 
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teenager from an immune reaction in a 1999 clinical trial for treatment of a non-life 

threatening disease [9],  valid safety concerns have been raised, which was intensified after 

the very recent deaths of two boys in a Phase 2 clinical trial using an adeno-associated virus-

8 (AAV8) vector for the treatment of a skeletal muscle disorder[10]. On the other hand, non-

viral carriers from synthetic materials are relatively easy and inexpensive to fabricate, and 

given appropriate materials selection and design, they are safe[11]. However, non-viral vectors 

have lower transfection efficiency than viral vectors, which stimulated various 

nanofabrication methods capable of improving the carrier efficiency.  

Calcium phosphate (CaP), well known for its osteoconductive properties[12], was one 

of the first materials used to deliver DNA to cells in culture. The fast co-precipitation with 

DNA at very high Ca/P ratios was firstly reported in the mid-1970s [13], and it has been widely 

used since then, mainly due to the simplicity and effectiveness of this method[14–16]. However, 

due to the lack of control over particle size, the classical co-precipitation method shows poor 

reproducibility between experiments and very low transfection efficiency compared to viral 

vectors, mostly being considered for easy-to-transfect cells in vitro[14–16]. Arguably, the 

increasing interest in CaP due to its outstanding role in tissue engineering applications, and 

the development of new precipitation techniques capable of very high control over particle 

size, stimulated re-emergence of CaP in gene therapy delivery over the last two decades. 

New nanofabrication techniques using controlled mineralization to produce hybrid organic-

inorganic carriers made CaP a viable option for many in vivo applications[17–20]. Among the 

new technologies employing mineralization, lipid-coated calcium phosphate nanoparticles 

by microemulsions[21–23], self-assembly of nucleic acid-calcium phosphate/copolymer hybrid 
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particles[24–26], and mineralization for production of composite nucleic-acid/CaP surfaces for 

reverse transfection[27–29] are a few notable examples.  

 It is also reported that viral and non-viral pre-assembled nanoparticles can acquire 

new properties due to the controlled mineralization with CaP, such as improved resistance 

to temperature-related degradation[30,31], better adhesion to epithelial tissue and mucosa[32–35], 

and direct improvement of transfection efficiency of non-viral vectors[36–40]. However, the 

reason(s) for improvement of transfection efficiency in non-viral vectors is not always clear 

and if mineralization is indeed required for an increase in transfection efficiency has been 

debated. The case of DNA coated solid core CaP nanoparticles for nucleic acid delivery is a 

good example. One group reported the necessity of the precipitation of an external CaP 

coating layer for improved transfection efficiency by performing a precipitation reaction at 

the surface of the particle[36,41,42]. In contrast, other groups reported that calcium incubation 

was enough to improve transfection efficiency[43,44]. This fact was pointed out by Pedraza et 

al.[43], however, there was never, to our knowledge, a study comparing both techniques. 

Recently, we recognized a similar controversial situation regarding the mineralization 

of polyplexes. Some authors reported improved transfection efficiency through 

mineralization[39,40]; however, there is an emerging literature reporting similar effects solely 

with the incubation in water-soluble calcium salts such as CaCl2
[45,46]. Considering that 

calcium salts are obligatorily used as reagents in mineralization reactions, it is very plausible 

to propose that some of the positive effects reported to come from mineralization can be 

purely a consequence of calcium incubation, especially considering the fact that in 

mineralization studies, controls submitted to calcium incubation were never used, at least to 

our knowledge. Therefore, an open question remains: is mineralization responsible for 
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achieving high transfection efficiency, or calcium incubation alone is sufficient for this 

purpose? 

Due to inconclusive data on this issue, this study compared the effect of mineralization 

vs. Ca+2 incubation for the pre-assembled particles. We fabricated anionic tri-component 

polyplexes by self-assembly of pDNA and a lipid-modified polyethylenimine (PEI) followed 

by coating with poly(aspartic acid) (PAsp). This strategy resulted in polyplexes that allow 

for efficient interaction with calcium and mineralization due to the presence of PAsp[47–49], 

and, if efficiently taken up by cells, the PEI should provide an endosomal escape 

mechanism[50]. Mineralization was performed under low supersaturations by a chemical 

precipitation method carefully designed to permit easy comparison between calcium 

incubated and mineralized polyplexes. Additionally, we compared the effects of 

mineralization and calcium incubation on the physicochemical properties, particle size, and 

morphology of the polyplexes. Finally, we compared the calcium incubated and mineralized 

polyplexes in terms of transfection and uptake efficiency using MC3T3-E1 mouse 

osteoblastic cells in vitro.  

 

2.2 Materials and Methods 

2.2.1 Materials 

The lipid-modified PEI used to make polyplexes was provided by RJH Biosciences 

(Edmonton, AB) under the trade name ALL-Fect. Poly(aspartic acid) (PAsp) was purchased 

from Alamanda Polymers (Huntsville, Alabama, US). The gWIZ plasmid (with no protein 

expression) and Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP)-expressing gWIZ-GFP plasmid were 

purchased from Aldevron (Fargo, ND). Cy3 used for pDNA labeling was from Mirus 
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(Madison, WI). The nuclease-free water, Hank's Balanced Salt Solution (HBSS), tissue 

culture media DMEM and F12, SYBR Green I nucleic acid gel stain, and antibiotic solutions 

Penicillin and Streptomycin were from Life Technologies (ThermoFisher). NaCl, CaCl2, 

Na3PO4, and HEPES were also purchased from Life Technologies (ThermoFisher).  

 

2.2.2 Particle Fabrication  

The polyplexes were fabricated in a two-step incubation method followed by calcium 

incubation and, for mineralized samples, a reaction with a phosphate salt. The first 

complexation step consisted of mixing the lipid-modified PEI (ALL-Fect) solution (1 

mg/ml) with a pDNA solution (0.4 mg/mL) in sterile water in an Eppendorf tube with the 

pipette for 15 seconds. After incubation for 30 min, a PAsp solution (1 mg/mL) was added 

under mixing with the pipette for 15 seconds, followed by another 30 min of incubation. 

This bulk solution containing coated polyplexes was used to produce all samples. The 

calcium incubation step was performed by adding the desired volume of a 250 mM CaCl2 

solution to the polyplexes, followed by 30 min incubation. Immediately after that, samples 

had their volume doubled with a 2X HEPES buffer saline (HBS) with a pH of 7.0 without 

the presence of any phosphate precursor (150 mM NaCl, 50 mM HEPES). For mineralized 

samples, a similar process was used, however, in this case, the 2X HBS contained Na3PO4 

to form CaP. Finally, after incubation for 30 minutes for the precipitation reaction to occur, 

samples were studied. Calcium and phosphate concentrations ranged from 5–20 mM and 

0.7–1.9 mM, respectively, depending on the experiment performed. The CaCl2 

concentrations chosen result in Ca/P ratios higher than the usual 1.5-1.67 ratios for 

hydroxyapatite synthesis. These concentrations were chosen as an effort to minimize the 

time for achieving adsorption of Ca2+ onto PAsp by increasing the initial ionic concentration, 
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which in low Ca2+ methods (0.3-2.5 mM) can take up to 12h[40], and to test a wider range of 

Ca2+ concentrations without inducing excessive CaP precipitation. Accordingly, low Na3PO4 

concentrations were used as an effort to limit the excessive growth of the precipitated 

inorganic phase. All samples, mineralized or not, were dispersed in 1X HBS (without any 

source of phosphate, unless mentioned) with pH 7.0 at the end of the preparation method. 

Two polyplex compositions were submitted to calcium incubation and the mineralization 

processes, differing only on ALL-Fect concentration during complexation. The final pDNA, 

PAsp, and ALL-Fect concentrations of the two polyplex compositions submitted to 

treatment can be found in Table 1. 

 

Table 2-1 Composition of the polyplexes submitted to treatment. 

Sample pDNA (µg/µL) PAsp (µg/µL) ALL-Fect (µg/µL) 

1 0.0033 0.0066 0.047 

2 0.0033 0.0066 0.063 

 

2.2.3 Physicochemical and Morphological Characterization  

Hydrodynamic size by dynamic light scattering and zeta potential measurements of 

polyplexes were assessed using a Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern Instruments, UK). The 

original nanoparticle suspensions dispersed in HBS were diluted to 1 mL in deionized water 

to increase sample volume and decrease ionic concentration and measured in triplicate. 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was performed using a Philips/FEI EM208S 

electron microscope. Samples for TEM were prepared by subsequently dripping and drying 

the particle suspension over a carbon-coated grid. Particle size distribution was done by 

analyzing the size of >250 particles with the Fiji-ImageJ software. A Rigaku Ultima IV X-
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ray diffraction analyser was used for phase analysis of the mineralized materials. Product 

from multiple synthesis reactions were accumulated over a glass slide until enough material 

for intense enough signal was achieved due to the low yield of the synthesis reaction. The 

samples were analysed between 20 and 50 degrees with a step size of 0.02º and a scan speed 

of 1.00º/min. Data was converted using the JADE MDI 9.6 software and the DIFFRAC.EVA 

software with the 2021 ICDD PDF 4+ databases was used for phase identification. 

 

2.2.4 DNA Binding Efficiency 

An agarose gel retardation assay was used to assess the stability and unpacking ability 

of the polyplexes as a consequence of formulation features, CaCl2, and Na3PO4 

concentration. The samples were loaded in a 0.8% agarose gel in TAE buffer containing 

SYBR Green I (10 µl) and electrophoresed for 30 min under 100 mV at 0.3 µg of pDNA per 

well. Samples were also analyzed after incubation with 0.7 µg/µl of heparin, a commonly 

used agent to dissociate polyplexes [51]. The fluorescent SYBR Green I-DNA complex allows 

the observation of dislocation of bands in case of pDNA release from particles. Gels were 

photographed using an Alpha imager HP with SYBR green photographic filter under UV 

light in complete darkness. 

 

2.2.5 Cell Culture 

MC3T3-E1 cells were used to investigate the effect of mineralization and calcium 

incubation over the polyplexes in transfection efficiency and uptake. Cells were cultured in 

a flask with Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium:F12 medium (DMEM:F12=1:1) with 10% 

Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS), 0.1% Glutramax-1, 0.1% MEM NEAA, Penicillin (100 U/mL) 

and Streptomycin (100 µg/mL). The cells were kept in a humidified atmosphere with 95% 
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air and 5% CO2 at 37 ºC. Cells were plated into 24-well plates when reaching 75% 

confluence for transfection experiments. 

 

2.2.6 Flow Cytometry for Cell Uptake and Transfection Efficiency of Polyplexes 

In vitro transfection and uptake efficiency of the calcium incubated and mineralized 

polyplexes in preosteoblastic MC3T3-E1 cells was assessed using an Attune NxT Flow 

Cytometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, US). This cell line was chosen since mineralized 

polyplexes is ideal for use on gene therapy efforts on mineralized tissues. In both types of 

experiments, cells were seeded in 24-well plates, and after ~50% confluence was reached, 

they were treated with different types of particles in HBS (unmodified, calcium incubated, 

and mineralized polyplexes) by addition of a volume of the suspension to reach 0.25 µg of 

pDNA per well. Transfection efficiency was quantified after 48 h according to the positive 

population and median fluorescence intensity (MFI) due to green fluorescent protein (GFP) 

expression using a gWIZ-GFP expression vector under the CMV promoter. The uptake 

efficiency through the positive population and MFI was measured after overnight incubation 

using Cy3-labeled pDNA without protein expression. In either case, fluorescence imaging 

was used as an additional characterization tool. Samples for flow cytometry were prepared 

by trypsinization and neutralization in complete culture medium with 10% FBS, fixation 

with a formaldehyde solution in the cold for 20 min, and final suspension in PBS, with 

appropriate washing in-between steps by suspension in PBS and centrifugation. Calcium 

incubated samples were used as positive controls for the mineralized samples with the same 

CaCl2 concentration to evaluate the effect of different concentrations of Na3PO4 in a 

multicolumn analysis, while pDNA in HBS and unmodified polyplexes were used as 

untreated controls. 
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2.2.7 Statistical Analysis 

Experiments were performed independently (n=3) and results represented as means ± 

standard deviation. The means of different groups were compared using one-way ANOVA 

followed by a Tukey-Kramer test. Means were considered significantly different when 

p<0.05.  

 

2.3 Results 

 
2.3.1 Binding and Dissociation of Polyplexes.  

The binding efficiency and heparin-induced dissociation of the polyplexes at different 

stages of the fabrication process (before and after PAsp coating, after CaCl2 incubation, and 

after mineralization) were evaluated through an electrophoretic gel mobility assay (Figure 

2.1). The polyanion heparin was used for dissociating polycation/DNA polyplexes by 

competitive binding[51,52] that permits evaluation of the robustness of the particles after 

mineralization or calcium incubation. For a specific sample, a visible fluorescent band shift 

such as the one found in the pDNA control means pDNA is released from the particle, since 

the SYBR Green I dye binds specific to pDNA and forms a fluorescent complex. By 

comparing band shifts from mineralized and unmineralized samples with same composition, 

it is possible to infer about robustness gained by mineralization against heparin dissociation. 

Species with lower negative charge/mass ratio will experience less shift towards the positive 

pole of the applied current. Therefore, less shifted bands (in comparison to the pDNA 

control) are likely resultant of incomplete polyplex dissociation, as the resultant species will 

be less charged and have more mass than the free pDNA. 
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In Figure 2.1(a), the results for the polyplexes fabricated with 0.047 µg/µl ALL-Fect 

(pDNA:ALL-Fect ratio of 1:7) during complexation without heparin incubation are shown. 

At this polycation concentration, the pDNA showed complete binding. However, when the 

PAsp is added as a coating to the polyplexes (0 mM CaCl2), incomplete pDNA binding was  

evident due to presence of free pDNA on the gels, observed as a fluorescent band shift.  

 

Figure 2.1 Electrophoretic gel mobility assay for mineralized and unmineralized samples at various CaCl2 and 
Na3PO4 concentrations. (a) Electrophoretic gel mobility assay for mineralized samples with the final 
concentration of 0.047 µg/µL ALL-Fect. (b) Electrophoretic gel mobility assay for mineralized samples with 
the final concentration of 0.047 µg/µL ALL-Fect after incubation with heparin for 1 h. (c) Electrophoretic gel 
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mobility assay for mineralized samples with the final concentration of 0.063 µg/µL ALL-Fect. (d) 
Electrophoretic gel mobility assay for mineralized samples with the final concentration of 0.063 µg/µL ALL-
Fect after incubation with heparin for 1 h. (e) Electrophoretic gel mobility assay for calcium incubated samples. 
(f) Electrophoretic gel mobility assay for calcium incubated samples after incubation with heparin for 1h. 

 

Mineralization with 5, 10 and, 20 mM CaCl2 and 0.7, 1.1, and 1.9 mM Na3PO4 generated a 

stabilizing effect over the PAsp coated polyplexes since no dissociated pDNA was observed 

even at the lowest concentration of the ions used (5 mM CaCl2 and 0.7 mM Na3PO4). Figure 

2.1(b) shows the heparin-induced dissociation for same samples used in Figure 2.1(a). The 

presence of heparin did not affect the band observed for the pDNA control but the polyplexes 

underwent partial dissociation, which was evident by a free pDNA band. The PAsp coated 

polyplexes, on the other hand, were completely dissociated by heparin. The mineralization 

reaction provided no pDNA dissociation since no free pDNA band was observed for any of 

the mineralized samples. 

Figures 2.1(c) and Fig 2.1(d) show polyplex samples prepared with an increased 

concentration of ALL-Fect (0.063 µg/µL, pDNA;ALL-Fect ratio of 1:10) without and with 

heparin incubation, respectively. While the polyplexes with PAsp again showed incomplete 

binding, heparin incubation resulted in a complete dissociation band comparable to that of 

free pDNA (Figure 2.1 (d)). Similar to the mineralized polyplexes with lower polycation 

content, mineralized samples showed increased binding of pDNA, with no indication of 

pDNA release after heparin incubation. 

To differentiate the effects of Ca2+  interaction with polyplexes vs. mineralization, we 

performed gel electrophoresis of samples that were Ca2+  incubated with and without heparin-

induced dissociation. Figure 2.1(e) shows the effect of CaCl2 incubation without the 

additional step of Na3PO4 addition for the PAsp coated polyplexes with the ALL-Fect 
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concentrations of 0.047 and 0.063 µg/µL at 5 and 20 mM CaCl2. Figure 2.1(f) shows the 

same samples submitted to the heparin-induced dissociation assay. The presence of CaCl2 

resulted in increased polyplex formation, indicating complete binding induced by CaCl2 

incubation. Different from the mineralized samples, Ca2+ incubated samples showed 

dissociation induced by the heparin; however, the pDNA bands are weaker than those 

observed in pDNA, and PAsp coated polyplex without CaCl2, indicating only partial 

unpacking of the Ca2+ incubated polyplexes. 

 

2.3.2 Particle Hydrodynamic Size and Zeta-potential Analysis 

The effects of each particle fabrication step on hydrodynamic size, PDI and z-potential with 

0.047 µg/µL and 0.063 µg/µL ALL-Fect are shown in Figure 2.2. The Ca+2 incubated 

samples were prepared with 10 mM CaCl2, while the mineralized samples were prepared 

with the same CaCl2 concentration and 1.1 mM Na3PO4. At 0.047 µg/µL (Figures 2.2 (a), 

(b), and (c)), the uncoated polyplexes show a hydrodynamic size of ~200 nm, PDI of 0.2, 

and z-potential of +10 mV. With the addition of the PAsp coating, there is a considerable 

increase in size (~3-fold) and PDI (~2-fold), as well as a shift of the z-potential to highly 

negative values (-55 mV). The CaCl2 incubation caused a drastic increase in particle size to 

the micrometer range (~1360 nm), a PDI increase to ~0.4, and recovery of z-potential to 

close to neutral values (+5 mV). Mineralization resulted in non-significant size and PDI 

variations; however, z-potential shifted to negative value (-15 mV). At 0.063 µg/µL (Figures 

2.2 (d), (e), and (f)), the uncoated polyplexes showed a hydrodynamic size of ~150 nm, PDI 

of ~0.1, and z-potential of +19 mV. Coating by PAsp did not significantly change the 

hydrodynamic particle size or PDI; however, the z-potential shifted to -34 mV. CaCl2 

incubation resulted in considerable particle size (~770 nm) and PDI increase (~0.2), as well 

as a recovery of the z-potential to values closer to the neutrality (-10 mV). The mineralization 

process further increased the hydrodynamic particle size, reaching the micrometer range 

(~1118 nm), with no significant variation in PDI, while the z-potential decreased to -19 mV.  
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Figure 2.2 Hydrodynamic size, PDI and z-potential after each step of the particle fabrication process. (a) 
Hydrodynamic size, (b) PDI, and (c) z-potential after polyplex formation, PAsp coating, CaCl2 incubation and 
mineralization at 0.047 µg/µL ALL-Fect. (d) Hydrodynamic size, (e) PDI, and (f) z-potential after polyplex 
formation, PAsp coating, CaCl2 incubation and Mineralization at 0.063 µg/µL ALL-Fect. 

 

2.3.3 Particle Morphology Analysis 

The TEM images of the PAsp coated polyplexes before and after Ca+2 incubation and 

mineralization can be observed in Figures 2.3 (0.047 µg/µL ALL-Fect) and 2.4 (0.063 µg/µL 

ALL-Fect). The samples were fabricated following the same conditions as the samples used 

for hydrodynamic size analysis in Figure 2.2. The PAsp coated polyplexes with lower ALL-

Fect concentration were composed of spherical diffuse particles with considerable  
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Figure 2.3 TEM images of (a)PAsp coated polyplexes, (b) CaCl2 incubated, PAsp coated polyplexes. and (c) 
mineralized PAsp coated polyplexes at ALL-Fect concentration of 0.047µg/µL. Size distribution diagram for 
PAsp coated polyplexes (d), and (e) mineralized PAsp coated polyplexes. 

 
polydispersity, with submicron and nano-sized particles (Figure 2.3(a)), with the latter 

forming the most considerable portion of the sample. However, there was a considerable 

number of a submicron particles with sizes that reached up to ~300 nm. With incubation in 

10 mM CaCl2 (Figure 2.3(b)), less diffuse sub-micron particles were seen compared to the 

Ca+2-free sample, probably due to the calcium interaction with the carboxylic groups of 

PAsp[48]. Figure 2.3(c) shows the mineralized polyplexes; the particles maintained their 

spherical shape, but a distinct heterogeneous morphology was present, observed as dark 

rings around a lighter core. Considerably polydispersity was evident with agglomeration and 

possibly some degree of aggregation, which might have been exasperated due to the drying 

process during sample preparation. While the shell-core morphology was readily evident on 
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larger particles at lower magnification, the same morphology was also present in smaller 

particles at high magnification, which is observed in the right lower corner of Figure 2.3(c). 

Figures 2.3(d) and 2.3(e) show the particle size distribution obtained from TEM 

images of the polyplexes before and after mineralization, respectively. Before 

mineralization, the PAsp coated polyplexes presented ~25% of its population of particles 

with sizes up to 100 nm, 50% of the population with sizes up to 120 nm, and 90% of the 

sample is contained within the 200 nm limit. The distribution of particles peaked at 100 to 

110 nm (16.5%). The mineralized sample showed an overall increase in particle size, with 

the disappearance of smaller particles (< 80 nm) and appearance of particles larger than 400 

nm. Approximately 25% of its population was constituted by particles with sizes up to 130 

nm, 50% by particles with sizes up to 200 nm, and 90% by particles with sizes up to 330 nm. 

The population of mineralized polyplexes has a maximum at 120 to 130 nm (8.1 %) and the 

particle size distribution is considerably homogeneous over the whole range of sizes. 

With higher ALL-Fect concentration, the untreated polyplexes presented similar 

morphology to those in the sample with lower ALL-Fect concentration (Figure 2.4(a)). 

However, particles were smaller, reaching up to ~200 nm, and had more homogeneous size 

distribution in addition to the presence of fibrous structures. The calcium incubated sample 

showed considerable increase in size with the presence 200 nm plus particles, as well as 

agglomerates that reached ~400 nm in diameter (Figure 2.4(b). In this sample, nanoparticles 

(<100 nm) were only observed as part of agglomerates that were bigger than 200 nm. The 

mineralized sample showed a heterogeneous morphology consisting of multiple nuclei 

inside the mineralized matrix of spherical particles that were mostly smaller than 100 nm 

and agglomerated (Figure 2.4(c)). There was also presence of irregular particles that looked  
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Figure 2.4 TEM images of (a) PAsp coated polyplexes, (b) CaCl2 incubated, PAsp coated polyplexes. and (c) 
mineralized PAsp coated polyplexes at ALL-Fect concentration of 0.063 µg/µL. Size distribution diagram for 
PAsp coated polyplexes (d), and (e) mineralized PAsp coated polyplexes. 

 

looked amorphous and aggregated (4(c), top right). Before mineralization (Figure 2.4(d)), 

25% of the population was bellow ~130 nm, 50% was bellow 150 nm, and 90% of particles 

found were bellow 200 nm, reaching up to 230 nm in diameter (Figure 2.4(d). Mineralization 

resulted in considerable reduction of maximum particle size to (130 nm) and drastically 

increased in the presence of nanometric particles (~90%), with 50% of particles bellow 70 

nm. 

 

2.3.4 Particle Phase Analysis  

Figure 2.5 shows the diffractogram of the mineralized polyplexes with same 

concentrations used for TEM (10 mM CaCl2, 1.1 mM Na3PO4). The X-ray diffraction pattern 

of the mineralized sample shows weak peaks, with the presence of the (210) and (102) peaks  
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Figure 2.5 X-ray diffraction analysis of the mineralized polyplexes and the control (precipitation reaction 
without polyplexes) at 10 mM CaCl2 and 1.1 Na3PO4. Peaks relative to the substrate are indicated with *. 

 
in addition to the overlapping of the (211), (112) and (300) peaks. The (130), (222) and (213) 

peaks are also present, but they are extremely weak. The diffraction pattern is characteristic 

of hydroxyapatite with no presence of other crystallographic phases. The sample synthesized 

with same ionic composition without the presence of polyplexes shows a large amorphous 

band without the presence of intense peaks. Peaks from the analysis of the blank (glass 

substrate over an Al2O3 sample holder) are also indicated in Figure 2.5. 

 

2.3.5 Transfection Efficiency 

Figures 2.6 and 2.7 show the transfection efficiency of the mineralized and Ca+2 

incubated polyplexes with 0.043 µg/µL and 0.067 µg/µL ALL-Fect, respectively, using 

MC3T3-E1 mouse osteoblastic cells. The effect of various concentrations of Ca2+ and PO4
3- 
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on the transfection efficiency of polyplexes was assessed by the level of GFP expression as 

the GFP-positive population and mean fluorescent intensity (MFI) of each group. The free 

pGFP and untreated polyplexes (PAsp coated and uncoated) were used as controls, while 

PAsp coated polyplexes were incubated with Ca+2  at 5, 10 and 20 mM. The latter groups 

were compared with other mineralized samples with the same Ca2+ content and 0.7, 1.1, and 

1.9 mM PO4
3-. Due to excess Ca2+, the increase in PO4

3- concentration from 0.7 to 1.9 mM 

was expected to increase the amount of precipitated material. All mineralized samples from 

Figure 2.1 that showed increased robustness were considered as successfully mineralized 

and were utilized for the transfection efficiency studies (Figures 2.6(b) and 2.7(b)). 

For both polycation contents (Figures 2.6(a) and 2.7(a)), PAsp coating lowered the 

transfection efficiency of polyplexes to levels comparable to that of free pGFP.  However, 

transfection efficiency was drastically increased by incubation with CaCl2. This increase was 

a lot more prominent for the samples with higher polycation content (~3-fold in GFP-

positive population and 2-fold in MFI). Additionally, the Ca+2 incubated samples did not 

show a significant difference in transfection efficiency among each other, showing that a 

saturation was reached at CaCl2 concentrations of 5 mM without any hinderance beyond this 

value. For most mineralized samples, a variation in transfection efficiency was observed 

both in the GFP-positive population and the MFI. No specific trend in transfection efficiency 

was evident as a consequence of phosphate increase across different Ca+2 concentrations. 

Depending on the Ca+2 and PO4
3- concentrations, mineralization showed either no positive or 

negative effect (at low Ca+2 concentration) on transfection efficiency. 
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Figure 2.6 Transfection efficiency of CaCl2 incubated and mineralized polyplexes carrying pDNA encoding 
for GFP: (a) GFP-positive population and median fluorescence intensity of MC3T3-E1 cells transfected. (b) 
Fluorescence images from MC3T3-E1 cells with different Ca2+ and PO4

3- contents. *p<0.05 compared with 
calcium incubated sample (0 mM PO43-) with same calcium concentration. 

 
The cellular uptake of various polyplexes is shown in Figure 2.8. The polyplexes were 

prepared with various CaCl2 (5, 10, and 20 mM Ca2+) and Na3PO4 (0.7, and 1.1 mM PO4
3-) 

concentrations and uptake was based on pDNA-positive cell population (top) and MFI 

(bottom) using Cy3-labeled pDNA. The results showed that the free Cy3-labeled pDNA 

could not be taken up by cells without a carrier. The coating of polyplexes with PAsp resulted 

in a considerable lowering of the percentage of cells that took up polyplexes, however,  for 

both samples, the resultant MFI was comparable to that of free pDNA under the experimental 

conditions. All samples containing calcium (CaCl2 incubated or mineralized) showed close  

to 100% positive population; however, MFI varied slightly from sample to sample. Similar 
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Figure 2.7 Transfection efficiency of CaCl2 incubated and mineralized polyplexes carrying pDNA encoding 
for GFP: (a) GFP-positive population and median fluorescence intensity of MC3T3-E1 cells transfected. (b) 
Fluorescence images from MC3T3-E1 cells with various Ca2+ and PO4

3- contents. *p<0.05 compared with 
calcium incubated sample (0 mM PO43-) with same calcium concentration. 

 

to the transfection efficiency, the uptake did not significantly vary with the increase in Ca+2 

concentration for non-mineralized samples. Uptake appeared to be slightly increased by 

mineralization, which was observed at every Ca+2 concentration depending on PO4
3- 

concentration.  

Figure 2.9 shows the transfection efficiency at days 4 and 9 using PAsp coated 

polyplexes  mineralized at 5 mM CaCl2 and 0.7 and 1.1 Na3PO4. These samples were chosen 

due to the possibility of inducing high and low transfection efficiency by the precipitation 

reaction at the same and Ca+2 concentration. Mineralized samples were less effective in  
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Figure 2.8 Uptake of CaCl2 incubated and mineralized polyplexes carrying Cy3-labeled pDNA: (a) Cy3-
positive population and (b) MFI of transfected MC3T3-E1 cells. *p<05 compared with calcium incubated 
sample (0 mM PO43-) with same calcium concentration. 

 

transfecting the cells on days 4 and 9, and the transfection efficiency of the samples was 

significantly reduced on day 9, indicating that mineralization was not capable of sustaining 

expression. The experiment was not continued for more extended periods due to the 

significant decrease in transfection efficiency after 9 days. 
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Figure 2.9 GFP transfection efficiency (MFI) at days 4 and 9 of unmineralized negatively charged polyplexes, 
calcium incubated polyplexes and mineralized polyplexes in MC3T3-E1 cells. 

 

2.4 Discussion 

Mineralization is a relatively simple process that can effectively be used to coat 

materials and render new properties. Particles, more specifically, are frequently used in 

applications demanding the intracellular delivery of therapeutic molecules. For a particle to 

efficiently cross biological barriers, mineralization must be performed with particular 

attention to parameters that control the growth of the mineral phase. Providing nucleation 

sites that thermodynamically favor heterogeneous nucleation allows nucleation to occur at 

low supersaturations, limiting uncontrolled mineral growth by lowering the availability of 

species after nucleation [53,54]. In practice, this is done by modifying the surface of particles 

with negatively charged functionalities that strongly interact with Ca+2 ions, lowering the 

energy barrier for nucleation and generating pre-nucleation polyelectrolyte/Ca2+ polyplexes 
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[48,55]. Polyplexes formed by complexation between cationic polymers and anionic nucleic 

acids might demand alternative strategies for mineralization since these must be anionic to 

allow mineralization. The polycationic content might be necessary for generating sufficient 

electrostatic attraction towards the anionic cell membrane, and once inside the cell, to escape 

the endo-lysosomal system and effectively reach the cytoplasm for RNA interference, or 

nucleus for gene expression [7,56]. We tried to circumvent this dilemma in the pDNA delivery 

to MC3T3-E1 mouse osteoblasts by first generating a positively charged core with an excess 

of the polycationic content and then adding a polyanion coating, capable of creating the 

necessary conditions for mineralization.  

The first step in our study consisted in designing polyplexes susceptible to 

mineralization. This was accomplished by coating cationic polyplexes with the polyanion 

PAsp, whose electrostatic adsorption was readily observed by the shift in z-potential from 

positive to highly negative values (Figures 2.2(c) and (f)). We expected a given PAsp 

macromolecule to either adhere to the cationic polyplex to form anionic tricomponent 

polyplex, or, in the case of saturation, partially stay in the free form in solution. From the 

gel mobility assay, however, it appears that pDNA might be also present in solution as a 

consequence of the competition between PAsp and pDNA for PEI portion of ALL-Fect[57]. 

The free pDNA was less present at the higher transfection reagent concentration of 0.063 

µg/µL (ALL-Fect:pDNA=10) than at the lower concentration of 0.047 µg/µL (ALL-

Fect:pDNA=7.5)  (Figure 2.1 (c)), which is likely a consequence of improved pDNA binding 

with more available ALL-fect. Also, the increase in particle size and PDI at lower PAsp 

amount might be indicative of particle structural rearrangement with unknown structure 

(PAsp could be either present as a coating or at the interior of the particle) and overall 
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negative surface charge. With higher polycation content, particles appear to be more stable 

(Figure 2.1 (c) and (d)),  and therefore resistant to the to the loosening effect of PAsp, which 

might be responsible for the low PDI. Moreover, increased availability of the cationic 

content of the polyplex might result in a tightly attached PAsp layer, resulting in a less 

significant size change. 

The choice of PAsp as a nucleator comes from the fact that aspartic acid residues are 

essential components in the mineral-regulating properties of proteins involved in bone 

formation, such as osteopontin[58]. PAsp is thought to act similarly to natural mineralizing 

proteins, stimulating nucleation when inserted onto a surface or inhibiting nucleation when 

in solution [49,59]. This ability to control growth makes PAsp an interesting choice for our 

particle system, favoring heterogeneous nucleation (precipitation of CaP as a coating) over 

homogeneous nucleation (CaP precipitation in solution)[60]. We opted for a convenient CaP 

precipitation protocol for the mineralization, adapted from Antonetti et al.[61], in which a 

CaCl2 incubation step allows for increased Ca2+/polyanion interaction before the reaction 

with Na3PO4.  In comparison to the possibility of using metastable mineralizing solutions 

such as simulated body fluid[40], this two-step process allows for experimentation with a 

broader range of supersaturations since there is no need to reach a metastable state in which 

Ca+2 and PO4
-3 are present at the same time in solution. Also, this process can be more time-

efficient compared to the mineralization using simulated body fluid, which in some cases 

can take up to 12 h [40].  Our protocol required 1 hour for mineralization after polyplex 

formation. Incubation time is a concern when working with polyplexes because of the 

change of properties during storage, which can frequently decrease the transfection 

efficiency [62]. 
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The Ca2+ incubation step increased the particle size that was accompanied by an 

increase in PDI and z-potential to closer to neutral values (Figures 2.2(c) and (f)). This 

increase in size might be due to neutralization of the negative charges of the carboxylic acid 

by Ca2+, affecting electrostatic stabilization, and/or collapsing of the PAsp layer at the 

particle surface, affecting steric stabilization[63], both being essential components involved 

in polyelectrolyte stabilization of nanoparticles. Ca2+/PAsp interaction also seemed to be 

critical for better packaging of pDNA in the polyplexes (Figure 2.1e); Ca2+ can react with 

two carboxylic acid moieties from the same or different PAsp chains, generating physical 

crosslinks to increase polyplex integrity[64]. The same effect was not observed when Na+ was 

present and Ca2+ was absent (all samples were suspended in a 150 mM saline HEPES buffer, 

including controls), which is in agreement with reports from others[64]. The presence of Ca2+ 

might also result in decreased competition between PAsp and pDNA for the cationic portion 

of All-Fect[65]. However, when anionic heparin was present, competition for cationic 

components was still enough to promote partial dissociation of the polyplexes (Figure 

2.1(f)). 

Mineralization made the polyplexes resistant to heparin-induced dissociation, as 

expected. The change in z-potential observed at the mineralization step is another 

confirmation of Ca+2/PO4
-3 condensation (Figure 2.2). Our results contrast with the findings 

of a study that reported the mineralization of polyplexes to reduce pDNA binding[39]. 

However, in that report, the polyplexes were cationic and did not contain the anionic 

functionalities needed for inducing mineralization[39]. Additionally, TEM images provided 

by the authors do not show particles with a contrast between the organic and inorganic phase, 

such as the observations on mineralized organic particles in other reports[55,66,67] or our TEM 
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images. It is well documented that while cationic surfaces can adsorb Ca/P particles 

homogeneously nucleated, they cannot effectively induce mineralization[68]. Others that 

performed the mineralization of anionic polyplexes in SBF also reported an increase in 

resistance to dissociation after mineralization; however, TEM was not performed for 

characterization of their mineralized shell[40]. In either case[39,40], Ca+2 incubated controls with 

the same Ca+2  concentration as mineralized samples were not reported.  

Many intracellular applications might benefit from the robustness achieved through 

mineralization. Calcium phosphate or carbonate layers increase the robustness of polymeric 

micelles, avoiding drug leakage until the intracellular environment is reached [67,69–73]. The 

increased robustness proportioned by CaP was also used to drastically increase the 

encapsulation efficiency of hydrophilic drugs and nucleic acids by poly(D,L-co-

glicolide)(PLGA) in a microemulsion method[74]. Since calcium-based minerals are acid 

labile and pH is low inside the endo-lysosome compartment, mineralization should not 

hinder the premature release of the drug[67,69–73]. Interestingly, it is proposed that viruses 

benefit from natural mineralized shells to survive off-body and increase infectivity between 

species, primarily through airways, taking benefit from improved robustness and adhesive 

properties and stealth capabilities from calcium-based minerals[30,75,76]. More importantly, 

biomimetics of this principle appears to translate into therapeutic applications using viral 

particles [20,30,31,33–35,77]. 

The TEM analysis of the particles mineralized with 10 mM CaCl2 and 1.1 mM Na3PO4 

shows morphologies characteristic of heterogeneous materials for both ALL-Fect 

compositions analysed. At 0.047 µg/µL ALL-Fect the presence of dark rings around a lighter 

core gives strong evidence of a core-shell nanoarchitecture[66,78], with CaP coating the 
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polyplexes with a continuous spherical shell. The shell-core morphology is seen in particles 

of all ranges of sizes, which is an indication that both big and small particles are anionic and 

capable of undergoing mineralization. In most particles with this composition, the mineral 

layer represented 2/3 of the total particle diameter, which is an indication that mineralization 

at lower concentrations than 10 mM CaCl2 and 1.1 Na3PO4 might be preferable for this 

polyplex composition and mineralization method. With an increase in ALL-Fect content to 

0.063 µg/µL, the resultant morphology was also heterogeneous. Although, particles were 

considerably smaller and presented several cores per particle, which resulted in a granular 

morphology. It is not clear if more cores per particle result from more polyplexes per particle 

or simply a different organization of the mineral phase over a single polyplex. Particles with 

0.063 µg/µL ALL-Fect also showed thinner mineral layers probably because of the smaller 

particle diameter and, accordingly, increased number of particles and a larger mineralizable 

area for the same calcium and phosphate supersaturations. 

Interestingly, the sample with 0.063 µg/µL ALL-Fect showed a smaller single particle 

average size after mineralization (~70 nm compared to ~150 nm before treatment). This 

might be due to the shrinking of the soft polymeric organic core due to mineralization with 

a controlled growth of the mineral phase. Interestingly, a substantial size decrease and 

similar granular morphology were reported by other authors for the mineralization of 

hyaluronic acid nanoparticles[55]. To our knowledge, our work is the first to report the 

morphology of mineralized polyplexes. 

By comparing the particle size analysis of mineralized samples by TEM to the 

hydrodynamic size by DLS, we conclude that agglomeration is responsible for the diameters 

measured that were, in both cases, greater than 1 µM.  This might cause the collapsing of 
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the PAsp layer by the complexation with Ca2+ and neutralization of charges by ions in 

solution [63]. Accordingly, it could be beneficial to develop a synthesis reaction without using 

a saline buffer to control pH. 

The X-ray diffraction pattern in Figure 2.5 is similar to that of a biological 

hydroxyapatite, with considerable peak broadening due to the amorphous quality of the 

sample, the inelastic scattering due to the small crystallite size and the equipment 

contribution[79] (Figure 2.5). The overlapping of the (211), (112) and (300) peaks is 

frequently observed for hydroxyapatite synthesized in the presence of organic templates[79,80]. 

The powder sample prepared without the presence of the PAsp-coated polyplexes shows a 

large amorphous band, and no recognizable crystallographic peaks. The difference between 

the two samples is an indication that PAsp is attached to the polyplexes and had an important 

role in promoting nucleation of hydroxyapatite. However, this assumption would have to be 

confirmed by a more in-depth crystallographic study of the samples. In this regard, cryoTEM 

of the nanoparticles would allow for recognition of crystalline spots on the nanoparticles 

with minimal influence of aging and drying of the particles [96]. Figure 2.10 summarizes our 

interpretation of the possible mechanisms involved in particle fabrication, as well as the final 

nanostructure. 

Our results from transfection efficiency using Ca+2 incubated samples as controls led 

us to draw different conclusions from other authors regarding the role of mineralization in 

polyplexes. The Ca+2 treatment (5 to 20 mM CaCl2) was sufficient to achieve high gene 

expression; however, the additional step of mineralization did not have a clear effect in 

improving transfection efficiency. Most mineralized groups were not significantly different 

from Ca+2 incubated controls regarding transfection efficiency, and the ones that showed 
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higher or lower significant values do not seem to follow any specific trend related to 

supersaturation levels. On the other hand, the polycation content was a critical factor for 

improving the transfection efficiency if CaCl2 was present, which could be a consequence  

 

Figure 2.10 Steps leading to final structure of mineralized polyplexes: 1 – Positively charged polyplexes are 
formed by complexation of pDNA and the cationic PEI; 2 – Coating polyplexes with PAsp changes zeta-
potential to negative, preparing particles to interact with Ca2+, and leads to particle rearrangement and 
increase in PDI; 3 – Interaction with Ca2+  neutralizes part of the negative charges leading to aggregation of 
particles and increase in size and PDI, and concentration of Ca2+ around the particles ensures PAsp 
associated precipitation; 4 – Ionic reaction with PO4

3- leads to calcium phosphate precipitation in association 
with the PAsp layer, increased negative surface charge and aggregation. The resulting morphology is 
schematically represented in the right. 

 

of the increased efficiency of the escape mechanism proportioned by the modified PEI. The 

samples with lower PEI content benefited from high concentrations of CaCl2, which is 

interesting considering that higher supersaturations will likely result in more mineral growth. 

Therefore, it might be useful to study the effect of higher calcium and phosphate 

concentrations in more detail for the highly negative polyplexes.  
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It is important to note that without comparing Ca+2 incubated to that of mineralized 

samples, one may misleadingly conclude that mineralization is the main factor contributing 

to transfection. Additionally, transfection with Ca+2 incubated polyplexes appears to be more 

reproducible across different concentrations of Ca2+. The occurrence of nucleation and 

growth of the new CaP phase may cause variability in transfection efficiency and depend on 

many reaction parameters, such as reactants mixing rate, stirring mode and Ca/P ratio[81]. 

Uptake efficiency seems to be slightly favored by mineralization (Figure 2.8). However, we 

failed to achieve sustained transient transfection efficiency with mineralized samples after 9 

days of incubation of the MC3T3-E1 cells. Ito et al. described prolongation of transient 

transfection efficiency with mineralized DNA/PEI/hyaluronic acid polyplexes for up to two 

weeks; however, they performed a different protocol for complexation, in which pDNA and 

hyaluronic acid were mixed before the addition of PEI for complexation and mineralization 

was performed by incubation in 1.5xSBF overnight in cold[40]. Chen et al. also mention a 

prolonged transfection effect in positively charged polyplexes in the presence of CaP[39]. 

Since none of the authors used calcium only incubated controls, it is impossible to know if 

the prolonged transfection effect could have been achieved with calcium incubation alone. 

Changes observed in our polyplexes properties due to Ca+2 incubation include (i) 

rearrangement of polyplexes into larger agglomerated structures, (ii) increase in polyplex 

robustness, and (iii) change in z-potential from highly negative to near neutral values. With 

mineralization, the larger structures seem to be preserved, robustness is gained to the point 

of no dissociation under heparin incubation, and z-potential becomes more negative. While 

uptake by particles is commonly proposed to be highly favored by positive z-potentials[82,83], 

it seems that for our system, the negatively charged mineralized particles can be taken up as 
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efficiently. Other authors also found that negatively charged calcium phosphate particles can 

undergo efficient transfection efficiency in MC3T3-E1 cells[84] and other cell lines[18]. 

Regarding particle size, most authors report better results in uptake efficiency with small 

particles, with the frequently reported result of ~50 nm as the optimal result for particle 

uptake due to more favorable energetics for cell membrane folding and particle 

penetration[7]. However, large particle size does not necessarily inhibit uptake when other 

particle features are modified, such as shape[85]. Moreover, for the specific case of 

transfection efficiency using PEI, there are reports of complexation protocols that lead to 

increased transfection efficiency in vitro and in vivo by inducing drastic increases in size 

reaching close to, or more than 1 µm and changes in internal structure weaker binding to 

DNA[86,87].  

Other authors that used PEI/pDNA positively charged polyplexes without adding 

polyanions found that Ca+2 incubation generated increased transfection efficiency due to 

decreased pDNA binding strength as a result of competition between the Ca2+ and PEI for 

the pDNA cargo[45,46]. In our system, Ca+2 helped to reach a more favorable pDNA binding 

by doing the opposite, i.e. an increase of binding strength, as previously discussed (Figure 

2.1). It is possible that cationic polyplexes submitted to mineralization achieved high 

transfection efficiencies in other studies because of excess Ca2+ in solution after or during 

mineralization and not mineralization itself. However, the lack of Ca+2 treated polyplexes in 

these studies creates an ambiguity in the obtained outcomes and necessitates the use of Ca+2 

incubation as a standard control in assessing mineralized polyplexes. It is important to note 

that most cell culture media have CaCl2 and NaCl, which could be responsible for size 

increase and agglomeration, as shown here. Polyplexes were reported to rapidly increase 
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their size when incubated in cell culture media, which led to increases in transfection 

efficiency[87]. In our previous work, we achieved high transfection efficiency with the 

polyplexes described here when the complexation was made in cell culture medium[88,89]. It 

was proposed by other authors that the calcium and phosphate content from media was 

shown to be capable of interacting with nanoparticles and react to form a mineralized layer 

around particles if pH was basic and particles were negatively charged[90]. These are 

important considerations, as the surface chemistry can affect cell uptake mechanism[91,92]. 

Furthermore, it is common to prepare polyplexes in cell culture media and, in many cases, 

authors could be experiencing benefits from calcium incubation without knowing. 

The benefits of mineralization on polyplex mediated gene delivery are yet to be 

understood entirely. It seems that mineralization can at least proportionate the same benefits 

as Ca+2 incubation if reaction parameters are optimized; however, if transfection 

improvement is desired for in vitro applications, a simple Ca+2 incubation step might be 

sufficient, as shown here. We did not study other possible benefits from performing 

mineralization. However, the properties explored by others in the development of therapeutic 

applications with mineralized virus particles in vivo, such as the increase in resistance to 

degradation during storage and increased adhesion to the mucosa in the airways[30–33]  looks 

promising and could be applied to polyplexes. We theorize that polyplexes in applications 

undergoing harsh physical conditions or benefiting from mucosa adhesion might benefit 

from mineralization. Bone applications using gene therapy might also be of interest, 

especially considering the role of mineralized materials on reverse transfection[93–95]. 

However, future studies should rely on the measurements of pDNA binding, convincing 
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particle morphology characterization, and appropriate controls to separate benefits coming 

from mineralization and calcium interaction. 

 

2.5 Conclusions 

In this study, we report the fabrication and properties of mineralized PAsp coated 

polyplexes, as well as the effect of mineralization on transfection efficiency. The use of 

calcium incubated controls with the same CaCl2 concentrations as the mineralized groups in 

this study was motivated by contradictory reports that do not allow for differentiation 

between the effects of mineralization or simply ionic incubation. To our knowledge, our 

study is the first to introduce this practice. We found that mineralization positively affects 

the transfection efficiency in MC3T3-E1 cells; however, this effect could be easily 

reproduced with a simple calcium incubation step, including particle size increase, improved 

pDNA binding, and adjustment of z-potential to less-negative values. Considering the 

unclear effect of mineralization in transfection efficiency and increased preparation time, we 

conclude that improvement of transfection efficiency through mineralization is not superior 

to calcium incubation. We emphasize that when exploring mineralization of polyplexes and 

possibly other types of particles, it is crucial to report controls submitted to calcium 

incubation to avoid misinterpretation of cause-and-effect relationships, and not overestimate 

the effects of mineralization on the transfection.  
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3. A Polyplex in a Shell: The Effect of Poly(aspartic acid)-

Mediated Calcium Carbonate Mineralization on Polyplexes 

Properties and Transfection Efficiency 

3.1 Introduction 

After the early tragedies in gene therapy clinical trials and the recognition of the 

dangers viral vectors, non-viral gene carriers gained increased attention as a safer treatment 

option1,2. Development of non-viral vectors, however, constantly faces the challenge of 

creating engineered particles that can compete with viral vectors in their high transfection 

efficiency. It is no surprise that viral vectors are so efficient in transfecting the human cells: 

they are therapeutic variants of the natural viruses, selected by the nature since the eons to 

efficiently infect – and transfect– cells3. Accepting this natural advantage is perhaps the first 

step into creating non-viral virus inspired technologies. 

One evolutionary advantage that could have given viruses a better environmental 

tolerance and infectivity is the capacity to self-mineralize4–6. Negatively charged protein 

domains of some viruses allow them to self-mineralize under naturally occurring 

supersaturated conditions5,7. The robust egg-like mineralized virus can spread over longer 

distances in a host-independent pathway and survive outside the host cell due to better 
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resistance to environmental factors until it reaches a host4,6,8. When reaching a host, many 

advantages may also be conferred due to mineralization, such as improved adhesion to nasal 

mucosal tissue and ablation of immune recognition which, for example, could have been an 

important factor in the interspecies infection by the influenza virus9,10. 

Many of the advantages mineralization provides to viral infection have been shown to 

be translatable into highly beneficial therapeutic technologies using viruses. In vitro 

mineralization seems to confer a collection of properties such as improved thermostability11, 

increased cell adhesion and transfection12–14, the possibility of alternative cell uptake 

pathways15, modulation of immunological response16 and increased systemic circulation time 

and tumor accumulation17. A thoughtful analysis of the body of literature reveals that these 

physical and biological properties are material specific, allowing any viral biological 

interaction to happen only inside the cell once the mineral layer is dissolved at the pH of the 

endosome. Therefore, it is presumable that the same benefits could be given to non-viral 

vectors upon mineralization. 

To explore this possibility, we aim to develop a straightforward fabrication method for 

mineralized non-viral carriers for gene delivery. To do so, we first performed studies on a 

negatively charged tri-component polyplexes constituted of plasmid DNA (pDNA), a lipid-

modified low molecular weight polyethyleneimine (PEI) and poly(aspartic acid) (pAsp). The 

polyplex system was then submitted to a mineralization reaction designed to synthesize a 

CaCO3 shell around the polyplexes in a controlled way under short incubation times. We 

chose CaCO3 as the inorganic component of the polyplexes due to its well stablished use as 

a drug delivery agent18, and the fact that others have reported better transfection results with 

CaCO3 instead of calcium phosphate due to reduced particle growth of co-precipitates for the 
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same reaction concentrations19,20. In this strategy, the lipid-modified PEI fills the role of 

forming the starting point of nanoparticle fabrication by self-assembling into polyplexes with 

pDNA and providing the proton sponge effect needed for endosomal rupture and escape21 

once inside the cells. The pAsp acts as the main component mediating the mineralization 

process. We used physicochemical characterization studies to discuss the mechanisms behind 

polyplex formation and pAsp mediated mineralization, and transfection studies on a mouse 

osteoblast progenitor cell line (MC3T3-E1) of the polyplexes and explain the resultant 

transfection properties. 

 

3.2 Materials and Methods 

3.2.1 Materials 

A lipid-modified low molecular weight PEI (ALL-Fect) was provided by RJH 

Biosciences (Edmonton, AB). The gWIZ plasmids expressing Green Fluorescent Protein and 

with no protein expression were purchased from Aldevron (Fargo, ND) and used in the 

experiments below. Poly(aspartic acid) (pAsp) was purchased from Alamanda Polymers 

(Huntsville, Alabama, US). CaCl2 and Na2CO3 used on the mineralization reaction, nuclease-

free water, Hank's Balanced Salt Solution (HBSS), tissue culture media DMEM and F12, 

SYBR Green I nucleic acid gel stain, and antibiotic solutions Penicillin and Streptomycin 

were all from Life Technologies (Thermofisher). Heparin sodium salt was obtained from 

Sigma-Aldrich Corporation (St. Louis, MO) and fetal bovine serum (FBS) was purchased 

from PAA Laboratories, Inc. (Etobicoke, ON).  

 

3.2.2 Poly(aspartic acid) mediated mineralization of polyplexes 
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First, pAsp coated polyplexes were fabricated by a two-step complexation method in 

sterile filtered water at room temperature (Figure 3.1). ALL-Fect (1.0 mg/mL) and pDNA 

(0.4 mg/mL) solutions were mixed in water for 15 s by pipetting and incubated at room 

temperature for 30 min to form positively charged polyplexes capable of adsorbing pAsp by 

opposite charge attraction. PAsp was added to the polyplexes in the form of a solution (0.4 

mg/mL) under mixing for 15 s and incubated for a further 30 min at room temperature. The 

anionic pAsp coated polyplexes were then submitted to a mineralization reaction to 

precipitate CaCO3 in situ. First, the prepared polyplex suspension was incubated with CaCl2 

for 30 min to allow Ca2+ sequestration by pAsp. After that, the suspension had its After that, 

the suspension had its volume doubled by fast addition of a Na2CO3 solution under mixing. 

Final concentrations ranged from 5 to 20 mM CaCl2 and 0.7 to 1.9 mM Na2CO3 depending 

on the sample. The mineralized polyplexes were allowed to stand for 30 min and processed 

according to the experiments performed (see below).  
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Figure 3.1 Scheme of the fabrication process of mineralized CaCO3 mineralized polyplexes. 

 

3.2.3 Particle size and z-potential analysis by light scattering  

Dynamic light scattering (DLS) and electrophoretic light scattering (ELS) studies were 

carried using a Litesizer 500 (Anton Paar GmbH, Graz, Austria). Due to the self-assembled 

nature of the samples, the DLS analysis was done using samples at their native concentration 

in pure water. Samples for ELS analysis had their volume tripled with a 10 mM NaCl solution 

with pH=7.2 to create a stable ionic background and lower the effect of trace salts on the z-

potential. DLS analysis was repeated 3 times on the same sample and ELS was repeated in 3 
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different samples of same composition. Because samples were always fabricated in small 

volumes, all analysis were made using 60 µL of sample in a low volume apparatus coupled 

to a dip cell.  

 

3.2.4 Transmission electron microscopy 

Samples for transmission electron microscopy (TEM) were prepared by first glow 

discharging carbon coated grids for 30 min to create a hydrophilic background for sample 

adsorption. A droplet of liquid suspension containing the sample was added to the grid and 

allowed to rest for 5 to 10 min depending on the sample, after which it was blotted out using 

paper filter and allowed to dry out for at least 24 h. The grids were analyzed using a 

200kv JEOL 2100 Transmission Electron Microscope (Jeol, Tokio, Japan). Particle counting 

was done using the Fiji/ImageJ software. 

 

3.2.5 Energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy  

A Bruker Nano scanning electron microscope was used to assess the chemical 

composition of the mineralized polyplexes using energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy 

(EDS). The sample was purified by two steps of centrifugation in water and dried over a Si 

wafer overnight and analyzed.   

 

3.2.6 Agarose gel retardation assay  

To analyse the gain of robustness by polyplexes as a consequence of various CaCl2 and 

Na2CO3 concentrations, mineralized and unmineralized samples were submitted to an 

agarose gel retardation assay. Incubation with heparin22 at a final concentration of 0.7 mg/mL 
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for 1h was used to trigger dissociation of polyplexes and evaluate mineral protection by 

increase of robustness under many mineralizing concentrations. Finally, samples were 

electrophoresed in a 0.8% agarose gel in TAE buffer (40 mM Tris, 20 mM acetic acid, 1mM 

EDTA) containing SYBR Green I (10 µl) for 30 min under 100 mV at 0.3 µg of pDNA per 

well. The SYBR Green I-pDNA complex is fluorescent, and in case of pDNA release by 

polyplex dissociation, fluorescent bands shifts can be observed.  

 

3.2.7 Cell Culture and transfection efficiency studies using flow cytometry 

The stock cultures of MC3T3-E1 and MDA-MB 231 cells were grown in 75 cm2 flasks 

with Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium:F12 medium (DMEM:F12=1:1) with 10% Fetal 

Bovine Serum (FBS), 0.1% Glutramax-1, 0.1% MEM NEAA, Penicillin (100 U/mL) and 

Streptomycin (100 µg/mL) in a humidified atmosphere with 95% air and 5% CO2 at 37 ºC. 

When confluency was reached, cells were trypsinized and seeded into 24-well plates for the 

indicated studies. After ~50% confluence was reached inside the wells, the cells were treated 

with different types of polyplexes suspended in pure water (unmodified, calcium incubated, 

and mineralized polyplexes) to reach 0.5 µg/mL of gWIZ-GFP expression vector under the 

CMV promoter. 

After 48h, cells were detached with trypsin, diluted 5x in complete culture medium 

with 10% FBS, washed using centrifugation and fixated with cold formaldehyde for 20 min, 

after which cells were washed again and suspended in PBS. Transfection efficiency was 

assessed by means of median fluorescence intensity (MFI) and positive population (%) due 

to green fluorescent protein (GFP) expression using an Attune NxT Flow Cytometer (Thermo 

Fisher Scientific, US). 
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3.2.8 Statistical Analysis 

Results were represented as means ± standard deviation of values from experiments 

performed independently (n=3). One-way ANOVA followed by a Tukey-Kramer test was 

used to compare the means of different groups. Means were considered significantly different 

when p<0.05.  

 

3.3 Results and Discussion 

3.3.1 Initial characterization of pAsp-coated polyplexes 

The first challenge for fabricating a mineralizable polyplex is developing a strategy to 

control its surface charge. We used two different ALL-Fect concentrations (0.0047 and 

0.0063 µg/µL) to bind pDNA and form positively charged polyplexes with the ALL-

Fect/pDNA ratios of 7.5 and 10. Then, DLS and ELS studies were performed to evaluate the 

changes in the charges of these polyplexes with pAsp coating (Figure 3.2). We chose to 

recharge the polyplexes by adsorption of the polyanion pAsp due to the large body of 

evidence describing its importance in mediating mineralization23–30. Furthermore, it has been 

reported that pAsp can mediate mineralization in an interesting way: if attached to a materials  
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Figure 3.2 Effect of pAsp content analyzed by DLS and ELS: (a) Intensity weighted particle size distribution 
of polyplexes with ALL-Fect/pDNA=7.5 and pAsp/pDNA=(0.5–3); (b) Intensity weighted particle size 
distribution ALL-Fect/pDNA=10 and pAsp/pDNA=(0.5–3); (c) Hydrodynamic diameter and PDI of 
polyplexes with ALL-Fect/pDNA=7.5 and pAsp/pDNA=(0.5-3); (d) Hydrodynamic diameter and PDI of 
polyplexes with ALL-Fect/pDNA=10 and pAsp/pDNA=(0.5-3); (e) z-potential of ALL-Fect:pDNA=7.5 and 
pAsp/pDNA=(0.5-3) and (f) z-potential of ALL-Fect/pDNA=10 and pAsp/pDNA=(0.5-3). 

 

surface, it induces mineralization, while when free in solution, it inhibits nucleation26,27,31. 

This capacity of playing antagonistic roles in nucleation – both of which useful for exerting 
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control over the mineralization process – was considered attractive for the mineralization of 

polyplexes. 

Before pAsp adsorption, the unmodified cationic polyplexes presented two populations 

of particles recognizable by a narrow and intense peak and a wide peak extending over 

submicrometric ranges up to 1.5 µm (Figures 3.2(a) and (b)). The adsorption of pAsp led to 

the particles being found as a single population in all compositions. While pAsp/pDNA ratio 

of up to 2 led to a single peak population with small sizes, pAsp/pDNA = 3 yielded a wide 

peak similar to the one originally found at ALL-fect/pDNA polyplexeswith no pAsp, 

suppressing the presence of the smaller particle population. This effect created a “V-shaped” 

profile when plotting PDI over the whole pAsp/pDNA range with the smallest PDI at 

pAsp/pDNA = 1 for both ALL-Fect compositions. The hydrodynamic diameter stayed 

relatively stable over PAsp/pDNA = 0.5–2 for both cationic contents. The addition of pAsp 

to the originally positively charged polyplexes led to a gradually lowering of the z-potential 

(Figure 3.2(e) and (f)), indicating the adsorption of pAsp to the polyplexes.  

Polyplexes, viruses or any other particulate particle subjected to supersaturated 

conditions will only be efficiently mineralized if specific surface characteristics are met. 

Using the classical nucleation theory (CNT) as a guide, we are looking for the lowering of 

the energy barrier for nucleation32.  The energy barrier for nucleation is an Arrhenius type 

energy barrier, the crossing of which demands achievement of a certain thermodynamic 

driving force, which for ionic solutions is the chemical potential. Achieving such 

thermodynamic conditions on the polyplex favors heterogeneous nucleation, which, in 

opposition to homogeneous nucleation, and in the context of this work, means favoring 

nucleation of CaCO3 in association with the polyplex, which is referred to as mineralization30. 
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Materials can be mineralized by calcium based minerals if they are capable of binding Ca2+ 

to its surface by the action of negatively charged chemical groups33,34. The bound Ca2+ then 

act as nucleation sites, which upon reaction with counter ions in solution give origin to the 

mineral precipitate. In particulate materials, the achievement of a negative z-potential is a 

well-known requirement for effective mineralization5,29,35.  

For ALL-Fect:pDNA:pAsp = 1:7.5:1 there is a match between the lowest PDI and 

lowest hydrodynamic size, and considerable negative z-potential (approximately -20 mV). 

We named this polyplex composition as P1. At the higher polycationic content (ALL-

Fect/pDNA = 10) the most favorable z-potential (-25 mV)/hydrodynamic size combination 

was achieved at pDNA:ALL-Fect:pAsp = 1:10:2. We named this polyplex composition as 

P2. P1 and P2 were selected as two possible mineralizable polyplex compositions with 

satisfactory particle size distribution. The simple attachment of polyanions capable of 

inducing mineralization by adsorption due to opposite charge proposed here contrasts with 

the much more laborious genetic manipulation needed for the charge manipulation of viruses 

for mineralized vaccine fabrication11 or the chemical modification of polymeric agents for 

the fabrication of mineralizable micelles for cancer drug delivery29,36,37. 

We performed TEM analysis of the untreated and pAsp coated polyplexes P1 and P2 

(Figure 3.3). The cationic polyplexes were found in two distinct morphologies (Figure 

3.3(a) and (c)). The spherical particles most likely corresponded to the narrow, mostly 

nanometric population, while the wormlike assemblies, although having nanometric features, 

may have corresponded to the wide submicrometric peaks. DLS cannot be used to 

differentiate large  
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Figure 3.3 TEM images of :(a) uncoated polyplexes with pDNA:ALL-Fect=1:7.5 (stained); (b) pAsp coated 
polyplexes with pDNA:ALL-Fect:pAsp=1:7.5:1 (P1); (c) uncoated polyplexes with pDNA:ALL-Fect=1:10 
(stained); and (b) pAsp coated polyplexes with pDNA:ALL-Fect:pAsp=1:10:2 (P2). 

 
 
particles from elongated structures like the ones found 38, however, the wide, low intensity 

continuous peak might be an indication that particles form the wormlike structures by 

aggregating in polymeric assemblies, which would allow a wide range of possible sizes by 

joining of nanoparticles instead of particle growth. Indeed, the worm-like structures seemed 

to be formed by aggregated spherical particles.  

When pAsp acid was added to the cationic polyplexes (Figure 3.3(b) and (d)), the 

samples showed spherical particles for both polyplex compositions. pAsp appeared to 

rearrange the wormlike structures observed into distinct nanoparticles, which agreed with the 

DLS data (Figure 3.2(a) and (b)), in which the wide frequency peaks were suppressed by 
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disassembly of the wormlike structures and stabilization of particles due to highly 

hydrophilic pAsp39. Considering the dependence of transfection efficiency on particle size, 

this could potentially be one of the factors influencing transfection efficiency in previous 

studies from our group when using lipid-modified PEIs in combination with other 

polyanions40,41. Size and shape are important features affecting particle uptake by cells42–46, 

however the influence of these features on uptake and transfection efficiency seem to be 

highly dependent on the material forming the particles. While it is frequently regarded that 

50 nm particles are optimally taken up by cells in experimental and computational studies47, 

there are recent reports of improved transfection efficiency in vitro and in vivo with PEI 

polyplexes when using specific complexation protocols that increase sizes up to the 

micrometer 46,48. 

The P1 and P2 also show presence of an amorphous background that may correspond 

to free polymer when pAsp is present. The amount of amorphous background seems to be 

less in P2. Differently from the samples in figures 3.3(a) and (c), the pAsp coated samples 

were not stained with uranyl acetate. From our experience, pAsp has some staining effect 

over the polyplexes. While this staining effect does not offer the same contrast that proper 

staining does, it allows observation of pAsp location in the sample. Accordingly, we believe 

that pAsp is contained on both the particles and amorphous background and, therefore, the 

presence of free pAsp in equilibrium with polyplex bound pAsp is a possibility. Apart from 

inducing mineralization when attached to materials surfaces, pAsp can potentially be 

inhibiting nucleation when free in solution31, which could result in a mechanism favoring 

nucleation to happen over the polyplex. However, we cannot confirm the occurrence of this 
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phenomenon in this polyplex system without a more in-depth study specifically dedicated to 

this matter. 

 

3.3.2 Calcium incubation and mineralization of polyplexes 

After selecting P1 and P2 as the base compositions for mineralization, we first 

investigated the effect of Ca2+ adsorption by light scattering (Figure 3.4) to better understand 

the final properties of the mineralized polyplexes. Considering the important role of pAsp-

Ca2+ binding on mineralization 30, it is ideal to have a method that allows the Ca2+ adsorption 

to occur freely in solution without the competing nucleation in the presence of Na2CO3. 

Again, using the CNT as a guide, the increased Ca2+ concentration around the particle would 

result in a stronger local thermodynamic driving force for nucleation. This effect, added to 

the lowering of the energy barrier for nucleation, could ensure effective mineralization.  

P1 and P2 shared a tendency to increase the frequency of bigger particles as the CaCl2 

concentration was raised from 5 to 20 mM, however this was more prominent for P1 than for 

P2 (Figure 3.4(a) and (b)). Accordingly, P1 showed a more sensible hydrodynamic size and 

PDI increase with CaCl2 compared to P2 (Figure 3.4(c) and (d)). P2 showed a decrease in 

PDI and stable hydrodynamic size up to 10 mM CaCl2, over which both PDI and 

hydrodynamic size increased considerably. The differences in response to CaCl2 are likely a 

consequence of the different ALL-Fect/pAsp ratios between P1 and P2 (7.5 and 5, 

respectively). Polyelectrolytes such as pAsp can work as steric and electrostatic dispersants, 

however the strong interaction with Ca2+ results in the formation of physical crosslink 

between the cation and carboxylate groups from pAsp, either from different macromolecules 
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or from the same one 49,50. This results in a collapse of steric stabilization and partial 

neutralization of surface  

 

Figure 3.4 Effect of CaCl2 incubation on pAsp coated polyplexes analyzed by ELS and DLS: (a) Intensity 
weighted particle size distribution of polyplexes with P1; (b) Intensity weighted particle size distribution of 
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P2; (c) Hydrodynamic diameter and PDI of polyplexes with ALL-P1; (d) P2; (e) z-potential of P1; and (f) z-
potential of P2. 

 
charge observed by z-potential shifts (Figure 3.4(e) and (f)). P1 underwent more efficient 

charge neutralization at 5 mM CaCl2 (~2 mV), while P2 showed a much less abrupt variation 

in z-potential due to the higher pAsp content, having a negative z-potential up to 20 mM 

CaCl2 (approximately -12 mV). 

The effect of Ca2+ absorption on the morphology of P2 incubated with 10 mM CaCl2 

was studied by TEM (Figure 3.5). The addition of CaCl2 increased the contrast in images, 

which is indicative of Ca2+ adsorption to the particles. There was also presence of 

agglomerates measuring up to 400 nm and a considerable amount of sub-100 nm particles. 

The free amorphous material observed in Figure 3.2 was not evident here; the interaction 

with Ca2+ might have led to further complexation that accounted for the particle size increase 

and formation of the new smaller particles by complexation. 

Next, we mineralized P1 and P2 with 3 reaction compositions: 5 mM CaCl2/0.7 mM 

Na2CO3, 10 mM CaCl2/1.1 mM Na2CO3, and 20 mM CaCl2/1.9 mM Na2CO3 (Figure 3.6). 

These compositions follow an increase in the amount of reactant species and, as a result, an 

increase in the amount of precipitated calcium carbonate was expected. Both P1 and P2 show 

a similar response to mineralization with the increase in supersaturations. An increase in the 

presence of bigger particles was observed (Figures 3.6(a) and (b)). The hydrodynamic 

diameter of P1 and P2 (Figure 3.6 (c) and (d)) showed a considerable increase even at the 

lowest reactants concentration used (P1 = 557 and P2 = 892 nm), and at 20 mM CaCl2 and 

1.9 mM Na2CO3, both polyplexes showed hydrodynamic sizes in the micrometer range (P1 

= 1230 nm and P2 = 1331 nm). PDI values had large SDs, which makes difficult the 
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evaluation of a trend in values, but there seems to be a tendency for PDI to increase as 

supersaturation increased.  

 

Figure 3.5 TEM of calcium incubated P1 (pDNA:ALL-Fect:pAsp=1:7.5:1) 

 

All mineralized samples showed a negative z-potential as a consequence of Na2CO3 

addition, which was directly influenced by the cationic/anionic ratios ALL-Fect/pAsp and 

Ca2+/CO3
2- ratios. This means that for the same mineralizing conditions, a higher ALL-

Fect/pAsp ratio results in a less negative z-potential, and for the same polyplex composition, 

increasing Ca2+/CO3
2- results in a less negative z-potential. Having this control might be 

useful in the sense that z-potential of the pDNA:ALL-Fect:pAsp polyplex can be adjusted by 

the mineralizing composition and, if a certain mineralizing composition is considered ideal, 

z-potential can be adjusted by reformulating the polyplex composition. This effect could be 

potentially be used to modulate the binding strength of functional organic additives to the 

CaCO3 external layer51. P1 and P2 with 5 mM CaCl2 and 0.7 mM Na2CO3 have Ca2+/CO3
2- = 

7.14 while the samples with 20 mM CaCl2 and 1.9 Na2CO3 have Ca2+/CO3
2- = 10.53 and, 

consequently, less negative z-potential.  
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Figure 3.6 Effect of mineralized content on pAsp coated polyplexes analyzed by ELS and DLS: (a) Intensity 
weighted particle size distribution of P1; (b) Intensity weighted particle size distribution P2; (c) 
Hydrodynamic diameter and PDI of P1; (d) Hydrodynamic diameter and PDI of P2; (e) z-potential of P1; 
and (f) z-potential of P2. 
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Since polyplexes self-assemble and keep their integrity due to electrostatic attraction 

between the oppositely charged components, the stability of the mineralized polyplexes were 

investigated by exposing them to strong dissociative conditions. Figure 3.7 shows a gel 

electrophoretic mobility study employing nine different CaCl2 and Na2CO3 mineralizing 

compositions over P1 and P2, as well as calcium incubated and untreated controls. P1 and 

P2 dissociation was triggered by incubation in heparin, a negatively charged macromolecule 

capable of strongly binding to polycations, causing polyplex dissociation by competition with 

nucleotides22,52,53. Without heparin incubation, all polyplexes were stable except P1, which 

indicated some degree of pDNA dissociation due to pAsp action and recovery of stability by 

interaction with Ca2+. After heparin incubation, all untreated polyplexes showed intense 

dissociation bands, while all mineralized samples seem to be completely protected against 

dissociation. We note that we incubated all samples with a 70-fold excess heparin to that of 

pDNA, which would dissociate most polyplexes made with traditional complexing agents. 

For example, it was reported that PEI and poly-L-lysine with optimal transfecting 

compositions dissociate with a heparin excess as low as 5 fold the amount of pDNA54, and 

micelles capable of resisting dissociation by heparin were more resistant to nucleases and 

kept bioactivity after longer storage times55. Calcium incubated controls showed partial 

resistance against dissociation triggered by heparin, except by P1 incubated with 20 mM 

CaCl2, that did not dissociate.  

The mechanism behind protection by mineralization probably differs from the 

protection by Ca2+ binding. Mineralization probably provides a physical layer that protects 

the polyplexes, not allowing heparin to interact with the polyplexes. This protective effect is 

likely to be independent of heparin concentration. The mechanism behind protection by  
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Figure 3.7Effect of mineralized content in the protection against heparin induced dissociation (0.7 mg/mL) 
analyzed by gel electrophoresis. 

 

calcium binding is probably a bit more complex. It is possible that Ca2+ can make physical 

crosslinks with pAsp49,56, increasing the robustness of the polyplexes. However, if heparin 

can reverse the crosslinks by binding to Ca2+, which would demand excess of Ca2+ for a 

complete protective effect. In that case, calcium incubated polyplexes cannot be considered 

as robust as the mineralized ones, as they are still vulnerable to dissociation by competitive 

binding. P2 was probably more susceptible to dissociation due to the higher pAsp amount 

on its composition, which increases the polyanionic content of the polyplex and offers less 

free Ca2+ to sacrifice for binding with heparin. Interestingly, it was reported by others that 

incubation of cationic polyplexes with calcium salts show the opposite effect: Ca2+ in such 

case decreases pDNA binding of the polyplexes by competition with the polycation used57,58. 

This could explain why a decrease in pDNA binding was found recently when submitting 
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cationic polyplexes to mineralization59. Since the polyplexes were cationic, the authors 

probably failed to mineralize their polyplexes, precipitating particles by homogeneous 

nucleation, and the excess Ca2+ from the mineralization reaction caused decrease in pDNA 

binding. Furthermore, there is a large body of evidence showing that when drug carriers are 

mineralized, they become robust and need to be negatively charged to show that 

effect29,35,37,60. 

As all mineralizing concentrations tested were capable of resisting dissociation by 

heparin competition, we characterize the chemical composition of P1 mineralized with 10 

mM CaCl2 and 1.1 mM Na2CO3 as an intermediary composition of tested systems. Figure 

8(a) shows the region used for the analysis and a rectangle containing 3 particles on the Si 

substrate used. Excluding the signal of the Si peaks, Ca, O, and C peaks were detected as 

expected as well as the Cl remaining from the synthesis reaction, which is another indication 

of effective mineralization (Figure 3.8(b)). We did not consider SEM for particle size 

counting because the samples were dried over the Si substrate, which, even after washing 

with centrifugation, could have led to size increase due to the prolonged drying process in 

the presence of traces of reactants. The particles were considerably smaller (~300 nm) than 

the hydrodynamic size found by DLS for the same polyplex composition mineralized under 

the same CaCl2 and Na2CO3 concentrations (~800 nm). The particles are spherical and well 

dispersed, with no signs of agglomeration, which could be a consequence of the 

centrifugation and drying steps used to prepare the sample. It is interesting that, while this 

values drastically disagree with DLS from mineralized particles, they correlate better with 

the hydrodynamic sizes achieved for the calcium incubated samples with 5 mM CaCl2 

(P1=142.9 and P2=114.8). In Figure 3.9, there does not seem to be considerable particle  
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Figure 3.8 (a) Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) of particles prepared with pDNA:ALL-Fect:pAsp = 
1:7.5:1 and mineralized with 10 mM CaCl2 and 1.1 mM Na2CO3. Scale bars = 10 µm (lower magnification 
image) and = 1 µM (higher magnification image). (b) Electron dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) of the 
area highlighted on the higher magnification image and substrate without particles. Mass ratios of the 
elements are indicated.  

 

agglomeration or aggregation and particles are well dispersed. Additionally, these particles 

showed no signs of excessive growth. The drastic difference in size between the two 

techniques (TEM vs hydrodynamic size by DLS) can be a consequence of the presence of 
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particle motion modes that are non-Brownian (possibly a consequence of agglomeration and 

sedimentation) not fulfilling the necessary sample characteristics for accurate measurements 

using DLS38 as well as the way particle size is estimated depending on the technique (number 

weighted vs intensity weighted)61. 

 

Figure 3.9 TEM images of polyplexes mineralized with 5 mM CaCl2 and 0.7 mM Na2PO4: (a) P1 and particle 
sizes measured on the same image; and (b) P2 and particle sizes measured on the same image. Scale bars = 1 
µm. 

 

At higher magnification (Figure 3.10), the ‘apparently’ uniform particles at lower 

magnification showed an obvious heterogeneous morphology. Multiple cores embedded in a 

dense matrix was evident, which is likely the result of a complex interaction between the 

organic and inorganic components forming the particles during CaCO3 nucleation and 

growth. Considering that the contrast of the denser mineral phase increases along the particle 
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radius towards its center, we presume that CaCO3 is not restricted to the surface of the 

nanoparticle and forms an interconnected matrix inside. The cores vary in size, being smaller 

at the particles surfaces and increasing in size towards the center. The multiple cores are most 

likely organic (instead of hollow), and considering the already discussed properties of pAsp 

to mediate mineralization, we suspect they are possibly rich in polycationic content. 

 

Figure 3.10 TEM images of mineralization using 5 mM CaCl2 and 0.7 mM Na2CO3 of: (a) P1 (scale bar = 
200 nm); (b) P1 at higher magnification (scale bar = 200 nm); (c) Inverse of Z-contrast values from the 
selected area in previous figure; (d) P2 (scale bar = 500 nm); (e) P2 at higher magnification (scale bar = 
200 nm); (c) Inverse of Z-contrast values from the selected area in previous figure. 

 

It seems that the main difference in morphology between P1 and P2 lies in how the size 

and number of cores evolve from the particle surface to the center. While both polyplex 

compositions show small multiple cores at the surface, P1 had the tendency to show multiple 

cores that were more homogeneous in size, and P2 more frequently showed just a few (one 

to three) bigger cores at its center. This difference can be observed by comparing Figure 
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3.10(a) and (b) with Figure 3.10(d) and (e). To better observe the difference in core 

distribution in the center of the nanoparticles, we plotted the gray scale values from the 

squares at the center of mineralized P1 in Figure 3.10(c) and P2 in Figure 3.10(f), which 

can be interpreted as surface plots of the inverse of the Z contrast. While P1 showed multiple 

lower density peaks homogeneously distributed along the area chosen, P2 shows one main 

low-density peak with depressions on the main peak area, which is likely due to smaller more 

dense cores present closer to the surface. 

Considering the two-step mineralization method used, in which incubation with CaCl2 

alone was allowed for 30 min before addition of Na2CO3, we suspect that Ca2+ adsorption on 

the particles surface and interior might be an important factor in achieving the interconnected 

mineral phase. Organic-inorganic interactions highly specific to our system might be at play. 

For example, pAsp is an important factor leading to infiltration of collagen by calcium 

phosphate during mineralization25,31, however, how this phenomenon relates to our self-

assembled particulate system in which pDNA is another anionic component in play and the 

majority of the polyplex body is formed by the lipid-modified PEI, which is also described 

to modulate final mineral morphology in its unmodified form62, is unknown. 

We proposed a possible nucleation and growth mechanism for the multiple core 

morphology observed based on a simple interpretation of the CNT and our results (Figure 

3.11). We interpreted the smaller core size at the surface of the polyplexes as the indication 

of an increased nucleation rate on that site. This is consistent with the assumption that 

polyplexes have higher Ca2+ concentration than the reaction medium due to sequestration by 

pAsp. When Na2CO3 is added, CO3
2- diffusion happens more easily in the reaction medium 

than inside the polyplex, generating a higher supersaturated state at the liquid/polyplex 
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interface, inducing nucleation by lowering of the energy barrier and local increase in the 

nucleation driving force. The continuous diffusion of CO3
2- from the liquid/polyplex interface 

towards its center and excess Ca2+ available inside the polyplex volume feed the growth of 

CaCO3 towards the polyplex center only until the growth of CaCO3 at the surface leads to the 

formation of a shell and impediment of diffusion of ions. When that happens, growth can still 

happen by thickening of the mineral layer at the polyplex/liquid interface. 

 

Figure 3.11 Proposed mechanism for mineralization. 

 

3.3.3 Transfection Studies 

As all CaCl2 and Na2CO3 concentrations tested protected the polyplexes against 

dissociation by heparin, we considered all 18 mineralized samples to be “successfully 

mineralized”, and therefore we employed all of them, including calcium incubated controls 

and untreated controls (P1 and P2 in pure water), in pGFP transfections in MC3T3-E1 cells, 

a mouse calvaria osteoblast precursor 63 (Figure 3.12). This cell line was chosen since 

mineralized polyplexes could be ideally suitable for gene therapy efforts with bone and 
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similar mineral-bearing tissues. Mineralization had an obvious effect in promoting GFP 

expression even at the lowest mineralizing concentrations; (i) in the absence of Ca+2, no 

transfection was evident with the polyplexes and (ii) subsequent exposure to CO3
-2 enhanced 

the transfection efficiency. However, there seems to exist a dependency on the Ca2+/CO3
2- 

ratio used for mineralization. This dependency, to which clearly P1 is more sensible, is 

evident when we observe the decrease in transfection efficiency at the lowest CaCl2 

concentration used (5 mM) by the increase in NaCO3 from 0.7 mM to 1.9 mM. The same 

dependency is confirmed when observing the transfection efficiency values achieved by 

mineralizing with 20 mM CaCl2 and 1.9 mM Na2CO3 and the decay in transfection efficiency 

by lowering the CaCl2 concentration. We propose that the optimal Ca2+/CO3
2- ratio to be at 

least 7.14 in this system (from P1 mineralized with 5 mM CaCl2 and 0.7 mM Na2CO3).  
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Figure 3.12 Transfection efficiency of mineralized polyplexes on MC3T3 cells as the GFP positive population 
(top graphs) and the mean fluorescence intensity. (MFI, bottom graphs). The specific rations for the 
complexes prepared with pDNA, ALL-Fect and pAsp are indicated on top of each graph. p ≤ 0.05 is indicated 
as *, p ≤ 0.001 as ***, and p ≤ 0.0001 as ****. 

 

 

Figure 3.13 Transfection efficiency of mineralized polyplexes on MDA-MB 231 cells as the GFP positive 
population (top graphs) and the mean fluorescence intensity. (MFI, bottom graphs). The specific rations for 
the complexes prepared with pDNA, ALL-Fect and pAsp are indicated on top of each graph. p ≤ 0.05 is 
indicated as *, p ≤ 0.001 as ***, and p ≤ 0.0001 as ****. 

 

One of the calcium incubated controls in the absence of mineralization (P1, 20 mM 

CaCl2) showed a very high transfection efficiency, comparable to the mineralized particles. 

This was the only calcium incubated sample to show protection against dissociation by 

heparin (Figure 3.7), indicating the formation of very stable particle. This presumably 

facilitated intracellular uptake of the nanoparticles making them withstand passage through 
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the cell membrane. Therefore, the heparin triggered dissociation of polyplexes could be an 

important tool to evaluate which polyplex formulations have potential to become efficient 

transfection agents when phenomena leading to increased robustness like the ones discussed 

here are in question. We most note that we were able to readily obtain transfection with the 

unmineralized polyplexes before64 (unlike this study), but these studies employed polyplexes 

formed in tissue culture medium (with Ca2+ present) for short duration of time (30 min 

complexation vs 120 min here).  It seems like robustness is the effect allowing transfection 

efficiency to happen and the calcium excess modulates transfection efficiency, since samples 

with intermediate robustness (calcium incubated samples except P1 incubated with 20 mM 

CaCl2) did not show intermediate transfection efficiency, but when robustness is achieved 

without a considerable calcium excess for mineralized samples, transfection efficiency can 

be gradually increased by increasing the CaCl2 concentration.  

We also performed transfection in MDA-MB 231 cells (epithelial cell line from the 

breast adenocarcinoma) (Figure 3.13). This cell line was more sensible to the cationic 

content of the polyplexes, having a strong increase in transfection when ALL-Fect content 

was increased. Also, a decrease in transfection efficiency by the addition of pAsp was noted 

(polyplex vs polyplex pAsp). At the lower polycationic content (P1), increase in the number 

of cells transfected by mineralization did not translate into an as intense increase in the MFI. 

MDA-MB 231 transfection with P2 followed a similar profile of that observed in MC3T3 

transfection with P1, in which calcium incubation at 20 mM CaCl2 was capable of inducing 

transfection similar to that of the mineralized samples. Considering that this specific sample 

did not show complete inhibition of dissociation by heparin, it is possible that the dependency 

on robustness for transfection on the calcium incubated/mineralized system could vary from 
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cell line to cell line. MDA-MB 231 also show strong dependency of Ca2+/CO3
2, following a 

similar trend of decrease in transfection efficiency when Ca2+/CO3
2-  is lower than 7.14.  

It is interesting that mineralized samples were effective even being considerably 

anionic. Positive z-potential is frequently described as a pre-requisite for effective 

transfection efficiency65. Perhaps the surface charge effect is not as important to mineralized 

samples, and other specific mineral adhesion properties are at play, such as what is reported 

to mineralized viruses15. Other authors have also reported that increased intracellular calcium 

levels could increase transfection efficiency on its own, however it does not seem to be 

completely clear what is the mechanism behind such increase. It was observed that the effect 

of calcium is seen in a variety of cell lines, however the effect of calcium varied a lot 

depending on the cell line and type of lipoplex used66. Indeed, there are studies that suggest 

that an increase in cytosolic Ca2+ can increase endocytosis rates67,68. The effect of calcium has 

been recently highlighted in bone marrow-derived stem cells transfected with PEI/pDNA 

polyplexes69. It is also proposed that specific pDNA and polyplex interactions with Ca2+ 

resulting in smaller polyplex size might be one reason for improved transfection efficiency57.  

We believe that mineralization of the polyplexes could enable new applications based 

on the robustness of the mineral shell and specific mineral-biointeractions. The effects 

observed with mineralized viruses in vivo are perhaps what could be expected to be achieved 

with the synthetic vector, considering that these properties are believed to be materials 

specific5. Nucleotide vaccines using polyplexes could highly benefit on the thermostability 

gained through mineralization11. These, such as the recent mRNA vaccines used during 

COVID-19 global pandemic, would likely require storage under ultra-cold conditions. In that 

context, mineralization could lower costs related cold chains. Additionally, mineralized 
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vaccines have increased adhesion to mucosa and could increase local airway immunization 

when delivered through the nose, another property that could be useful dealing with the 

current pandemic16. Furthermore, mineralization of a COV-SARS-2 vaccine employing an 

adenovirus carrying the gene for the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein showed improved 

thermostability and was reported to induce higher levels of spike protein-specific antibody 

and T cell response70. The protective effect of the mineral shell could also prove to be useful 

in tissue engineering applications using gene activated matrices carrying polyplexes. In 

electrospinning, for example, polyplexes inside a spun fiber are subjected to several 

conditions that could reduce transfection efficiency, such as solvents, shear forces, 

temperature variation, and solvent drying inside a polymer matrix 64,71. In this scenario, 

mineralized polyplexes are more likely to maintain efficiency until the gene activated matrix 

is employed.  

 

3.4 Conclusions 

Here, we reported an effective and straightforward mineralization strategy mediated by 

poly(aspartic acid) to fabricate robust CaCO3 mineralized polyplexes, with preliminary 

biological work. The physicochemical and biological properties of the polyplexes have been 

found to highly dependent on the organic and inorganic cationic/anionic ratios ALL-

Fect/pAsp and Ca2+/CO3
2-. An interesting morphology constituted of multiple organic cores 

on a mineral matrix was revealed by the TEM, which we presume is the consequence of 

CaCO3 mineral growth towards the center of the polyplexes after nucleation at the surface.  

The mechanism behind the increase of transfection efficiency by mineralization seems to be 

highly dependent on the increase in robustness, and it is influenced by Ca2+/CO3
2-  ratio and 
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polyplex composition, and seems to be dependent on the cell line used. We envisage the 

mineralized polyplexes becoming a promising robust gene carrier for applications that could 

benefit from increased Ca2+ intracellular levels or demanding outstanding protection. For 

example, mineralized polyplexes could be used in conjunction with material fabrication 

methods that are not friendly to unmineralized polyplexes to create novel gene activated 

matrices. It is also possible that some of the properties observed in mineralized vaccines 

employing viruses could be observed with mineralized polyplexes. However, it is first 

necessary to test the CaCO3 mineralized polyplexes in a large variety of cell applications and 

better understand what the mechanisms behind the increase in transfection efficiency are, and 

how to better explore the new acquired properties through mineralization in novel 

applications, which we intent to do next.  
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4. General Discussion and Conclusions 

In the face of recent reports that viruses can self-mineralize as an evolutionary 

advantage [1–4], benefiting from improved robustness and infectivity, and under the 

hypothesis that this benefit could be translated to non-viral gene carriers, in this thesis, 

polyplexes for pDNA delivery were mineralized. However, instead of employing known 

recipes for metastable supersaturated solutions, such as the one proposed by Kokubo [5], a 

polyplex-tailored mineralization strategy was presented. Freshly prepared polyplexes tend to 

reduce their transfection efficiency after long times of incubation [6], which makes the use 

of supersaturated metastable solutions inappropriate, as these demand long incubation times 

(hours or days). A time-efficient mineralization reaction is more convenient no matter the 

application. A short reaction time (1 hour) was achieved by performing two-step 

mineralization. The polyplexes were first incubated in a CaCl2 solution for 30 min and then 

mineralized by addition of a saline buffered solution containing 0.7-1.9 mM Na3PO4 for 

calcium phosphate mineralization or a solution containing 0.7-1.9 mM Na2CO3 for calcium 

carbonate mineralization. The two-step process ensures efficient chelation of calcium ions 

by poly(aspartic acid) in the vicinity and possibly at the interior of the polyplexes, which was 

identified by the increase in contrast in calcium incubated polyplexes by TEM in Chapters 2 

and 3.  

The rationale adopted is that by limiting the supersaturated status of the system by 

using a very low concentration of the counter ions (PO4
3- or CO3

2-), well below stoichiometric 

values, it is possible to limit growth and homogeneous nucleation while benefiting from the 

increased efficiency in calcium chelation. The formation of polyelectrolyte/Ca2+ chelates is 

thought to be an important intermediate step in mineralization[7]. The assessment of changes 
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in hydrodynamic size, zeta potential, morphology, resistance to dissociation, and transfection 

efficiency as a consequence of each step of the fabrication method helped to generate an 

explanation for the phenomena behind the measurements made. Also, comparing mineralized 

samples with calcium incubated samples after recognition of the importance of the interaction 

of calcium ions and poly(aspartic acid) for transfection efficiency of polyplexes. A summary 

of the changes in properties as a consequence of each step of the fabrication can be found in 

Table 4-1. 

Table 4-1 A summary of properties as a consequence of each step of the fabrication process. 

 Hydrodynamic 
size  

Zeta 
potential 

Resistance to 
dissociation 

Morphology Transfection 
Efficiency 

Coating with 
PAsp 

Decreases: 
hydrophilic 
nature of PAsp 
helps to 
disperse 
polyplexes 

Decreases 
(from 
positive to 
negative): 
PAsp 
adsorption at 
the surface of 
the polyplex 
changes the 
net surface 
charge from 
positive to 
negative. 

Decreases: 
competition 
between PAsp 
and pDNA for 
PEI can 
reduce 
binding. 

Changes from 
spheres + 
worm-like to 
just spheres: 
PAsp breaks 
apart worm-like 
structures due 
to its 
hydrophilic 
nature.  

Decreases: 
Highly anionic 
particles without 
other uptake 
mechanisms do not 
have enough 
attraction towards 
the cell membrane 
to overcome the 
energy barrier for 
membrane folding. 

Calcium 
incubation 

Increases: 
Agglomeration 
due to collapse 
of steric and 
electrostatic 
stabilization 
with calcium 
binding. 

Increases 
(from 
negative to 
neutral): 
partial charge 
neutralization 
due to Ca2+ 
binding with 
COO- from 
PAsp 

Increases: 
PAsp can 
chelate Ca2+, 
generating 
physical 
crosslinks. 

Increase in 
contrast: 
Calcium is 
located in the 
polyplexes. 

High CaCl2 or low 
CaCl2 

concentrations in 
the presence of a 
saline buffer 
promoted 
transfection: 
Increase in 
robustness  

Mineralization Increases: 
Agglomeration 
is followed by 
decantation. 

Decreases 
(becomes 
more 
negative):  
Reaction with 
PO4

3- or CO3
2-

. 

Completely 
inhibits 
dissociation: 
Mineralization 
builds a 
physical 
barrier that 
protects the 
polyplex from 
heparin. 

Heterogeneous: 
Presence of 
organic and 
inorganic 
components in 
the same 
particle. 

Increases 
transfection at all 
CaCl2 
concentrations as 
long as a 
Ca2+/PO4

3- and 
Ca2+/CO3

2- lower 
limit is respected: 
The mineral layer 
readily promotes 
transfection due to 
increased 
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robustness. Ca2+ 
excess might be 
necessary for 
particles not to 
become too 
negative. 

 

The effect of ionic strength as a consequence of NaCl addition can be concluded by 

comparing Chapters 2 and 3. Polyplexes were mineralized following two different 

mineralization methods: method 1 – a calcium phosphate mineralization in a buffered salt 

solution containing 150 mM NaCl; and method 2 – a calcium carbonate mineralization 

reaction using only calcium and a carbonate salt. NaCl is found in the reaction media only as 

a byproduct of the chemical reaction CaCl2 + Na2CO3 -> NaCl + CaCO3 (maximum 1.4 to 

3.8 mM NaCl). The removal of the buffered NaCl solution resulted in less agglomeration of 

the mineralized nanoparticles, which is clear when comparing TEMs and DLS from Chapters 

2 and 3. However, it seems that NaCl modulates the effect of Ca2+, improving its ability to 

increase transfection efficiency at lower concentrations, which can be concluded by 

comparing flow cytometry results from Chapters 2 and 3. While the modulation of the Ca2+–

driven increase of transfection effect by NaCl is an interesting phenomenon, definitely 

deserving a future in-depth investigation, it makes it difficult to fully isolate the effects of 

mineralization from that of Ca2+ binding. Additionally, for medical applications, due to the 

agglomeration effect caused by NaCl, observed by TEM in Chapter 2, particle mineralization 

in media with lower ionic strength seems preferable. 

Without differentiating between the minerals precipitated, the increase of polyplex 

integrity (or robustness) due to calcium incubation or due to mineralization seems to be the 

main factor promoting transfection, and this effect was similar independently of the cell line 

transfected. Furthermore, calcium incubation or mineralization is not capable of significantly 
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sustaining transfection. For mineralized samples, while considerably negatively charged 

particles were still highly effective, calcium seems important to avoid loss of activity due to 

excess negative charge.  

In Chapter 3, the cell lines MC3T3-E1 (fibroblast) and MDA-MB-231 (epithelial) were 

used for transfection efficiency studies using CaCO3 mineralized polyplexes, which allow to 

make considerations about the effect of the cell-related parameters on transfection efficiency. 

While we were not interested on the effect off cell passage on transfection, other authors 

observed important outcomes when passage number was elevated. For MCT3T3-E1 cells, it 

was observed that cell proliferation can decrease as cell passage number increases [8], and 

osteogenesis decreases considerably above 30 passages [9]. We could not find studies on the 

effect of passage of MDA-MB-231, however for most cell lines, reduction of proliferation is 

frequently described [8–10], which could reduce transfection efficiency. Overall, it is well 

recognized that it is a good practice to work with cells with low passage number (bellow 20). 

In our studies, the effects of calcium incubation and mineralization do not seem to 

depend significantly on the cell line used. We believe that transfection can be increased by a 

combination of factors that are consequence of physicochemical properties of the polyplexes, 

and not any specific Ca2+ receptor mediated mechanism. Improved robustness that can be 

turned off intracellularly [11]. Increased intracellular calcium concentration [12], and 

unspecific uptake as a consequence of the mineralized layer [13] are factors that have been 

recognized in the literature separately. A more detailed discussion on this topic can be found 

in Section 3.3.3 of this document. 

 

4.1 The importance of surface charge for nucleation and materials fabrication 
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Electrostatic interactions are thought to be the main factor for calcium phosphate and 

carbonate heterogeneous nucleation [14]. Looking at the literature over the last decades, there 

is an absolute preference for using materials that contain acidic groups and are negatively 

charged [11,15–25]. This tradition might have started after early works utilizing polarized 

surfaces and coated substrates that could not mineralize positively charged surfaces 

[16,23,26–28]. However, recent work shows that functionalization with positively charged 

groups can be superior in nucleating calcium phosphate [29]. Therefore, there is still room 

for debate on ideal strategies for materials fabrication using mineralization. 

In living organisms, mineralization happens in a complex scenario, in which 

extracellular proteins with acidic domains guide the formation of highly complex hard tissues 

with the action of electrostatic forces [30]. Positive charges on the collagen gap zone are 

thought to work as anchor sites for negatively charged complexes formed between liquid 

mineral precursors and proteins. This phenomenon is thought to direct intrafibrillar 

mineralization [14]. However, the overall mechanism for collagen intrafibrillar 

mineralization is still under debate, as a recent work was able to generate intrafibrillar 

mineralization with the action of a polycation, which indicates electrostatic forces are not 

enough to explain intrafibrillar mineralization [31,32]. A combination of positive and 

negative charges can also be an interesting strategy to improve mineralization efficiency in 

vitro [33]. However, in materials fabrication and comparative studies, traditionally, one type 

of surface charge modification is used at a time. 

Using polarized surfaces, Yamashita [26] could only nucleate calcium phosphate over a 

negatively charged surface. The proposed mechanism is that nucleation sites for calcium 

phosphate could be created over a negative surface by the attraction of Ca2+ from solution, 
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and a positively charged surface could not nucleate calcium phosphate due to the lower 

charge density of the phosphate counter ions, which favors the adsorption of the more charge 

dense Cl-. This explanation is in agreement with studies dedicated to selective adsorption of 

ions with different valences and diameters [34]. In the following years, the idea that 

positively charged surfaces cannot efficiently nucleate calcium phosphate was then 

reinforced by the publication of work by other authors using different surface modification 

techniques [23,27,28,35–38]. Most authors used classical concepts to explain the mechanism 

behind nucleation by a negatively charged surface: lowering of surface energy and local 

increase of supersaturation. In material fabrication studies, there is a noticeable 

predominance of the use of functionalization techniques to locate acidic groups over surfaces 

(mostly carboxylic acid groups), which is commonly confirmed by means of a negative zeta 

potential [15,16,39–41]. However, very recently, a study found more efficient mineralization 

with modification of a PEEK surface with positively charged groups [29]. It is possible that 

the different results from different groups might be a consequence of the different techniques 

used for surface functionalization, different experimental parameters, and the action of other 

factors that can influence nucleation.  

To our knowledge, the only attempt to mineralize positively charged particles was 

performed in ref. [42], in a CaP precipitation reaction over positively charged polyplexes. 

Different from other studies (including this thesis), they found that mineralization increases 

the encapsulation of drugs or nucleic acids, and show TEMs of nanoparticles with an 

indication of organic and inorganic phases in the same nanoparticle [11,16,31,39,43,44]. Ref. 

[42] reports microparticles with homogeneous morphology and reduced DNA binding. Since 

mineralization is regarded as an efficient way of improving hydrophilic drug encapsulation 
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[31], a possible interpretation is that positively charged polyplexes could not be coated by 

CaP, and excess Ca2+ competes with the polycation used for pDNA biding. Interestingly, 

there are authors that found that positively charged polyplexes incubated with only CaCl2 

have reduced binding and increased transfection efficiency [45,46], characteristics that were 

also reported by ref. [42]. Ultimately, a study on the role of charge for the specific case of 

polyplexes is needed before drawing any conclusion. 

 

4.2 Future perspectives and studies 

As discussed in more detail in Chapter 1, calcium phosphate and calcium carbonate are 

highly safe materials routinely used in medical devices and as food additives, respectively. 

Drawbacks related to these materials are mostly a consequence of the inherent characteristic 

of continuous growth, which can lead to a low degree of reproducibility when used in the 

nanoparticulate form as a delivery tool. It is not clear if the mineralized polyplexes described 

here have the same drawbacks, given the early development of our mineralization protocols 

and lack of long-term studies on their stability. Nevertheless, solutions for this issue will be 

discussed below. 

The first strategy for avoiding excessive growth is to work with the minimum 

concentration necessary for the extent of mineralization desired under the reaction time 

chosen, such as what was performed in this work. Again, short reaction times are beneficial 

to minimize any undesirable changes in polyplex properties (i.e., reduced transfection 

efficiency). While a particle size increase close to 1 µm has been reported as being beneficial 

for transfection efficiency in vitro [8] and in local administration in vivo [9] with PEI, for the 

general case of intravenous delivery of particles, small particle size, ranging from 50 to 100 
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nm is desired [10]. To further improve control over particle size, modification of the surface 

of the mineralized polyplexes might be explored with macromolecules that ideally play at 

least three roles:  

(i) calcium binding, occupying sites for mineral growth;  

(ii) steric and/or electrostatic stabilization to inhibit agglomeration and aggregation; 

(iii) targeting of specific cell receptors, depending on the application.  

For a powerful control over size, the synthesis of copolymers with a functionality 

capable of binding calcium and a long hydrophilic chain is indicated. The capacity to bind  

calcium ions is necessary either during mineralization or immediately after it, depending on 

the degree of affinity with calcium. In Chapter 1, it was observed that copolymers formed by 

organic polymers containing carboxylate groups, mainly poly(acrylic acid) and poly(aspartic 

acid), attached to poly(ethylene) glycol long chains, have a strong capability of stabilizing 

mineral particles when present during mineralization. Another possibility is to link 

bisphosphonate functionalities to the end of long hydrophilic chains. Bisphosphonates are a 

class of molecules that have very strong calcium binding strength due to the presence of two 

phosphate groups linked to the same carbon. In Chapter 1, where we reviewed the literature, 

it was observed that for bisphosphonate modified PEG, the most efficient strategy is to add 

this molecule immediately after mineralization. This is likely a consequence of the stronger 

calcium binding that leads to nucleation inhibition when present during mineralization. Since 

the mineralization reported here was performed under very low supersaturations, already 

under the presence of a highly negatively charged polyanion, in order to avoid competition, 

it might be more appropriate to use a bisphosphonate-modified hydrophilic molecule after 
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the mineralization process is over or to substitute the unmodified poly(aspartic acid) for a 

copolymer of poly(aspartic acid) and PEG. 

Adding targeting functionalities is another challenge that could be tackled by the same 

strategy. This can be achieved by coupling molecules with strong calcium interaction 

(bisphosphonates, polyacrylic acid, and polyaspartic acid, among others) with targeting 

molecules. A whole library of mineral-interacting molecules to modify the mineralized 

polyplexes reported could then be built. These new compounds (a particle stabilizer and a 

targeting molecule) could be added at the same time if they had the same class of calcium 

binding molecule or at different times if they had different calcium binding strengths (one 

before and another after mineralization).  

The route proposed here is to substitute poly(aspartic acid) with a poly(aspartic acid)-

modified PEG that could potentially mediate mineralization and stabilize the particles 

concomitantly, following the addition of a bisphosphonate modified targeting molecule, such 

as described in Figure 4.1. 

A few other studies as a continuation of this thesis are proposed: 

 

1- A in-depth study of the effect of calcium in gene delivery utilizing polyplexes.  

Other concentrations and other incubation protocols could be used in order to better 

access the effect of calcium. For example, calcium could be added before polyplex assembly 

or in between the steps of polyplex assembly and poly(aspartic acid) addition. A study of 

calcium-rich formulations for polyplex assembly in order to avoid the use of commercial cell  
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Figure 4.1 Fabrication of a PEG, targeting ligand-functionalized mineralized polyplex for gene delivery. 

 
 

culture media is also proposed. It will be important to probe the role of calcium on cell 

binding and internalization of complexes, in addition to its direct effect in polyplex 

stabilization. Other authors have reported that increased intracellular calcium levels could 

increase transfection efficiency on its own, however it does not seem to be completely clear 
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what is the mechanism behind such increase. The effect of calcium is seen in a variety of cell 

lines, however the effect of calcium varied depending on the cell line and type of carrier used 

[11]. Indeed, there are studies that suggest that an increase in cytosolic Ca2+ can increase 

endocytosis rates, which could facilitate transfection [12,13]. The effect of calcium has been 

recently highlighted in bone marrow-derived stem cells transfected with PEI/pDNA 

polyplexes [14]. It is also proposed that specific pDNA and polyplex interactions with Ca2+ 

resulting in smaller polyplex size might be one reason for improved transfection efficiency 

[15].  

 

2- Study of doping of the mineral phase with therapeutic ions or ions that control 

mineral solubility and/or have proved therapeutic effect. 

 Intracellular delivery of strontium doped calcium phosphate improved markers related 

to bone regeneration in the co-delivery with pDNA [16] and manganese doped calcium 

phosphate [17] and carbonate [18] were capable of increasing cancer cell death by generating 

hydroxyl radicals via reaction with H2O2, which is produced in large amounts in cancer cells 

and tumors. Similar doping strategies could be used in the mineral portion of the mineralized 

polyplexes by adding soluble salts of the desired therapeutic ions during the mineralization 

reactions. 

 

3- In vivo administration of mineralized polyplexes.  

Mineralization gave viruses increased infection due to increased adhesion to mucosa 

from the airways and alternative cell uptake pathways [19]. This property was used in viral 

vaccination to increase local mucosal immunization by administration through airways [20], 
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which is theorized to be superior in avoiding infections to the respiratory system. Other 

authors also administered mineralized viral vectors intravenously in diverse applications such 

as cancer treatment and immunization against the SARS-CoV-2 virus with improved results 

compared to unmineralized viruses. The Table II in Chapter one can be consulted for more 

in vivo studies utilizing mineralized viruses. If the improved adhesion to airways by 

mineralization is materials specific, theoretically it could be observed in non-viral 

mineralized vectors such as the ones described in this thesis.  

 

4- Study of the protective effect of mineralized polyplexes and incorporation in gene-

activated matrices.  

In this thesis, mineralization protected the polyplexes against dissociation in aqueous 

media. For viral vectors, it is observed that mineralization is also capable of providing 

improved thermostability [21,22]. A more in-depth study of the protective effect of 

mineralization over polyplexes against heat and other chemicals and physical conditions 

could be useful to expand the applications of polyplexes by incorporation in gene activated 

matrices. As an example, mineralization could preserve polyplex function when incorporated 

into electro-spun mats during the process of electrospinning, in which the use of elevated 

temperatures, organic solvents, and the drying process and entrapment inside the polymer 

fiber would be required. Maybe, mineralized polyplexes could be used in electrospinning and 

other fabrication methods dispersed on the same way as nanometric hydroxyapatite and other 

inorganic particulate materials currently in use[23].  

 
Calcium incubation and mineralization might have an important role depending on the 

application desired and might open new applications for the use of polyplexes. If the same 
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benefits observed with mineralized viruses can be achieved with mineralized polyplexes, 

such as improved thermostability, improved adhesion to airways, and better immunization in 

vaccination, mineralized polyplexes could be a safer option compared to mineralized viruses.  
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